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Abstract
Slim Rekhis. Theoretical Aspects of Digital Investigation of Security Incidents. PhD thesis,
Engineering School of Communications (Sup’Com), Networks and Security Research Lab
(CN&S), February 2007. (Under the direction of Pr. Noureddine Boudriga).

While research in computer security has started giving importance to digital investigation of
security incidents, the focus is still on the development of procedural guidelines and technical
documents for specific software investigation. Several issues remain unsolved including a) the
need of formalization in the investigation reasoning, b) misconception of uncertainty in the
investigators knowledge and collected evidences; c) tolerance to digital anti-forensic attacks,
and d) network digital investigation in wireless networks.
This thesis enriches the digital investigation by several formal theories and techniques and
uses them to alleviate the above shortcomings, providing three-axis based contribution.
In the first axis, we took interest to providing a logic-based investigation theory. We brought
out a novel logic entitled Temporal Logic of Security Actions and its logic-based language.
The latter are used to formally specify the set of available evidences and the investigator
knowledge and infer the potential attack scenarios as a series of events that moves the system
from a safe state to a set of final states satisfying evidences. To tolerate missing evidences
and information about the incident and the investigated systems, two different techniques
for reasoning with hypotheses were prospected. A Model Checker that integrates automated
generation and management of hypotheses was also provided.
In the second axis, we developed a formal verification theory for digital investigation based
on the concept of Opacity that we extended by new classes and properties to support multiobservations and handle cooperative digital investigation. Such concept was integrated to
the Temporal Logic of Security Actions to automate the reconstruction of potential attack
scenarios with respect to investigators’ observations, and verify the Opacity properties. We
also provided a novel theoretical concept entitled Visibility and set up its relation with network
digital investigation, particularly the investigation of source address spoofing attacks in packet
switching communication protocols.
In the third axis, we extended the scope of digital investigation at different layers, particularly systems, networks, and disks. First, we set up a formal and automated approach
based on the use of the Temporal Logic of Security Actions to support computer investigation of systems that are exposed to disk-based anti-forensic attacks. Second, we proposed two
novel techniques for tracing intruders’ sources in wired and wireless ad-hoc networks, respectively. Third, we provided a Cooperative Intrusion Detection and Tolerance System that uses
network-level, host-level and storage-level information to better detect intrusion attempts in
their early stages, and allows tracing users’ activities in terms of opened sockets, involved
processes, and read/write disk blocks requests.

x

Introduction to Digital Investigation

1

1.1. Introduction
The growth of the number of security incidents and the sophistication of the intrusions techniques made it impossible to completely prevent attacks, regardless of what security solutions
are deployed. This is apparent considering the number of incidents reported to CERT/CC1
over the past decade2 , which increases dramatically. (Note that not all the occurring alerts are
reported, because some organizations affected by the incident would avoid charges of carelessness because the intrusions are not even detected). During this time period, several security
solutions such as Intrusion Detection Systems and Firewalls have emerged and prominently
been used to prevent or mitigate security attacks. What it could be noticed is that such kind
of security measures are not always adequate for preventing every attack.
Therefore, it becomes necessary to develop an efficient incident response plan in order to
react efficiently to security incidents with significant time constraints. Security attacks can
lead to data alteration, backdoors installation, or even to the use of the system for conducting
external attacks on remote computers and systems. Focusing merely on restoring the system,
which is the simplest and easiest method, is disadvantageous. In fact, valuable information
and traces that allow understanding the attack could be removed if the compromised system
is straightforwardly formatted or reinstalled. Moreover, data that was not backed up prior to
the incident (e.g., users’ files created recently, modified database records) will be lost.
The above mentioned weaknesses in the response point up the need for conducting a postincident digital investigation. The investigation should note and collect all important data
and then carry out an investigation before any change to the system, such as re-installation
or software patching, occurs. While such investigation is not as easy to perform as a response
that simply restores the system, its benefits are considerable and include:
• Determine how the computer attack was performed and what are the security weaknesses
and design mistakes that let the incident succeeds.
• Trace the attackers to their source to identify their identities.
1

Short for the Computer Emergency Response Team Coordination Center. A federally funded research and
development center operated by Carnegie Mellon University. It attempts to improve Internet security by
analyzing and publicizing incidents reported by computer administrators internationally.
2
CERT/CC Statistics 1988-2006 http://www.cert.org/stats/cert_stats.html#incidents
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• Build a proof from the collected information to bring a prosecution against hackers who
committed the attack.
• Study the attackers’ trends and motives, and take the accurate security measures to
prevent the identified attack scenarios from succeeding in the future.
• Argument and underline the results with methods and techniques that are well-tested
and proved.
The area of security that is dedicated to analyzing an incident is known as digital forensic
investigation, commonly known also as computer forensics or digital forensic science.

1.2. Digital forensic investigation
Forensics is defined in [57] as the process of using scientific knowledge in the collection,
analysis, and presentation of evidence to the courts. Precisely, the term forensic is used
to mean “to bring to the court” that is why standards of law need to be considered during
evidence management. The main focus of Forensics in on the recovery and analysis of hidden
or covert evidences. The latter can take several forms that range from fingerprints lefts on
objects to DNA recovered from blood stains.
Computer forensics is a recent discipline that has emerged since the beginning of the 90s.
It is just in the last few years that international organizations have taken steps to create
global frameworks for prevention, detection, and response to computer security incidents. As
with computer technology in general, computer forensics is a field in constant development
towards a more mature discipline. Computer forensics is becoming more and more prevalent as
law enforcement recognizes that a great variety of digital devices beyond computer systems
(e.g., digital cameras, cellular phones) can be exploited for deliberately access to private
information, destroy crucial data, harm the reputation of an organization, or even tamper with
financial transactions. Thus, computer forensics has appeared as a merger of the disciplines
of computer science and the laws. It was defined in [51] as: “the use of scientifically derived
and proven methods toward the preservation, collection, validation, identification, analysis,
interpretation, documentation, and presentation of digital evidence derived from digital sources
for the purpose of facilitation or furthering the reconstruction of events found to be criminal,
or helping to anticipate unauthorized actions shown to be disruptive to planned operations”.
This definition covers the broad aspects of digital forensics from data acquisition to legal
actions, while the term digital sources in the definition refers to any resource that can be used
in modern communication systems including computer systems, networks, communication
streams (wireless) and storage media. An investigator should possess sufficient skills and
have enough knowledge about the legal framework [55] or the Internal security policies. Unless
evidences are collected using procedures that will be court admissible, the term forensic is
not used and the response process is simply denoted digital investigation instead of digital
forensic investigation.
Since digital investigation focuses on the investigation of an incident after it has happened,
a digital evidence should be gathered from the system to support or deny some reasoning an
investigator may have about the incident. [16] defines a digital evidence as “Any data stored
or transmitted using a computer that support or refute a theory of how an offence occurred or
that address critical elements of the alibi such as intent or alibi.”
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The term data used in the above definition includes any digitalized information such as
images, text, audio, and video, [46]. Digital evidences are ubiquitous and it is rare to face a
digital security incident that does not store or transmit data over computer systems. Firstly,
computers with their increasing amount of storage space can be a rich source of digital evidences. Properties of a given file such as time of creation, time of modification, and time
of access may inform on the moment a security incident has occurred. Secondly, communication systems, which include cellular phone systems, wireless networking systems, Internet,
and networks. In general, they carry several forms of digital evidences around the world.
Information such as: when a message was sent, from which network it was sent, what are
the intermediate routers that transported it and the intermediate servers that stored it, can
be all important in an investigation. Thirdly, embedded systems, including mobile phones,
smart cards, or even any system with embedded computers may contain digital evidences.
For instance, a navigation system or sensing and diagnostic modules inside a vehicle can be
used to understand an accident including the vehicle speed and the brake status during the
last five seconds prior to the accident.

1.3. Challenging aspects of digital evidences
Several challenging aspects in digital investigation need to be handled. We stress on the
difference between physical and digital evidences [51], for the purpose of clarification.
First, digital evidences are very difficult to handle and not all of them are obviously human
readable. Retrieving data from a hard drive that stores it in a magnetic form, requires to
follow several layers of transformations. In fact, a hard drive platter contains physically a
messy of data that are mixed together and layered on top of each other. In addition, not
all these data are relevant to an incident, making it necessarily to extract the useful content,
put them together and translate them to an interpretable form (decryption, decompression).
Similarly, a wireless signal contains a mass of data, making it necessarily to retrieve the
required signal among noise and translate it to an intelligible form. The risk of inaccurate
interpretation of digital evidence is higher with regard to traditional physical evidences such
as DNA samples. In fact, any inaccurate interpretation makes the evidence unintelligible and
insignificant.
Second, a digital evidence is an abstraction of some event or digital object that can be
seen as residual data that give a partial view of what occurred. For instance, while a sending
of an email may generates a set of activities, only few results such as email content and
server log output remains visible as a result. Events such as mouse clicks, keystrokes, and
internal system commands are not saved unless a set of monitoring components are installed.
As attack scenarios involve a lot of events, investigation may focus on the reconstruction of
events putting the puzzle together. However, it is the rare case where all the puzzle pieces
are available, which complicates more and more the process. [11] stresses on the fact that
abstraction layers are used in all modern digital system so that never the actual data is visible,
but only a representation of them. Each layer of abstraction can introduce errors.
The third challenge raises from the fact that computer data can be easily manipulated.
Digital evidences can be maliciously altered, or changed during collection without leaving
any obvious trace that such alteration has taken place. Although, physical evidences such as
handwritten signatures and documents can be counterfeited, the difference with regards to
digital evidences lies in the speed and ease at which copying or alteration of a file or some
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data may be undertaken. Generally, an alteration of digital evidence is often much harder
to detect than an alteration of traditional evidence such as a falsified handwritten signature.
However, several features of digital evidences make it possible to mitigate such problem:
• An exact duplication of the digital evidence may be preformed. The analysis is performed on the copy, avoiding thus the risk of altering the original content.
• Tools may be used to detect modification of digital evidence in comparison with the
original copy.
• Digital evidences are difficult to destroy. Recovery can still be possible even when the
related files are deleted or the drive, under which it is stored, is formatted.
• An intruder is likely to fail to destroy a digital evidence, because some copies and
associated residues may still exist in places that he cannot access.
While contamination of evidence is an issue in traditional investigation, the problem is considerably more complicated when dealing with a digital material. For instance, It suffices to
open a document without the intent to change anything and integrity may be damaged. In
fact, several parameters, such as the date of access, may be modified creating changes that
are not straightforwardly visible.
Fourth, usually, traditional evidences are created and retrieved as a single record. In the
great majority of cases, in the computerized systems an evidence is created or retrieved
bringing together different records from different sources. For instance, when creating a
document, the content is written manually by the user, while date of access and version are
automatically computed and appended by the system to the document. Moreover, a web
page may exist only at some specific moment as it is especially assembled from various data
sources (e.g., pictures from files, values in databases, information in system registry) to be
visited by the user at the moment it requested it. Such a web page will not be stored on the
server in its complete form. Dealing with such digital evidences, especially, when there is a
need for duplication or storage in the original form, is a difficult task.

1.4. Digital Investigation’s domain of use
Typically, digital investigation is used as a way for responding to security incidents. After
the occurrence of an incident, an investigator has to look into the determination of the cause
and source of the incident, the mitigation of damages introduced to the compromised system and/or the recovery from the incident to shield the system from further similar attacks.
Several questions need to be answered including: a) how did the attacker break into the system; b) When did the incident occur; c) what tools were used to compromise the system; d)
What data was accessed, modified, or altered during the attack; e) why was the system attacked; and f) What malicious data was propagated through the system further to the attack.
The response should be performed in a prompt manner, taking into consideration: evidences
volatility as some files may disappear quickly (e.g., active network connections, Open ports,
routing tables) and evidence mutability as an investigator may introduce modifications or
alter available evidences during its analysis. During response, the digital investigation may
also cover the study of attackers’ trends and motivations behind the system compromise. In
this context, the investigator may discover new tools and techniques that are being used by
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digital attackers. Examples include trojan programs to capture passwords and exploit tools
used to attack other machines.
Digital investigation is not limited to incident response. Law enforcement uses investigation
for the analysis of incidents where a computer is used to conduct an illegal activity such as
stealing credit card numbers or tampering with financial transactions. In this case investigators are not concerned with recovering the system state, but they focus on collecting as such
evidences as possible to bring a prosecution against the attacker. Before using any tool to
collect or store evidences, admissibility of the evidence in court needs to be considered.
The last application of digital investigation is related to diagnosis of unreliable and faulty
systems. Usually, during troubleshooting, a system is analyzed in an Ad-hoc manner by
running and testing it until a fault is detected. After that, the error is corrected and the
system is reconfigured. The process is repeated until the problem is removed. The use of
digital investigation techniques may accurately detect the problems, diagnosis it, and form
an effective solution.

1.5. Digital investigation process
Unfortunately, there do not exist standards or consistent methodologies for conducting digital
investigation. What has existed is only a set of procedures and tools built from the experience
of law enforcement and system administrators, taking into consideration attackers’ techniques
and motivations. Some guidelines were proposed during the last few years, which simply focus
on the details of technologies and systems and do not take into consideration a generalized
process. Consequently, they are not open enough to cover various kinds of computer security
attacks. For instance, Farmer and Vanma proposed a set of guidelines3 that formed the kernel
of the well-known investigation software, Coroner’s Toolkit4 . While these guidelines included
steps such as secure, isolate, and conduct a systematic search of evidences, they focused on
Unix platform and do not represent an appropriate model for digital investigation.
Having intelligently realized the necessity of abstracting the investigation process from the
specific technologies, the U.S. National Institute of Justice (NIJ) published a process model in
the Electronic Crime Scene Investigation Guide [26]. The process holds four steps: collection,
examination, analysis, and reporting. The guide focused on the collection phase and gave few
details on the examination and analysis phases. Moreover, it lists the types of evidences that
may be found on electronic devices, their potential locations, and the types of digital attacks
that may be associated with these evidences. Later, the Digital Forensic Research Workshop
(DFRW) enhanced the digital forensic process by introducing the following additional phases:
identification, preservation, and decision [19] in order to tailor it to the characteristics of
digital attacks.
In [12], Carrier and Spafford proposed a digital investigation process model using the investigation process of a physical crime scene. The model has high-level phases for the analysis of
digital data and physical crime scene, where the computer was located. The model integrates
five phases: preservation, survey, documentation, search, and event reconstruction. Later the
model was simplified to three phases and proposed in [14] to define the Event-Based Digital
Forensic Investigation Framework.
3
4

Computer Forensics Analysis Class Handouts http://www.fish2.com/forensics/class.html
The Coroner’s Toolkit (TCT) http://www.porcupine.org/forensics/tct.html
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Beebe and Clark proposed in [4] a Hierarchical, Objectives-Based Framework which has two
tiers with different phases at each level. The first tier contains preparation, incident response,
data collection, data analysis, presentation, and incident closure phases. The second tier
contains objectives-based sub-phases and task hierarchies. The data analysis phase is further
organized into second-tier three sub-phases: survey, extract, and examine. The proposed
framework fulfills requirements related to technology neutrality and wide user community
applicability. However, while the framework suffers from incompleteness in the proposed set
of objective, it stimulated additional developments within the digital investigation.
In [85], Stephenson proposed an End-to-End Digital Investigation Process that contains
nine phases. The focus of the model is on the analysis process, particularly correlation,
normalization, and deconfliction of events that are reported from different locations. While
the model differs from the other models by the interest it gives to analysis, it does not
give enough consideration to evidence searching and finding which is a complex and time
consuming process.
Finally, and contrarily to the previous approaches, Carrier defined recently digital investigation as a process that formulates and tests hypotheses to answer questions about digital
events or the state of digital data. To answer for questions, investigators need to perform
observations on digital data. However, in reality, they only observe what is displayed on some
output devices. Due to the indirectness of the observations, hypotheses need to be advanced
to state that the actual data is equal to the observed data. To test hypotheses, investigators
need to search for data that refute or support it. However, some technical aspects relating
to the use of hypotheses are not considered within the framework, such as accumulation of
contradictory hypotheses.
Understanding digital investigation requires knowing about the core phases. While the
above discussed processes are different, they all share the following four steps (even if they
are not explicitly quoted separately) that represent the skeleton of digital investigation.

1.5.1. Preparation
The key idea is to let the investigator be prepared to perform a digital investigation before the
need for such task arises. Preparation phase involves the preparation of a specific investigation
policy and a set of forensic toolkits.
An investigation policy is a set of requirements that clarifies the approach to be taken by the
imminent digital investigation. It shows the features of the system to be investigated making
use of the best standards and available technical resources such as details of vulnerabilities and
attacks, documents describing security weaknesses of the system, and system documentation.
The system documentation, for instance, provides information about system internals (e.g.,
applications, services, system configuration) and information about system threats that can
be used to formulate additional policies.
In order to be able to determine which system resources have been affected by the security attack, system baselining should be performed. It is established by taking a snapshot
about important configuration, checksums, and system processes. Such snapshot will be later
compared to the snapshot taken during investigation to give some useful information that
allow to detect the occurrence of the security incident and determine its scope and cause.
These information include unexpected file access and modifications, and rough modification
of system resources usage. In order to take into consideration the recent system changes, a
snapshot should be performed on a regular interval as follows [82]:
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1. Identify the useful system properties, attributes, and components that should be monitored to suitably investigate a security incident.
2. Use a set of software that allow to retrieve the value of these attributes and properties
and archive them in a format suitable for comparison.
3. Perform a periodic update by following step 1 and 2.
In order to enhance the speed and effectiveness of data collection and analysis when an
investigation has to be performed, a set of forensic tools and hardware, called toolkit, should
be assembled and prepared. Such toolkit should be adapted to the system under use and the
investigation policy. It typically includes scripts to automate data collection, disk imaging
software, and trusted binaries (e.g., shell, system commands) to be used in the case where the
system is compromised (i.e., commands are no longer trusted as the system may be trojanized)
or a process on the system may be unstable.The use of toolkits increases the speed of the
investigation process and considerably reduces the risk of human errors such as forgetting to
collect evidences, mistyping, or using a damaging command. Recovering the content of volatile
data such as RAM content could be subject to data loss, requires a thorough knowledge of
the system internals. The use of well known and approved toolkits is highly appreciable.
Typically, an investigation starts after noticing that an anomalous behavior has occurred,
which may take different forms including an IDS alert, an increase of the network traffic, and
a drastic increase of the system resources usage. As these indications are what trigger an
investigation, they should be used in conjunction with the investigation policy and system
information to form an investigation plan. The plan emphasizes on the types evidences to
be gathered with regard to these indications and highlights the priority to be followed. For
instance, in the case where an abnormal behavior on the network traffic is noticed, the plan
emphasizes on the need to gather all network evidences.

1.5.2. Data collection
During this phase, evidences are collected in such a way that its usefulness is maximized
and its cost is minimized. The trade-off between cost and usefulness should be performed
dependently on the investigation scope and objective. In the case of high availability systems,
investigation should be performed quickly, so that the system can be returned to its safe state.
Nevertheless, investigators should be careful to avoid missing, overlooking, or loosing useful
data (Even if the data do not have direct relation with the indications collected from the
preparation phase) due to speed worry. In fact, in the worst cases, collection will lead to an
insufficient evidence or to an incorrect understanding of the cause and effects of the incident.
Data collection ranges from volatile data, to a sector-by sector copying of disk content.
An important procedure that is widely used during digital forensic investigation, is the
“chain of custody”. It represents a log file that contains records about each action taken on
the collected evidences. Such log will be valuable to demonstrate later that no damaging
action or alteration of evidences happened during investigation.
To perform a fast and error-free data collection, a set of guidelines which are a supposed
to be prepared before the beginning of the process, needs to be strictly followed. The latter
depend on the investigated system (i.e., its operating system, installed software, and services)
and on the set of software that will be used to perform data collection. In fact, data collection
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involves the use of different scripts and data collection software, that should be correctly used
by an investigator, preferably without any spontaneous creativity.
Data to be collected can be classified into three categories: volatile, temporary and persistent. Volatile data, which are registers, caches, and memories content, are highly sensitive to
system usage and may be lost whenever the system is used. These data should be collected
first to minimize their corruption or lost. Temporary data, which are in the form of running
processes, network connections, listening servers, and temporal software-related files, should
also be collected as quickly as possible due to their temporal nature. However, as their loss
or forgery likelihood is less than volatile data, they should be collected before persistent data
but after volatile data. The latter category of collected data, which is the persistent data, is
composed of file systems, software configuration, log files, and users’ data, which are usually
located on storage media (e.g., hard disks).
Simply copying all valuable files from the disk is insufficient for a thorough investigation,
as it may not capture all potential evidences. Several issues related to the disk geometry and
file system specifications makes the data collection from storage drives a challenging task.
An intruder may have, for instance, deleted or altered the system files meta-data disabling a
correct reading of files content. Moreover, some operating systems do not erase the content of
disk sectors when a file is deleted, but simply mark these sectors as used. Unless these sectors
are affected to other files, their content remains unchanged which constitutes a valuable source
of evidence that needs to be collected during this phase. Performing a drive image, which is
a sector by sector copy of the entire disk content, is very a common task that guarantees that
almost all important data are collected. Authentication and integrity of the duplicated data
should be guaranteed to ensure that the copied data are identical to the those on the original
disk, and that no modification was accidentally performed.
To perform drive imaging, sometimes the disk needs to be unplugged and installed on a
secure and safe computer. One of the important issues faced by investigators is related to
how to shut down or reboot the computer [89]. Two schemes can be followed: a) suitable
shutoff, by powering it off manually using the administrative operating system commands; or
b) unsuitable shutoff, by simply and immediately cutting the power off. The first method,
will avoid damaging the file system, crashing hard drives, and loosing evidences. However, it
may induce changes to some parameters including date/time and Basic Input Output System
(BIOS). Moreover, some evidences may be located on file slack (i.e., disk area located between
the end of e file and the end of its last cluster) or swap file (a file located on the disk, used
to extend and simulate the RAM). These files may be overwritten or erased, if a proper
reboot or shut down is performed. In fact, during these phases, the system will write to log
files, may create or open existing files that will introduce major changes on the swap file and
erase valuable evidences. As investigation deals with a compromised system, some malicious
and destructive processes may be running in the background. In this context, an improper
shutdown of the computer is of high importance.

1.5.3. Analysis
Whereas the two previous steps can be partially automated, the analysis phase has only
some elements that can be performed mechanically. This phase is the most complex, that
is why it requires a great effort and a high sense of intuition and creativity. Its aim is
to examine all relevant information and correctly determine the causes and the effects of
the occurred incident. One of the main difficulties in this phase consists in the need of
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minimizing the amount of data to be analyzed. The investigatory plan could be used to act
as a checklist for examining interesting information depending on the initial indications about
the incident. For instance, in the case where an IDS was noticed to be sending several alerts
at a given instant, then the system logs should be examined to find anomalous behavior that
occurred during that time. From these logs, valuable information that help understanding
the incident such as failed login attempts, may be extracted to continue analysis. Typically,
two main ways of analysis are followed during this phase: correlation and cross-validation
[82]. Correlation spares investigators the data to be analyzed by following a chain of related
information. Analysis is thus similar to performing a path within a complete connected graph
of information. Every node in the graph represents a step in the analysis in the form of
evidence examination. An edge connects two nodes in the graph when an evidence looks
promising and leads to a new piece of useful information in the form of new evidence in the
graph.
Investigation is challenged by the analysis of incidents in which intruders deleted traces
that may prove their maliciousness, after they had finished compromising the system. If
such situation happens, correlation becomes very difficult, even impossible to perform due
to lack of valuable information. Resort to cross validation will be helpful to alleviate the
problem and uncover tampering. Two forms of cross validation are depicted by the literature.
The former is based on the fact that information is organized inside a computerized system
across multiple layers (similarly to a network datagram, which is a well-known form of layered
information, files, for instance, are also stored within a disk in a layered form). In such, case
cross-validation consists in comparing the information-related evidences that are provided
from different layers. Suppose that an intruder has hidden some evidence within the unused
portion of the disk sectors related to an image file. A simple analysis of the file using a
graphical application does not reveal any anomaly. However, by comparing the file size
reported by the file system to the total amount of space occupied by the sectors related to
the image, the hidden information may be discovered. The latter form of cross validation is
performed by comparing different evidences from a single layer. For instance, to see whether
a file is altered, its integrity is compared against another file with a known fact.
To answer questions related to what happened during the incident, a widely used method
consists in searching within collected information. In the case of manual search, investigators
browse collected information, select objects, and use viewers to decode them and present the
results in a human readable form. However, as most investigations deal with a large quantity
of data, the manual search is unpractical. To automate and speed up the search of digital
information, keywords are used. In fact, the format of data objects, can be characterized and
identified by a set of keywords. To search for specific data objects (e.g., text files, binaries)
words and phrases that are specific to its format need to be identified, then all variation
of these words need to be specified. The output should be a set of matched data objects or
location thereof. A major drawback of the method lies in the high percentage of false positives
and negatives, due to misinterpretation of encrypted, compressed, or novel file formats. Some
other methods, consider the use of approximation matching search which tolerates a degree
of mismatches when searching for keywords. Other methods use regular expressions [27] to
code complex and subtle text processing and manipulate compound text and data instead of
simple keywords.
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1.6. Digital investigation literature problem statement
Even if a more overview of highest topics in digital investigation will be presented in Chapter
2, the aim of this section is to give an idea about literature problems, aspects and issues that
remain almost uncovered.
Misconception of investigation processes While research in digital investigation has considered the development and description of investigation processes as a high-level approach,
the problem was approached as if the issue were a dichotomy [82]. The recent few propositions to develop low-level technical methods of analysis (e.g., determination of altered files)
were not invoked in the high-level processes. The incorporation of these low-level technical
issues was left for the investigator to determine. The dichotomy is also illustrated by the way
in which the process phases are linked. Currently, in the almost all proposed investigation
processes, the phases (e.g., preparation, collection, analysis) are presented as a linear step,
without neither allowing backtracking to previous steps nor iteration through steps. Typically, investigation starts upon noticing an anomalous behavior which may give some ideas
that help determining the type and cause of the incident. An investigator follows the investigation process by starting evidences collection. However, some of them may not be collected
or may simply be considered as extraneous. In the analysis phase, collected evidences may
be realized to be insufficient to prove the hackers maliciousness, or the investigator discovers
that he has committed some errors in following his intuition. In this case, there is a need to
take a step back to let new evidences be collected. The linear investigation processes happens
to be insufficient. An example of an incremental investigation model is given in [82].
Lack of methods for determining evidence location: An investigator is involved with the
analysis of a large set of data, while it is constrained to collect a sufficient number of evidences and achieve its examination in a prompt manner. In this context, a trade-off between
speed and accuracy of analysis should be made from the beginning. Currently this problem
is alleviated using system specific guidelines that indicate what information are crucial, so
that investigators can ensure that no evidences are missed while useless data are discarded.
However, not all the collected evidences are in reality required in investigation. In fact, dependently on the incident type, the evidences location, importance, and the order in which
they are collected may differ. What is really required is a set of robust methodologies and
guidelines that allow determining which data is crucial depending on the preliminary observation of the incident type and the investigated system, simultaneously. An intuitive idea
may be composed from three steps as follows. a) step1: evidences are collected based on the
operating system type; b) step2: they are are explored without being completely analyzed to
give a partial explanation of the incident. c) step 3: every explanation may indicate further
locations of evidences that need to be collected (go to step b). For instance, if a backdoor
is found on the system from the collected data, and if it is discovered that the backdoor is
installed from an opened email attachment, then the investigator should go back and collect
email messages as evidences.
Vulnerability to anti-forensic attacks Intruders may leave evidences such as logs files, temporary files, and registry entries, upon completion of their attacks. A successful reading and
recovery of these data is a necessary condition to help digital investigators attain their objectives. Nevertheless, this is not obvious at all, as intruders may attempt to 1) conduct
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anti-forensic attacks in order to deliberately hide, modify, alter, or masquerade any kind of
data that could enable their identification or let the incident be noticed; 2) deliberately disable any further system clawback; or 3) use the compromised system to store and/or share
data without letting it be straightforwardly readable by others. Techniques such as rootkits
installation, steganography, and tampering with logs have become very widespread. Mature
data recovery tools (e.g., TCT, Sleuthkit, and Encase) are still unable to detect and protect
from a lot of anti-forensic attacks. Despite the considerable effort (e.g., steganalysis and timeline analysis) made by the researchers to delimit and detect these attacks, intruders are still
gaining the upper hand over the digital investigators. The detection of these attacks requires
thoroughness in the tracing of the user activity. Embedding low-level (e.g., at the operating
system kernel or at the disk side) security mechanisms to detect/tolerate and log/track intruders activities, and providing a set of anti-forensic analysis techniques, may help interpretation
of occurred events and detection of signs of subversion.
For instance, supervising high-level users’ activity while looking, at the same time, to the
way clusters are being accessed or modified on the disk, may help detecting anti-forensic
attacks that focus on data hiding.
Semi-automation Automation is highly expected during data collection and analysis. It
allows prevention against mistakes and guarantees accuracy of investigation. While data collection is roughly fully automated thanks to the development of specific software, the analysis
does not allow enough automation and simply involves tasks such as rootkits and viruses
checking. Despite the notable effort to automated the analysis (See Chapter 2, Subsection
2.5.2 for a discussion), the focus of the research in the area of data analysis automation
remains on the development of tools, which are intended to perform tedious tasks that an investigator would otherwise have to do himself. What is really expected is a set of theories and
rigorous methodologies that allow generating interpretations and reaching conclusions in an
automated manner, taking into consideration compromised system characteristics, available
evidences in the form of traces, data/memory state, and released vulnerabilities.
Formalization and proof automation Investigation is a challenging problem and its complexity may depend upon a number of factors including: 1) how good the system under
investigation has been initially prepared to handle forensic analysis; 2) the investigator’s
learned skills and their familiarity with attack techniques; 3) the degree of relevance of the
data under investigation as well as the robustness of the facilities used to explore them; and
finally 4) the complexity of the conducted attacks. Unfortunately, the three main contributions addressed in the literature, namely: a) contribution to the development of technical
documents containing enough details specific to the investigation of various operating systems; b) writing of procedural guidelines to increase the efficiency of digital investigation;
and c) development of semi-automation tools (e.g. The Sleuth Kit) with very limited fields
of analysis, do not help overcoming the aforementioned constraints and complexities. Moreover, research in digital investigation has omitted any need of formalization relative to the
investigation reasoning, reducing consequently the accuracy of results and preventing conclusions from being automatically generated in a prompt manner. From now on, the following
requirements should be satisfied to perform an accurate digital investigation. First, we need
formalization and proof automation for accuracy and practicality. Formalization allows an
explicit and unambiguous representation of digital investigator’s knowledge and observations,
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and is useful to mitigate analysis complexity. The proof automation makes the generated
investigation deductions relevant even with a huge amount of data. A formal methodology
is of utmost importance, particularly in the case of highly complex incidents in which the
investigator may have difficulty in properly structuring his analysis. It lets digital investigators argue about complex scenarios without a need for advanced skills, nor any a priori
knowledge about the incident causes. Moreover, such approach is time saving and may help
users performing preliminary analyzes of their systems. Second, we require fitting together
all the investigator knowledge about the investigated systems and the attack techniques in
order to allow a better reconstruction on the conducted attack scenarios. Third, an enough
robust and expressive representation of this knowledge should be proposed in order to enable
handling complex and unknown attack scenarios.
To fill in potential lack of details on the occurred events and on how the system behaved
consequently, reasoning with uncertainty should be taken into consideration in order to allow
the proposed formal approach automatically advancing hypotheses whenever needed. In fact,
investigation may deal with an incomplete knowledge about system vulnerabilities or attack
techniques, or even it may face a situation where there is insufficient number of evidences. In
this context, uncertainty should be well-conceived in the provided formal approach.
Digital investigation and intrusion tolerance: Intrusion tolerance is an approach that has
gained an impressive interest recently. Instead of focusing on prevention of every single
intrusion, intrusions are tolerated while preventing them from damaging the system. The
system triggers mechanisms that prevent the intrusion from generating a system security
failure. The concept of investigation was neglected during the development of such systems.
From the investigative perspective, tolerance offers an interesting feature to collect relevant
evidences. Intruders, which are not aware of such defensive mechanism, will progress in
their attacks leaving enough traces that could be used to prove their maliciousness, profile
them, study their motivations, and possibly discover new techniques of attacks they are using.
Implementing low level tolerance at the disk side and coupling it to investigation, may offer
an interesting solution to understand, detect, and defeat anti-forensic attacks.
Investigation of wireless networks attacks
Denial of Service (DoS) attacks and Distributed DoS exhaust the resources of a remote host
or network, thereby denying service to legitimate users [69]. The success of these attacks
is based on the fact that the real identity of the intruders performing the attacks can be
hidden. These attacks are among the hardest security attacks to investigate because they are
simple to implement, difficult to prevent, and hard to trace. To overcome the aforementioned
problem, several traceback approaches were proposed to identify the route of the incoming
traffic and trace intruders from their source. The techniques still lacks efficiency and are highly
tailored to wired networks. Despite the increase of use of wireless technology and networks,
the literature has scarcely given importance to traceback in wireless networks. Authors in
[86] have conducted a qualitative analysis and simulations to investigate the feasibility and
evaluate the attack path detection performance of existing IP Traceback technique on wireless
networks. Several issues have to be considered in the design of traceback techniques for
wireless networks, including: the infrastructure variability (every node can act as a host and
a router), topology changing due to node mobility, bandwidth and computational resource
limitation, dynamic aspect of routing protocols, and mobility of nodes (intruders, targets, or
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even intermediate routers).

1.7. Thesis Statement and Contribution
This thesis enriches the digital investigation by several formal theories and uses them to develop some methodologies to cover the shortcomings that have been identified in the previous
section. Three main axes have been explored.

1.7.1. Logic-based investigation theory
The first axis is about setting up a formal theory for digital investigation which is completely
independent from any computer security technology or incident, resistant to lacks of evidences
and data on the investigated system, supports advanced description of scenarios and evidences,
and is fully automated.
A temporal Logic of Security Actions We brought out a novel logic entitled Temporal Logic
of Security Actions, S-TLA, and its logic-based language entitled S-TLA+ . They offer an important enhancement to the Temporal Logic of Actions, TLA, and its supported language
TLA+ , respectively. The language (S-TLA+ ) is used to write a formal specification describing unambiguously the set of available evidences, as well as the set of elementary scenarios
fragments that, can be described in advance, do not require a thorough knowledge about
the occurred incident, and based on the investigator’s understanding, are compatible with
the system under investigation. The S-TLA logic will be used to generate potential attack
scenarios taking into consideration the description of collected evidences (which represent incomplete traces about the occurred events), investigators knowledge about the investigated
systems and known techniques of attacks and released vulnerabilities. During reconstruction,
events are generated to lead the system from its initial state (the safe state) to a set of final
states satisfying evidences.
Reasoning with uncertainty As investigators may face situations where evidences and information about the compromised system may be missing, difficult to retrieve, or corrupted by
attackers, two different techniques for reasoning on systems with uncertainty, were provided.
Their aim is to add forward hypotheses whenever there is lack of details and manage them
with an efficient manner. The first technique is implicitly integrated in S-TLA logic. In this
logic, a hypothesis is statically and optionally specified in conjunction with an elementary
attack scenario fragment if the case where an investigator is uncertain about conditions underlying the occurrence of a malicious event. During scenario reconstruction, hypotheses are
appended as elementary attack scenarios are selected, while preventing inconsistency from
occurring. The second technique is provided through the semantic a novel concept, entitled
hypothetical execution graphs. The key idea of such concept, is as follows: In the case where
a system reaches a state from which none system transition can be executed, a hypothesis is
generated (under which the system is deviated from its normal behavior) to reach a new state
where a new transition is possible. In the context of digital investigation, an attack scenario
is considered as a deviation from the normal system behavior (a series of legitimate actions
that can be known in advance by the investigator) under a set of hypotheses (specified separately within a library). Such deviation will represent a malicious event generation. During
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reconstruction, hypotheses are selected from the library and malicious events are generated
and combined to the legitimate actions to produce a proof regarding the performed attack.
Automated proof Using a description of system initial state (the safe state), final states satisfying collected evidences, and either: a) a library of legitimate actions (that is extracted from
formal description of the system under investigation) and a library of potential hypotheses; or
b) a library of elementary scenarios fragments specified in S-TLA+, our approach works by
rebuilding the attack scenarios in a forward and backward chaining processing. During reconstruction, hypotheses are selected from specific library and malicious events are generated and
combined to the legitimate actions to produce a proof regarding the performed attack. Note
that, during verification additional evidences can be explored. The strong point and novel
concept brought by the provided Model Checking technique lies in automated generation and
management of hypotheses, as well as in the states representation within the generated graph.
In fact, hypotheses are not completely independent of each other, they may be contradictory
or overlapping (one may be more specific or general than the other). Automated generation
will ensure that a state is reached under an optimal and consistent set of hypotheses. The
execution graph is produced so that a straightforward reading of the node label gives an idea
of the sets of hypotheses under which the state is reachable.

1.7.2. Opacity theory
The second axis explored by this thesis is related to the development of a formal verification
theory for digital investigation. Such theory is derived from the concept of opacity which was
recently provided as a promising technique for the verification of security properties.
Cooperative digital investigation using opacity In digital investigation, collected evidence
may represent observations over happened events on the system during the incident. After exploiting a great similarity between opacity and digital investigation, we extended the concept
of opacity by allowing it to support multi-observations. In fact, evidences may be multiple
and it happens that different investigators are analyzing different set of collected evidences, so
that their observations over these evidences will vary depending on their skills. The extension
has also covered the characterization of evidences in terms of observations, and the definition
of a new class and a new property of opacity, to relate the concept of opacity to the proof of
scenarios and digital evidences relating to hacking activities. To give more practicality and
generality to opacity, we expressed and integrated opacity to S-TLA+ , allowing proving complicated and advanced attack scenarios. S-TLC was enhanced to automate the reconstruction
of potential attack scenarios with respect to investigators’ observations, and verify the opacity
properties.
Visibility theory We provided a formal verification theory based on a novel concept which
is, somehow, the opposite of Opacity. The concept is called Visibility and is useful to prove
a given property solely based on a partial observation of a system execution. We set up the
relation between the concept of visibility and network digital investigation, particularly the
investigation of source address spoofing attacks in packet switching communication protocols.
The visibility theory is generic and promises to show its effectiveness in other fields of computer
security. We brought a set of visibility properties that characterizes provable evidences.
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Theoretical results underlying visibility and opacity limits Using the new classes and properties of opacity and visibility, we provided a set of theoretical results in digital investigation,
allowing an investigator to accurately define the scope of its proof and the details he wants
to prove. We also provided a set of propositions (equipped with proofs) that characterizes
provable and improvable attack scenario fragments with respect to a single or multiple observations, provable complete attack scenario, and provable evidence property. We showed
that using opacity and visibility concept, an efficient investigation can be resolved into the
definition of the scope of investigators observations.

1.7.3. Extending investigation
The third axis is about extending the scope of digital investigation at different layers, particularly systems, networks, and disks. Different forms of evidences are now supported, including
network traffic traces, processes behavior and activity in the system, and read/write requests
to access disk content.
Investigating disk-based anti-forensic attacks A great majority of security attacks introduce modifications on disk content leaving evidences there. In this context, intruders attempt
to conduct advanced disk-based anti-forensic attacks to thwart the digital investigation process, disabling any further reading and recovery of evidences that could prove their activity on
the system. We provided a formal methodology that formalizes and automates the computer
investigation and data recovery from systems that are exposed to disk-based anti-forensic
attacks. The approach is based on the use of S-TLA+ and S-TLC, where a useful S-TLA+
library is added and structured to support file system specifications. The approach supports
detecting a great set of known and unknown conducted disk-based anti-forensic attacks and
enables data recovery eluding these attacks by means of reasoning with uncertainty on the
available disk evidences.
Traceback in wired and wireless networks Our statement and contribution are three-folds.
First, we provided two novel techniques for tracing intruders’ sources in wired and wireless
networks, respectively. For the case of wired networks, the technique is entitled Adaptive
and Selective Packet Marking (ASPM). It is adaptive in the sense that it adapts its behavior
according to the characteristic of the processed traffic protocol. Instead of marking the whole
traffic, dependency between traffic units is exploited and a set of properties are extracted, so
that only few traffic units will be marked. In comparison with other traceback approaches,
ASPM reduces the processing and bandwidth overhead and handles encrypted traffic. As for
wireless networks, we proposed a novel traceback technique for ad-hoc networks, called ”Selective and Deterministic Pipelined Packet Marking” (SDPPM). The technique is based on the
propagation of the set of IP addresses representing the Cluster Heads through which attacks
are flowing to the target. Moreover, it takes into consideration nodes mobility, IP source
handoff, and IP routes updates. The technique reduces the use of computational resources in
ad-hoc nodes. It takes into consideration infrastructure variability, topology changing, and
computational and bandwidth resources limitation. It makes an efficient source traceback
feasible even in the presence of different mobility scenarios because of the determinism of
marking. Finally, the technique helps considerably network digital investigation as it considers tracing the history of sender’s cluster and the set of routes taken by its traffic.
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Second, as the concept of network digital investigation was practically absent when traceback methods were conceived. We provided a Visibility-based technique of investigation of
network attacks that copes with the output of traceback techniques to demonstrate absence
of design weakness in the technique, and prove any result that a security administrator would
otherwise have to compute himself (e.g., attack occurrence, intruder source, path followed by
the attack). To demonstrate the effectiveness of the formal technique, it was used in conjunction with ASPM traceback scheme to prove IP spoofing attack occurrences and identify their
source.
Storage-based tolerance and investigation We provided a Cooperative Intrusion Detection
and Tolerance System (C-IDTS) that takes advantage from the information that are available
at the network, host and storage level, to better detect intrusion attempts in their early
stages and provide intrusion tolerance capability in order to support investigation activities.
The system allows tracing user activity in terms of opened sockets, involved processes, and
read/write disk blocks requests. It extends the disk capabilities, enriches its communication
interface, and provides it some autonomy to detect intrusions at the storage side and tolerate
attacks. In the case where the operating system is compromised, the disk processes incoming
requests while preventing attacks from physically interfering with legitimate data. During
this phase, useful low-level traces are generated to be used for a thorough investigation. The
system is equipped with a temporal logic based language that uses the system logs to generate
formal proof on hackers’ malice.

1.8. Outline of Dissertation
The content of this thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 describes the state of the art in four important research domains in digital
investigation. We start by taking interest to investigation at the disk side, taking into
consideration disk-based anti-forensic attacks. After that, we approached the problem
of investigation at the host side using kernel-based logged events. Well-known event
reconstruction techniques proposed in the literature are discussed. The next research
domain is the investigation at the network side, particularly the traceback of intruders sources. Famous schemes are explained and their advantage and drawbacks are
shown. Finally, recent research findings in formal and theoretical techniques of digital
investigation are described and their shortcomings are discussed.
• Chapter 3 proposes a novel approach that formalizes and automates the proof in computer and network digital investigation. First, it brings out a formal logic-based language, called S-TLA+ , suitable for unambiguous description of the set of available evidences, as well as the set of elementary scenarios fragments representing the investigators knowledge. STLA+ enables a reasoning technique on systems with uncertainty,
by adding forward hypotheses to fulfill potential lack of details. Secondly, the proposal
is completed with an automated verification tool, S-TLC, to prove the correctness of
S-TLA+ specifications. S-TLC is suited to automated diagnosis of digital security incidents. It checks whether there are possible hacking scenarios that meet the available
digital evidences. During the verification, additional evidences are explored. A case
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study is provided, where the formalized analysis is applied on a compromised host to
demonstrate its effectiveness.
• Chapter 4 is organized into two main parts. The first part addresses the formalization
of digital investigation analysis and the understanding of how a security incident has
occurred. It uses the concept of opacity and improves it to support multiplicity of
observations over system executions. New classes and a new property of opacity are
introduced, providing an opacity-based formal investigation theory based on the use of
opacity to establish any forensic property. The opacity is expressed in Temporal Logic of
Security Actions, S-TLA, which was enhanced to handle opacity properties. The second
part of this chapter provides a new formal concept entitled visibility, which is somehow
the opposite of opacity. It develops its relation with network digital investigation,
providing a visibility-based theory for investigation of network attacks, particularly the
identification of source address spoofing attacks in packet switching protocols, and the
traceback of attackers’ sources. A set of visibility properties are brought, they allow an
investigator to accurately define the scope of its proof and the details he wants to prove.
• Chapter 5 proposes an execution-based formal approach for digital investigation. It considers an attack scenario as a sequence of legitimate and malicious actions and exploits
a great dependence between hypotheses and malicious behaviors. First, it introduces
the need for hypotheses definition during reconstruction of potential system executions,
and defines the semantic of a novel concept, entitled hypothetical executions graph.
Second such concept is applied to digital investigation. Using a library of potential
hypotheses, a library of legitimate actions and a formal description of the system under investigation, the approach works by rebuilding the attack scenarios in forward
and backward chaining manner. During reconstruction, malicious events are generated
based on selected hypotheses. The execution graph is produced with an enhancement
in states representation and hypotheses management. A case study on a compromised
FTP server is provided to show how the method performs practically.
• Chapter 6 takes a particular interest to digital investigation of disk-based anti-forensic
attacks. It provides an approach which is based on the use of the formal specification
language S-TLA+ and its Model Checker S-TLC. The aim is to formalize and automate
the digital investigation and data recovery from systems that are exposed to these
attacks. The provided approach supports detecting a great set of known and unknown
conducted disk-based anti-forensic attacks. Moreover, it enables data recovery eluding
these attacks by means of reasoning with uncertainty on the available disk evidences.
The work enriches S-TLA+ with a file system library, containing the set of operators
and data structures necessary to investigate the content of file systems. For the sake of
clarity, FAT12 is chosen as the file system that supports and materializes our work.
• Chapter 7 addresses the problem of traceback of attackers’ source in wireless and wired
networks. First a novel traceback scheme for wired networks, entitled Adaptive and
Selective Packet Marking (ASPM), is proposed. The technique exploits dependency between traffic units and extracts a set of properties for every traced protocol, so that only
traffic units that match these properties are marked. Compared with other traceback
technique, it reduces processing and bandwidth overhead, detects security attacks, and
handles encrypted traffic. Using the visibility-based theory, we proved that the ASPM
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technique enables IP spoofing detection and identification of real intruder sources. Second, a new traceback scheme suitable for MANET networks, called SDPPM ”Selective
and Deterministic Pipelined Packet Marking” is proposed. The technique takes into
consideration nodes mobility, IP source handoff, and IP routes updates. It propagates
the set of IP addresses representing the Cluster Heads through which attacks are flowing
to the target. Simulation of the technique is conducted showing that the traffic overhead
introduced by the traceback scheme does not affect the network performance.
• Chapter 8 proposes a Cooperative Intrusion Detection and Tolerance System, C-IDTS,
using network, host, and storage IDSs. The proposed system takes advantage of the
information that are available at the network, host, and storage level to better detect
intrusion attempts in their early stages and provide intrusion tolerance capability in
order to support investigation activities. Our approach attempts to give the storagebased IDS the capability of detecting host compromise, providing intrusion tolerance to
the storage system, and building appropriate knowledge bases for an efficient, correct,
and accurate digital investigation. In this chapter, a logic-based framework of security
actions allowing to perform digital investigation using C-IDTS is also provided.
• Chapter 9 concludes the thesis and provides a set of perspectives which have been
opened up by the achieved results.
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Focal Aspects in Digital
Investigation Research

2

2.1. Introduction
Typically, a security attack modifies the state of every component through which it progresses,
leaving evidences there. An accurate investigation of a computerized system should consider
all possible sources of homogeneous and heterogeneous evidences, including networks, operating systems, and disks. Theoretical methods of investigation are of utmost importance to
handle complexity of the reconstruction and automate it, provide proofs of evidences, and
enhance the accuracy of the findings. We present in this chapter the most fundamental and
attractive research domains in digital investigation and show and discuss recent findings in
each one of them.
1. Security attacks on computer systems are likely to modify data on disks. Intruders find
such storage media an attractive place where they can maliciously access, alter sensitive
data, and maintain access on compromised systems. From the investigators point of
view, such storage media may contain accurate evidences. However, intruders are aware
of evidences that may be left after the accomplishment of their attacks. They try to
conduct disk-based anti-forensic attacks to subvert investigation. Investigation of disk
content should handle such issue by following a methodology that involves an accurate
understanding of the physical structure of these storage media and all the opportunities
that could be given to investigators to hide data without being detected.
2. To accurately, reconstruct system activities and determine how a machine was compromised, an accurate source of evidences should be provided in the form of traces.
Traditional log files may be inefficient as their related auditing mechanisms may run
on the user space and be easily subverted by intruders. Moreover, their content only
gives information on what occurred at the application-level. Recently research in digital
investigation has given interest to the development of logging and tracing techniques
implemented at the operating system kernel. Their aim is to collect traces on system
calls and system events including ongoing file modifications, terminated processes, interprocess communications, and memory usage, in order to allow a thorough investigation
3. Typically, an investigation of remote attacks should start by locating evidences on the
network. Unfortunately, almost the whole majority of communication protocols was
conceived without taking into consideration investigation issues. Attackers can, for instance, easily hide their identity due to the stateless nature of these protocols, and their
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attacks can be easily propagated from a node to another by exploiting communication
infrastructure. Recently, faced with the proliferation of Distributed Denial of Service
attacks, several contributions to the development of traceback approaches were established. Their aim is to identify the route of incoming traffic and trace intruders to their
source.
4. Formal methods of specification and verification offer an efficient solution to model an
operational system environment and analyze it for potential design weaknesses. Nevertheless, their use in the field of security has typically focused on the automated verification and correctness of cryptographic protocols. In this context they have strongly
contributed to the detection of potential weaknesses. Despite the usefulness of formal
methods, many fields in computer security remain scarcely explored by these methods.
Formal reasoning in digital investigation has interested very few research works which
are still immature and unable to accurately handle lack in investigators knowledge,
missing and contradictory evidences, and complexity of attack scenarios.

2.2. Disk investigation
A security attack on a computer system, whatever its scope, impact, or severity is, introduces
some modification to data in the system. Such modification can be of two types: volatile and
non-volatile.
Volatile data are stored within short term memories, typically the Random Access Memory
(RAM). While it is of high importance (see Section 1.5.2), it is rarely recommended to explore
its content due to the following reasons. First, the bulk of the RAM content is highly dependent on the used operating system and applications, which requires a thorough knowledge to
understand and correctly interpret its content. Second, its content is very sensitive to any
system manipulation, and is loosed if the computer is turned off or restarted. Third, the
elapsed time between the occurrence of the incident and the beginning of its content copying,
may considerably affect its value. For instance, current opened connections and content of
recently opened files, may expire if such elapsed time has exceeded some value.
Non-volatile data are in the contrary stored in long term memories including hard disks,
floppy disks, and removable storage devices. Their content is independent of the system state
and may reveal valuable information (e.g., content of log files, properties of files, copy of
volatile data) to understand the incident and extract useful evidences. A Disk represents the
most attractive place where intruders want to perform their attacks. This is mainly due to
the fact that attackers motivations come down to: 1) fraudulently, access, alter, or modify
sensitive data (e.g., services configuration, databases content) which are in the almost majority
of cases stored within disks; 2) Keep access on the compromised system upon accomplishment
of an attack, by permanently disabling security mechanisms and installing backdoors; and 3)
clean the induced traces before leaving the system by deleting witness log entries and installing
rootkits. We concentrate in the following on investigating the content of Hard disks as they
constitute the principal source of digital evidences.

2.2.1. Storing data in computers
The aim of this section is to understand how raw data are stored and organized on a hard
drive. At the lowest level, a hard disk is composed of many magnetic circular platters. Each
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platter is a set of circular tracks. Too large to be considered as a single storage unit, a track
is divided into many sectors, usually of 512 byte each. These sectors are physically addressed
using either CHS or LBA. The former stands for Cylinder / Head / Sector, where a cylinder is
the set of platter tracks with same diameter and a head is the physical unit that moves across
the disk platter to the right sector. The latter is one of the most famous geometry translation
methods that were brought up to overcome some BIOS limitations in supporting disk drives
with huge volumes. It stands for Logical Block Addressing, where sectors are addressed in a
linear counting.
We consider a disk as a linear succession of bits. It is divided into many partitions, where
the first sector stands for the Master Boot Record (MBR) that is read by operating systems
during the boot step. The content of the 48 Bytes located in the end of the MBR are relative
to the partition table. A small exception appears with Logical Volume Management systems
that may use many physical disks as a single volume and then split it into partitions. A
partition table cannot contain more than four entries, that is why three types of partitions are
considered: primary, extended, and secondary. The first appears only in the MBR partition
table, while the second can contain up to one secondary and one additional extended partition.
Many variants of file systems exist; they differ according to the level of security they provide
and the manner they use to store data within a partition. Every partition can hold a separate
file system. In order to reduce the number of units to be managed by a file system, units of
sectors are grouped together in a cluster. The latter is considered as the smallest addressable
unit for a file system. The chosen number of sectors per cluster will depend on the file system
and the size of the partition. Clusters are then grouped together to form a file, and files are
organized into folders.

2.2.2. Disk-based anti-forensic attacks
Having successfully penetrated a computer system, intruders may want either to continue
using the computer or quit it without being detected. Modifications to be introduced by the
intruder’s attacks are on the physical content of the disk sectors and, therefore, they may
use the set of disk input/output primitives that are provided by the operating system under
which the attack is conducted. As, the behavior of these primitives is beyond the control of
the intruder, some evidences or hints of compromise may be left on the disk, no matter the
attack has succeeded. If this was always true, the investigation of the aforementioned attacks
would not have been really a hard problem to face, since modifications would have been
noticeable using many techniques and tools such as integrity checking and rootkits detection
software.
However, to subvert computer investigation, attackers may try to hide any remaining attack
trace or sign of security violation, using several techniques including:
• Installing system rootkits to modify the output of system commands that may be used
to detect that the system was compromised. The aim is to make evidences hidden.
• Altering, or tampering with, or purging system audit and process accounting logs.
• Attacking the disk storage capabilities so that data on the disk will be physically available but straightforwardly invisible.
While the capabilities of the two first techniques are substantial and may go beyond data
hiding, these techniques are easier to detect than the third one and may be detected by
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common security solutions including antiviruses and Intrusion Detection Systems. The third
technique, which we denote by disk-based anti-forensic attacks, is very challenging for digital
investigators. It is based on the exploitation of disk geometry, partitioning, or file system
properties and features. We describe in the following how do these attacks operate classifying
them into three main layers. Note that the content of this section is written with the help
of [71], where disk’s geometries are explained with sufficient details, allowing understanding
how data can be hidden there. We classify disk-based anti-forensic attacks into three main
layers:
Geometry Layer attacks
Attacks in this category attempt to take profit from disk geometry characteristics to achieve
their objective. Attacks include the following:
• Due to the macro-defects that could arise on the magnetic surface of disks, a list of all
bad sectors is built within the controller at the manufacturing step to remove the effect
of these defects and let it point to alternative sectors. An intruder with an advanced
knowledge of the disk controller commands1 could deliberately use this process, called
bad sector mapping, to mark a sector or a track as bad to hide its content. The
request to that sector will be forwarded to another sector that does not contain sensitive
information. Thus, the content of the hidden sectors cannot be explored through the
Operating System.
• The use of disk geometry translation methods (e.g., LBA, ECHS2 ) may unfortunately
lead to some unaddressed sectors on the disk, depending on the used BIOS. In fact, in
order to address incompatibility between disk geometry translation methods (e.g., LBA,
ECHS3 ) and used BIOSs, and reduce the space lost by unaddressed sectors, computer
n
manufacturers proposed to use a number of disk headers Nh equal to [35]: Nh = N × 2
where N and Nh stand for the number of disk cylinders and headers, respectively,
and n is given by the following relation: oor ( N
) ≤ 1024. Note that oor ( ) is the
2n
floor function which returns for an integer x the largest integer less than or equal to it.
Straightforwardly, the use of the floor operator leads to a number of sectors that are
impossible to access by the BIOS. These sectors can deliberately be used to hide data
that are undetectable within the computer where the disk is used. Such disk space may
be recognized by other BIOSs.
Partitioning Layer attacks
Attacks in this category attempt to take profit from disk partition features to achieve their
objective. Attacks include the following:

1

Commands WRITE DELETED SECTOR and DELETED SECTOR could be used on NEC uPD765 and
Intel 82072/7 Floppy Disk Controller, to hide and recover information, respectively.
http://debs.future.easyspace.com/Programming/Hardware/FDC/floppy.html
2
Hard Disk BIOS Translation Modes http://www.storagereview.com/guide2000/ref/hdd/bios/modes.
html
3
Hard Disk BIOS Translation Modes http://www.storagereview.com/guide2000/ref/hdd/bios/modes.
html
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• Partitions may not be spread on the whole disk content, leaving the rest of space unallocated. Consequently, some data may be inserted there. The same holds for extended
partitions that may not occupy the whole space of the extended partitions that contain
them.
• A partition can be marked as hidden in the partition table or its entry is deliberately
modified, setting its starting and ending sector beyond the disk boundary. Consequently,
the entire partition is made inaccessible by any operating system.
• Usually a partition table and a boot record of a partition start respectively at head 0
sector 1 and head 1 sector 1 of a cylinder. This leads to an unused number of sectors (this
number depends on the size of the partition table) between the end of each partition
table and the start of the first boot record, where intruders can hide information.
• Slots in a partition table may not be used entirely, nor written sequentially, leaving
some empty slots that could be maliciously filled in with invisible data.
• File systems may use the disk label to describe partitions that couldn’t exist in the
partition table. Therefore, an intruder may thwart an offline disk investigation if such
partitions are unnoticed.
File System Layer attacks
Attacks in this category attempt to take profit from operations on files features to achieve
their objectives. Attacks include the following:
• Once a file is deleted, the different units (e.g., clusters for FAT and NTFS, fragments
and blocks in groups for FFS and EXT2FS) used to store it may remain unallocated
for a period of time depending on the used file system and their location on the disk.
As usually these units contain data after they were released, intruders may use such
property to temporally hide their data.
• Clusters marked as bad in the file system could not be reallocated. They may be
deliberately marked as bad to hide data.
• When a file is written into disk, data may not occupy the whole last cluster. The
remaining sectors denoted by cluster slack space may contain data that remain from
previous files or can deliberately be hidden there.
• Similarly to the previous issue, the latest bits of a file may not completely fit the sector
memory buffer. Consequently, residual memory data may be appended when the content
of a sector is copied to disk. A user could deliberately use such gap to append any data
there to be hidden.
• Every file system has a descriptive meta-data (e.g., block sizes, offsets) that plays an
important role in the interpretation of its content. A malicious alteration of this information may disable any straightforward file recovery.
• A file may occupy many storage units that have to be processed in the correct order
to enable its proper reading. If any unit is missing or if its correct position is altered,
recovering files may become unfeasible.
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[77] proposed an approach to automatically reconstruct a forensic evidence from a set of scattered fragments using a context modeling technique, where probabilities related to fragment
adjacency are computed and pruning heuristics are used to compute the optimal ordering.
The approach concentrated purely on the recovery problem. While it gives promising results,
its main problem lies in the assignment of candidate probabilities. Consequently, it does not
necessarily guarantee the recovery of the whole original document (a manual complementary intervention is sometimes required). Despite the fact that some documents may be read
partially when a file fragment is missing, encrypted and compressed documents may remain
entirely unrecoverable.

2.3. Operating System kernel-level traceback approaches
Log files represent traditional sources of evidence at the operating system level. Their aim is
to allow investigator capture, analyze, and reconstruct system activities in order to determine
how a machine was compromised and determine the extent of damage cause by the security
incident. Typically, systems log activity at the application level. While the output of such
a security mechanism is semantically rich, it only allows investigating events involved in the
applications execution and only tracks events based on what the applications and system
administrators think are necessary to log. As such auditing software component run in the
user space, it may be easily subverted or disabled if the system is compromised. Additionally,
the approach allows only detection of modifications to files and is unable to handle attacks that
compromise processes directly. Network level auditing may alleviate such problem but it is
vulnerable to encryption. Even supposing that traces are not encrypted, they may be subject
to insertion and evasion attacks [59]. In addition, correlation of network traffic to higherlevel application behavior is a not a trivial problem. To provide a solution to the weaknesses
of the two logging approaches (application-level and network-level), some contributions to
the development of logging techniques, implemented at the Operating System kernel-level,
were proposed during the last few years. Some of them, particularly the well known and
recent ones, will be presented here in after. The interested readers can refer to [39] for a
comparative study. These solutions, which are based on tracing system calls, collect evidences
in the form of system events including ongoing file modifications, terminated processes, interprocess communications, and memory usage. The logging mechanism is thus difficult to be
disabled, provides independence to applications, and allows a thorough investigation.

2.3.1. BackTracker
BackTracker [44] is an automatic event reconstruction tool that implements a technique for
generation of chains of events that could have led to the security incident, starting from a
detection point (e.g., detection of a backdoor file). The chains are displayed in a dependency
graph which also shows involved files and processes. At runtime, BackTracker logs events that
make dependency relationships between operating system objects. A dependency relationship
is composed of a source object (e.g., a file being read), a sink object (e.g., a process reading
a file), and a time interval where the event took place. An event is detected and identified by
monitoring system calls such as process creation through fork or clone, load and store to shared
memory, and receiving data from a socket. Nodes in the dependency graph represent OSlevel objects: files, processes and file-names, while edges represent dependency relationships
between the objects.
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Three categories of dependency-causing events are considered: process/process, process/file,
and process/filename. The first dependency is illustrated by a process which affects another
process by creating it, sharing memory with it, or signaling it. For instance, an intruder, who
logs into the system, forks a new shell process. The second dependency occurs when a process
affects or is affected by data or attributes associated with a file. An example, involving an
intruder who modifies the user password will create some modifications to the password file.
The last dependency occurs when a process affects or is affected by a file name (e.g., an
intruder changes the name of the user password file to the name of a backup version, causing
the system to use out-of-data passwords).
To reconstruct the dependency graph, logged events are read and processed in reverse time
order. Starting from the detection point, each logged event is checked whether it can affect
any of the objects in the dependency graph under construction. During reconstruction event
time is used to establish whether an event can be relevant to an object or nor. The key
idea is to associate to each object a time threshold after which an occurred event cannot be
considered relevant for that object.
file 0
time 0: process A creates process B
time 1: process b writes file 1
time 2: process B writes file 2
time 3: process A reads file 0
time 4: process 1 creates process C
time 5: process C reads file 1
time 6: process C writes file X
time 7: process C reads file 2
time 8: process A creates process D

process A
process B

file 1
process C

file X
(a) event log

(b) dependency graph

Figure 2.1.: Example of dependency graph, [44].

Figure 2.1 gives an example of logged events and the dependency graph generated accordingly. File X , represents a detention point known at time 10 and used to initialize the graph.
As the event log is read backward, events at time 7 and 8 are ignored because they do not
affect any object in the current dependency graph (i.e., file X ). The event at time 6, affects
file X content, so process C is added to the graph with an edge from C to file X and time
6 is affected to process C . The event at time 5 affect process C in the dependency graph at
time, so file 1 is added to the graph with an edge to process C and time 5 is affected to file
1. At time 4, process A affects (i.e., creation) process C in time. Such process is appended
to the dependency graph with an edge to process C (at time 4). The reconstruction of the
dependency graph proceeds the same way until the event log is processed entirely and graph
of Figure 2.1(b) is obtained.
BackTracker is able to provide useful analysis without tracking low-control events. It can be
used to provide an accurate proof in digital investigation of how an intruder gained access to a
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system and which entry point it used to gain access. Setting up a computer as a honeypot [70],
BackTracker can be used to discover and analyze new attacks. Unfortunately, BackTracker
does not allow monitoring operations in memory-mapped objects. Moreover, if an attacker
can exploit vulnerability in the operating system kernel then he can subvert BackTracker or
stop it. Finally, even if compromise is impossible, an attacker can break the sequence of
tracked events by conducting at least one step in that sequence using only low-control events
that BackTracker is unable to track.

2.3.2. Improved BackTracker
The authors in [78] improved BackTracker, by adding the two features in order to reduce
search space and search time.
The first feature is related to offset recording. When read and write operation are performed
by a process, offsets are logged-in to reduce the size of the dependency graph. Let’s consider a
process A that writes to a file File 1 to offset interval [50, 60] and a process B that reads from
File 1 from the offset interval [80, 90]. Suppose that no intermediate event has occurred by an
intermediate process to modify the content of File1. If the first version of BackTracker [44]
is used to track dependency between these processes, the following path will be generated:
Process A→ File 1 → Process B , because the write operation happened within the read
operation threshold. In reality, if the offset interval is examined, no dependency should exist
between these two processes. The authors in [78] propose changes to graph generation by
associating offset intervals and read or write events. The resulted dependency graph becomes
more accurate and its size is reduced.
The second feature is related to program slicing. Suppose that by tracing system events,
a process is linked in the dependency graph to a set of files, as it reads data from them. In
reality, the process has obtained the suspicious data from one of these files, read user data, or
the internal definition of the data buffer. Such false dependency between processes and files
is generated due to the fact that the BackTracker [44] considers processes as a black box. To
alleviate the problem, the improved BackTracker version [78] proposed to use program slicing
technique on the program of processes in order to track program dependencies and reduce the
search space. Such approach requires analysis of the code source of programs where a slice
refers to the set of statements in a program that influence the value of a variable somewhere
in the program, taking or not into account the values of the input variables.
The major advantage of the technique lies in its capability to reduce the size of the dependency graph retaining only sequence of events that led to the system compromise. However,
the main limitation lies in the storage overhead during logging, where detailed traces are
required to determine program slices. Moreover the complexity of program slicing and the
need for processing the source code, reduce the technique practicality.

2.3.3. Forensix
Forensix is an investigation and intrusion analysis system [33]. Similar to BackTracker, the
system is driven by the assumption that a system is compromised through system-calls issued
by processes running on it. Forensix captures system-calls, attributes them to individual users,
processes, or connections, and saves their timing, parameters, and return values. Capturing
system calls is performed by a module which hijacks call table and adds sub code around
several system calls. Figure 2.2 shows the relationship between system activities, where nodes
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represent processes, sessions, connections, or files. Edges in the graph link processes to their
parent and link incoming sessions, files accesses and outgoing connections to processes.

exec ( )
fork ( )
Console login
Network connection

Incoming
sessions

opne( ), close ( )
read ( ), write ( )
link ( ), unlink ( )

Files

Processes

connect ( ), listen ( )
accept ( ), shutdown ( )
send ( ), recv ( )

Connections

Figure 2.2.: Relationship between system activities, [33].

A thorough reconstruction of the whole security incident becomes possible. Forensix is
conceived with the aim of gathering evidences in a tamper-resistant way without making
the system vulnerable to non-intrusion based assaults such as DoS attacks. To do that, the
system’s kernel is equipped with logging facility, such that system call traces are streamed
over a private network interface to a secure backend storage system.
To provide an accurate and high performance reconstruction, logs are periodically loaded to
a relational database by the backend for an efficient and flexible querying. A database query
language interface (e.g., SQL) is provided to the recorded logs so that event reconstruction
can be performed in an iterative manner using a series of queries. To build indexes, three
candidate keys are used: Process ID, time, and incoming connection identifier.
Roughly speaking, Forensix share the same advantages and drawbacks of BackTracker.
While it improves the accuracy of analysis and reduces the human overhead of performing it,
it generates a high indexing overhead. Moreover, the backend should provide high throughput
storage, otherwise, it becomes a bottleneck for the system.

2.3.4. Tracking memory and mapped files
When files are mapped in memory, read and write requests on them are through memory
pointers. The set of previously proposed approaches, which focuses on tracing system calls,
cannot log memory operations (note that they are only able to establish dependency between
processes that share memory). Consequently, system call support is lost after a file is memory
mapped and a false dependency is generated. A subverted process, for instance, which modifies
the contents of a shared memory-mapped file, may affect the behavior of another process that
requests a subsequent reading of that memory area. To bridge the gap, authors in [72]
proposed to use a runtime memory management monitor to log fine-grained read and write
operations in memory-mapped files. Contrary to the approach in [78], no access to the source
code is required given the fact that memory operations are monitored in runtime.
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The approach allows not only to trace read and write operations to memory, but also to
determine accessed files locations. Memory mapped objects are of four levels of granularity:
a) object-level to consider a whole object (e.g., memory mapped file); b) Virtual Memory Area
(VMA)-level to consider the whole memory regions allocated to mapped file; c) Page-level to
consider a memory allocation unit (i.e., memory page); and d) Minipage-level to consider a
memory unit smaller than a page.
To determine whether an object in memory was read or modified by any process, the
approach in [72] relies on the protection of memory pages. Consequently, a memory-fault is
generated when a process acts on the memory space related to the memory-mapped object.
Such memory fault is considered as a process that attempts to read or write to a memory
mapped-file.
The main advantage of the method lies in its accuracy improvement with regard to Forensix and BackTracker. It reduces the number of false dependencies that originate when no
monitoring technique exists for memory-mapped object. However, the object-level monitor
does not consider which part of a file is accessed by a process.

2.4. Network investigation
Denial of Service (DoS) and Distributed DoS attacks constitute one of the major classes of
security threats today. They aim to prevent a resource (e.g., a server, a network) from
correctly providing its service or being accessible, by flooding it with a huge number of
packets. Particularly, the DDoS attack occurs when multiple intermediate systems participate
in the flooding process. These intermediate systems are compromised and brought under the
intruder control using a variety of methods (e.g., zombie agents installation and reflexion), the
majority of these methods are using source address spoofing attacks. Reflexion, for instance,
consists in sending requests with a forged IP source address (set equal to the victim IP address)
to a large number of computers. The latter will reply to the requests which means all the
replies will go to (and flood) the target.
However, due to the stateless nature of communication protocols, notably the Internet
Protocol, it is easy for an intruder to conduct and IP spoofing attack without his source being
revealed. From the digital investigation point of view, determining the real intruder source is
a necessity in order to be able to mitigate the attack. Moreover, it is pretty difficult to device
a countermeasure to these attacks due to their anonymous and distributed aspect.
In such context, several traceback approaches were proposed to identify the route of incoming traffic and trace intruders to their source.

2.4.1. Classification of IP traceback techniques
Many traceback approaches that have been proposed can be classified from different standpoints. [28] classifies these schemes using five criteria: basic principle, processing mode,
supported functionality, location, and requirement for extra infrastructure (see Figure 2.3).
Using the basic principle as a criterion, two categories of traceback schemes can be outlined:
logging and Marking. In logging schemes, intermediate routers log some useful information
on the flowing packets. Later, it can be verified whether the intruder’s packets have been
forwarded by specific router(s). In marking schemes, one or some of the intermediate routers
that link up the intruder to the victim write useful information on the forwarded packets.
Later the attack path(s) can be reconstructed by the victim even if the source address of
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these packets was spoofed. To mark information, two methods can be followed: inbound
and outbound marking. In inbound marking, the marking information is inserted in the
forwarded packet (the intruder traffic) by exploiting optional fields. While such method
does not require extra bandwidth, it increases the processing delay in intermediate routers.
Additionally, a marking information is subject to constraints of length of the mark. As a
consequence, it cannot hold sufficient data, that is why several marks are, in general, required
to reconstruct the whole path. To alleviate the problem, outbound processing uses extra ICMP
packets, so that the number of packets required for reconstruction is minimized. However,
extra-bandwidth is needed and the use of ICMP messages can reduce the performance of the
network.
Using the processing mode as a classification criterion, two modes of traceback schemes can
be outlined; deterministic and stochastic. In deterministic mode, every packet sent from the
intruder to the victim is processed independently, either via marking (e.g., DPM) or logging
(e.g., SPIE). While such mode increases the processing overhead, a single packet may be
useful for tracing, and the method may be used for ensuring non repudiation services. In
Stochastic mode (e.g., PPM, ATA, iTrace), bandwidth and processing overhead are reduced,
but the reconstruction of the attack path is complex, expensive in terms of resources usage,
and requires a large number of packets.
From the perspective of implemented functions, two classes can be distinguished: basic
and advanced. Obviously, the basic function is the traceback of the attack source under
the presence of DoS and DDoS attacks. Advanced functions, include a) resistance to mark
spoofing using authentication; b) ability to trace the source of every received packet; c)
traceback of the effective intruder source in the case of reflector-based DDoS attacks; and d)
ability to effective traceback in the case of partial deployment.
Location-based classification reveals two types of traceback methods: methods that generate marking information near the source of attack and methods that generate marking
information at the network in any intermediate router along the attack between the intruder
and the target. The difference between these two types lies in the level of detail (partial
or entire) at which the attack path is reconstructed. Performing marking, near the source,
by the interface closest to the source of the packet on the edge ingress router (case of DPM
approach) is a case of algorithms that allows partial reconstruction. In fact, a single and
valuable point which is the router from which attack is originated is determined, requiring
thus few storage capabilities at the victim side. However such an approach lacks of robustness
to node failure. In fact, if the first edge router is compromised, no marking will be provided.
Performing marking at the intermediate routes of the network, will contribute to the entire
path reconstruction but requires the cooperation of the victim and the entire nodes in the
network. However, a trade-off between the computational burden and the reliability should
be made from the outset.
The final classification of traceback schemes is based on requirements for extra infrastructure. With extra infrastructure, we mean additional equipments, and not modification or
extension to routers in order to let them support tracing algorithms. CenterTrack, for instance, requires the deployment of a Tracking Router (TR). Moreover, SPIE requires SPIE
Collection and Reduction Agents (SCAR). The use of extra infrastructure requires additional
expenses related to deployment and management, that is why it does not interest Internet
Service Provides (ISPs).
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Figure 2.3.: Categorizing IP traceback schemes, [28].

2.4.2. Traceback approaches
Different traceback approaches were proposed during the last years, that differ in the following
criteria: Number of required marked packets for attack path reconstruction, computational
(processing, bandwidth, and memory) overhead, robustness, and scalability.
A network is seen by a victim, say V , as a tree rooted at V , where every router Ri is an
intermediate node that routes traffic between an attacker Ai and V . An attack path is the
ordered list of routers between and Ai and V . In [73], the exact traceback problem is defined
as the determination of the attack path and the associated attack origin for each attacker.
We review in the following some of the well known proposed schemes.
Probabilistic Packet Marking (PPM)
The basic idea of PPM [73] is to probabilistically mark flooding attacks with some information
on the address of intermediate routers they traverse. Assuming that there are enough packets
sent by the intruder and the route is stable enough that this sampling can converge, the victim
will have received at least one sample for every router in the attack path and will be able to
reconstruct the attack path. [73] proposed an edge sampling algorithm that marks edges in
the attack path, with probability p , using three fields. The first two represent the addresses
of the routers at each starts and ends the edge sample while the last represents the distance in
number of intermediate routers from the edge sample to the victim. The algorithm proceeds
as follows: when a router in the path decides to mark a packet, it inserts its address in the
start field and sets the distance equal to 0. In the case where the distance field in the received
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packet is equal to 0, meaning that the packet has been marked by a previous router, the
current router inserts its address in the end field and increments the distance by 1. The edge
between itself and the previous router is thus represented. In the case where the router does
not mark the packet, it always increments the distance field.
The victim uses the received edges to create the ordered list of routers that leads to the
source. In fact, the distance of the edge represents the number of hops traversed by the packet
since the edge that it contains was sampled. The number of packets, say X , that are required
by the victim to reconstruct the whole path of length d is given by the following inequality:

E (x ) =

ln (d )
p (1 − p )d −1

To encode edges in the marked packets, 72 bits are required in every packet, representing
two 32 bits of IP addresses and 8 bits for distance. To reduce per-packet storage requirement,
two techniques are proposed by [73]. First, Instead of marking the start and end IP addresses
in the edge separately, a new field, called edge-id, is used and its content is the result of the
exclusive-or (XOR) of the two IP addresses. When a router marks a packet, it inserts its
address in the address field and sets distance equal to 0. The following router in the path,
which notices that the distance is equal to 0, sets the content of the edge-id field equal to the
xor operation over the already written value and its own address. The only exception occurs
for routers that are one hop away from the victim, whose edge-id value arrives unmodified.
The example of Figure 2.4 describes a victim which is separated from the intruder by the
ordered list of routers: a , b , , and d . Over time, the victim receives the following edges data
in half space: d , ⊕ d , b ⊕ , and a ⊕ b . As d ⊕ ( ⊕ d ) = , router can be determined from
the first two messages. The process is iteratively repeated until the whole original path can
be reconstructed.
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Figure 2.4.: Probabilistic Packet Marking (PPM), [73].

The second technique proposes to subdivide each edge-id into k non overlapping fragments.
When a packet has to be marked, one of these fragments is selected and stored within it.
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To ensure a correct order during recombination of these fragments, three bits are chosen
to represent the fragment offset. This technique brings a solution to the encoding space
requirement as the marked information will be inserted in 16 bit IP identification field used
for fragmentation. Thus, 8 bits are assigned to the edge-id fragment, 3 bits are assigned to
the position of the fragment, and 5 bits are assigned to the distance.
According to [28]’s analysis, the PPM traceback schemes turns out to be effective for DoS
ad small-scale DDoS attacks, while it is not suitable for large-scale DDoS for several reasons
including: heavy computational load requirement for determining the whole attack path (thus,
the need to accept DDoS attack traffic for a long time) and unconsciousness of intermediate
routers of the length of the attack path so they are unable to set probability p to its optimal
value.
Probabilistic Pipelined Packet Marking
An enhancement to the PPM scheme, known as A Novel Packet Marking Scheme for IP
Traceback, was provided in [2] and [1]. The technique overcomes the problems described at
the end of the previous subsection. While in PPM marks that are inserted by routers far
from the victim have a little probability to reach the victim because subsequent routers may
rewrite the mark, PPPM overcomes the problem using pipeline concept. The latter is used for
transferring the marking information that belongs to a given packet by propagating it from
one marking router to another using subsequent packets traveling to the same destination.
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Figure 2.5.: Probabilistic Pipelined Packet Marking, [2].
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As in PPM, this traceback scheme uses the probabilistic edge marking with a slight modification. In fact, when a router marks a packet, it should force the subsequent router to
mark the same packet. A 1-bit field, which is called marking flag and part of the marking
information, is used for that purpose. This flag is used to enforce deterministic marking when
it is on. In that case the router follows the marking and buffering procedure and resets the
flag. When it is off, the marking becomes probabilistic and the router decides to mark the
packet or not based on some probability p . When the packet is marked, the flag is set to 1
such that the next router in the path will deterministically perform marking.
To transfer marking information from a router to another until the destination, the following
ˆ used to compute the
fields are used: a) 32 bits address of marking router; b) 8 bits TTL
distance between marking router and the victim. In the case where the packet is to be
ˆ is set to the value of TTL before remarking the packet.
marked by the current router, TTL
In the case where the packet is used to transfer a buffered information that belongs to another
ˆ is set to TTL + T where T represents the distance between the current
packet, say Px , TTL
router and the router that marked Px ; and finally c) k bits ID used to identify the marked
packet.
To buffer marking information, routers maintain a destination based table (i.e., entries are
maintained per destination). For every destination, the most recent marking information is
ˆ − TTL (distance between
ˆ value is modified into TTL
retrieved and buffered, while the TTL
the current router and the router that appended the marking information to be buffered).
At the victim side, once a DoS attack is identified, the attack path can be reconstructed
using k received packets from the victim, such that these packets are marked with the same
ID and destination value. The result is a table containing, for every packet ID, the list of
routers that marked the related packet and their distance from the victim.
Figure 2.5 provides an example where P1 is a packet sent from a source S1 to a destination
D and P2 is a packet sent from another source S2 to the same destination D . P1 was sent
before P2 , marked by routers R and W , and its ID was set to x by router R . P2 was marked
by routers F and W and its ID is set to y by router F . The value of the marking information
ˆ ) and the TTL related to P1 and P2 , each
(composed of tuple: ID, Marking router, and TTL
time they leave one of the intermediate routers, is shown in the Figure. After receiving P1
which was marked by router R , router W retrieves the marking information of the received
ˆ is equal to 98) and saves it in its buffer as (D , R , x ,
packet (TTL is equal to 96 and TTL
2) where 2 stands for the distance between router W and R and is the results of 98 − 96.
After that router W appends its mark in P1 . It keeps the same packet ID in the marking
ˆ equal to 96 ( the TTL value
information and sets the marking router equal to W and TTL
of the received packet before remarking it).
After receiving P2 , which was marked by router F , router W retrieves the marking inforˆ is equal to 49) and saves it in its
mation of the received packet (TTL is equal to 46 and TTL
buffer as (D , R , y , 3) where 3 stands for the distance between router W and router F and is
the results of 49 − 46. After that, router W appends the recent mark, stored in its buffer in
ˆ equal to 2.
P2 setting TTL
After receiving packet P1 and P2 , the victim realizes that packet P1 was marked by two
routers R and W which are 3 and 1 hops away, respectively.
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ICMP traceback
A traceback scheme called ITrace is proposed in [7] and based on explicit generation of ICMP
messages by marking routers. Every router in the path selects one packet with a low probability p (equal to 1/20000) from the traffic that it routes and generates an ICMP message to the
destination or to the origin or the IP packet. The message sent to the destination is useful to
traceback the attack path when a (D)DoS attack occurs. On the other side, the message sent
to the origin is useful to decipher reflector attacks. The technique shows a traffic overhead of
0.1% for an average diameter of the Internet equal to 20 hops.
An ICMP traceback message contains one of the following elements: Forward link, Backward link, or one instance of each. Note that a link element specifies a link along which the
traced packet traveled to/or from the router that generates the ICMP message. Each link
element is composed of three components: the interface name at the generating router, the
source and destination IP addresses of the generating router and its peer, and a link-level
association string used to tie together Traceback messages emitted by adjacent routers.
The source address in the IP header of the traceback message should be that associated
with the interface on which the packet arrived. After receiving a sufficient number of ICMP
messages, the victim will be able to reconstruct the whole path. In order to determine the
position of the router (from which the ICMP message was generated) in the path, the TTL
field in the IP header of the ICMP message is set to its maximal value 255. The latter is
decreased each time its crosses a router.
The probabilistic feature implemented in ITrace scheme makes it similar to PPM, that is
why it roughly shares the same advantages and drawbacks. While additional bandwidth is
required as the tracing messages are generated outbound, more bits can be used for marking.
Compared with PPM, fewer packets are required for attack path reconstruction, given the
fact that intermediate routers do not have the possibility to remark incoming marked packets.
A major drawback of the approach lies in the use of ICMP protocol that may be filtered by
networks under attack. Moreover, attackers can mislead the traceback process by sending
false ICMP messages.
An enhancement to ITrace, known as ITrace-CP (ICMP traceback with cumulative path),
was proposed in [36]. The basic idea behind ITrace-CP is that a traceback message holds
the entire attack path information (it contains the addresses of all the routers on the attack
path). It is sent to the next hop router, instead of the destination address of the IP packet.
The method allows a faster traceback in the case of DoS attacks, with only little increase in
computation, storage and bandwidth.
Hash-based IP traceback
The Hash-based IP traceback scheme, also called Source Path Isolation Engine (SPIE), was
proposed by Snoeren et al in [79]. The method is based on the use of auditing techniques
and allows identification of the source of an individual traced packet given its digest, its
destination, and its approximate reception time. The SPIE network, which is described by
Figure 2.6, is composed of three main components: data generation agents (DGAs), SPIE
collection and reduction agents (SCARs), and SPIE traceback manager (STM).
The DGAs are located in enhanced routers along the attack path. For each packet that
the router forwards, the DGA uses bloom filter in such a way that it deterministically logs
information on forwarded packet by computing and storing their digests (over constant fields)
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in time-stamped digest tables. These tables, which are paged periodically, represent the traffic
forwarded by the router at a particular interval of time. The period of time they remain stored
is dependent on the router resources.
The SCARs, standing for SPIE Collection and Reduction Agent, represent the data concentration points distributed over the entire network. Each SCAR is located in a particular
region, connected to all DGAs there, and is used to produce a partial attack graph related to
its region.
Upon the detection of an attack, an intrusion detection system presents to the STM, which
controls the whole SPIE system, a request for a packet trace (the victim should be expressed
in terms of the last-hop router). The request is thus forwarded to the appropriate SCARs
to retrieve partial graphs. The partial graphs, collected from different SCARs will be concatenated together by the SPIE Traceback Manager (STM) to obtain the complete attack
graph. The latter will be sent back to the Intrusion Detection System as a final result of the
traceback process.
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Figure 2.6.: The SPIE network infrastructure, [79].

The SPIE traceback scheme showed its efficiency in performing a single IP packet traceback. It is not vulnerable to Network Address Translation (NAT) and encryption. However,
it requires an additional infrastructure and an extension to the existing routers to equip them
with advanced functions. While the use of bloom filters reduces the storage space requirement, the deterministic characteristic of SPIE still incurs heavy storage overhead. Besides,
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a synchronization of the different DGAs should be ensured to guarantee the attack path reconstruction. The traceback schemes lack scalability. In fact, the whole deployment cannot
be performed unless the administrative border of a STM is extended from one network to
all the interconnected networks, which is in reality unfeasible. Finally a failure in the STM
component makes tracing of the whole attack path impossible.
Deterministic Packet Marking
Deterministic Packet Marking scheme was proposed in [5] as a scalable and simple to implement traceback scheme. It does not introduce bandwidth or processing overhead. As
described by Figure 2.7, the marking is performed deterministically at the interface closest to
the source of the packet on the edge ingress router. The marking router distinguishes between
incoming and outgoing traffic and marks only incoming packets. After a packet is marked, its
mark remains unchanged as long as it crosses the network. The solution provides resistance to
spoofing attacks. In fact, a spoofed mark will be overwritten when it reaches the first ingress
router. This is not beyond the intruder control. The encoding of the mark exploits the fact
that in practice less than 0, 5% of all IP packets in the Internet are fragmented. The marking
information will be inserted in the 16 bits identification field (usually used for fragmentation)
and the reserved 1-bit Flag in the IP header. As the are 32 bit IP address that should be
passed to the victim and only 17 bits are available, the marking information will be split into
two parts and transported using two IP packets. With probability 0, 5, the ID field of each
incoming packet will hold either the first or second part of the address, setting the reserved
flag equal to 0 or 1, respectively.
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Figure 2.7.: Deterministic Packet Marking, [5].
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Victim

At the victim side, a table matching the source addresses to the ingress addresses is maintained. Every time a new packet with a new source address is received, a new entry is created
in that table, Afterwards, the appropriate bits are written in the ingress IP address value
depending on the value of reserved flag in the received packet. A first and straightforward
drawback of the traceback scheme lies in the inability to detect (D)DoS attacks in which an
intruder changes its source IP address for every packet it sends. In fact, none of the entries
in victim table will contain a complete ingress address, and the traceback process may fail. A
second drawback is related to the high rate of false positives. Suppose, for instance, that two
hosts, having two different corresponding ingress addresses, are using the same spoofed source
address to communicate with the victim. The latter, which receives four address segments,
will reconstruct four ingress addresses, since four permutations are possible. However, only
two of the four are valid. To address such shortcoming, the DPM scheme was enhanced in
[6] by introducing negligible additional processing overhead on the routers. A hash function
is used to insert the identity of the ingress router in the marking information. Consequently,
two packets that cross the same router will contain the same identity and the victim can
correctly combine address fragments from packets sent from different locations while having
the same source address. The marking information used in this case is composed of three
parts: the ingress router’s address segment, the index of the current segment, and the digest.

2.4.3. Traceback in wireless Ad-hoc networks
While the described traceback approaches have met success in wired networks, their applicability to wireless networks did not show efficiency. This is particularly true for ad-hoc
networks, where the problem becomes challenging. For this, several issues have to be considered including: a) the infrastructure variability (every node can act as a host and a router);
b) topology changing due to node mobility; c) battery power, bandwidth, and computational
resource limitation; d) dynamic aspect of routing protocols; and e) mobility of nodes (intruders, targets, or even intermediate routers). Contrary to wired networks, where the traced
attack path cannot change frequently, in MANET, an intruder may move rapidly leading to
a drastic change of the attack path. Consequently, the time required to trace an intruder
should be very short, otherwise the attacker may move before its effective source is identified.
Finally, existing traceback systems rely on trustworthy routers assumption, which make them
not suitable for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) as any node, including the intruder, may
behave as a router.
Very few works have dealt with traceback in ad-hoc networks. To our knowledge [86] was
the first work that started taking interest to traceback in wireless ad-hoc networks. It has
just focused on studying the applicability of existing traceback techniques using proactive and
reactive routing protocols, showing a high dependency on network scale, routing protocols,
and used traceback mechanisms. Four traceback techniques were considered in [86]: SPIE,
PPM, and ITrace. SPIE is considered infeasible for Ad-hoc networks due to the necessity
of large storage space and the infrastructural characteristic of the scheme. As for PPM and
ITrace, it was roughly shown that the performance of these traceback techniques depends
on the used routing protocol (i.e., proactive or reactive) and the speed of the attack path
reconstruction. In the case of use of dynamic routing protocols, and existence of multiple
attackers, the traceback will be difficult without an efficient scheme. The situation will worsen
when the intruder or the intermediate nodes (that relate the victim to the target) are moving
at a constant rate. In fact the number of attack paths increases, the route becomes unstable,
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and the reconstruction of routes becomes very hard to achieve.
[87] has improved the ITrace-CP technique through probability adjustment and simulated
it in both wired and wireless networks. Since the technique uses an out of band messaging,
and since the packet loss ratio in MANET is higher than wired networks due to unpredictable
routing topology; more marked ICMP packets are needed to guarantee reception of marking
information by the victim. While the technique has brought a remarkable enhancement
regarding its feasibility in wireless ad-hoc networks, it is far from being considered suitable
and efficient for such kind of networks.
[43] used small worlds based attacker traceback (SWAT) in MANET, and bases its traceback
scheme on traffic pattern and volume matching. Despite its significant results, the proposed
scheme is not suitable for a precise tracking of the mobility of intermediate nodes and attack
path variation. Moreover, the approach lacks efficiency due to its on-demand characteristic.
In fact, it assumes that once of DoS attack is identified, the victim start broadcasting query
packet. Firstly, this consumes additional bandwidth and power. Secondly, when attacker
information is transmitted back to the victim, the intruder may have moved to another
position in the network.
[40] proposed a zone sampling-based traceback (ZSBT) algorithm for tracing DoS attackers
in MANETs. The key idea of the algorithm is to divide the network area into several zones
and each node is supposed to be able to determine its zone ID by mapping its physical location
to a zone map. Two fields are used for marking information, zone ID, and distance. The first
is used to record the zone ID of the node on the path. The second represents the distance from
current node to the victim. When a packet passes through a node, with a probability p , the
node writes its zone ID into the packet, sets the distance equal to 1, and forwards the packet.
With probability p − 1, if the zone ID of the packet is not null, the node behaves as follows:
If the packet was marked by a previous node in the same zone ID, then the packet is simply
forwarded. Otherwise, the node increases the distance field by 1 and then forwards the packet.
After receiving these packets, the victim can reconstruct the path from the intruder to itself
using the zone value and distance in each packet. The approach attempted to reduce path
length by coding zones instead of routers, bringing thus a solution to high frequency change
to intermediate nodes (or routers). However, the ZSBT algorithm sacrifices the accuracy of
the path for being able to trace intruders in MANET. In fact, a many nodes may be located
in the same zone and the identification of the effective intruder is not so precise.

2.5. Formal approaches in Digital investigation, strength and limits
Despite the usefulness of formal methods and approaches, digital investigation of security
incidents remains scarcely explored by these methods. The most important formal approaches
in digital investigation are listed below.

2.5.1. Root cause analysis
Stephenson took interest in [84] to the root cause analysis (also called incident post mortem)
of digital incidents using Colored Petri Nets as the formalism for modeling occurred events.
An incident is modeled as a timeline of events that starts with a set of causes and leads to
a set of effects. The objective of the approach is to determine the set of causes that allowed
the incident to occur, showing what state changes occurred. Appropriate countermeasures
could thus be foreseen to block those state changes. [82] denotes that if used in reverse, the
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technique is useful to help investigators simulating probable outcomes as the investigation
proceeds.
Procedurally, the methodology starts by charting out the steps taken by the investigation
using a narrative. Once the narrative is complete, each step inside will be translated into the
Digital Investigation Process Language (DIPL). The latter is a semi-formal process language
derived from the Common Intrusion Specification Language (CISL) which, in turn, was developed from Lisp. The DIPL is then used as input for the model using Colored Petri Nets
(CPN).
The used methodology established accurately formal reasoning capabilities in digital investigation. One of its main advantages lies in the ability to identify omission and errors
that could lead to developing flawed evidences or missing important evidences. For instance,
marking a decision based on a single log entry which may be altered during the attack, may
be considered as a weakness in the analysis because these logs should be first correlated with
other evidences. Besides, the methodology is useful for the mitigation of incident effects.
However the methodology lacks practical viability due to several noticeable drawbacks.
First, the DIPL is designed to solve specific cases, that is why it happens to be incomplete for
describing new type of events. Second, The Colored Petri Nets formalism does not allow to
model incident effects. Such feature is very important in the sense that it allows an investigator
to direct his analysis and take into consideration the effect of the incident in mind [82]. Third,
the methodology does not implement any mechanism that allows the investigator to verify
that the set of steps followed during the root cause determination are sound with respect to
the analysis. Finally, while the methodology has demonstrated its usefulness with the case of
SQLSlammer worm, it may become insufficient to deal with sophisticated attack scenarios,
where there is a lack of information on the compromised system that requires some hypotheses
formulation.

2.5.2. Semantic integrity checking
Stallard and Levitt proposed in [83] a formal analysis methodology entitled semantic integrity
checking analysis and based on the use of an expert system with a decision tree that exploits
invariants relationship between existing data redundancies in the investigated system.
The approach is based on the fact that traces of a security incident are stored in multiple
locations creating some form of redundancy in a computerized system. An experienced attacker will try to remove, hide, or alter any available evidence after breaking into the system
(Available techniques involve deletion of relevant log entries, installation of root-kits, and even
wiping of disks to disable any further recovery). Fortunately, despite its effort, an attacker
may very likely leave some evidences of its presence on the system, that are either created
on systems which are not under its control (e.g., Syslog server, Network IDS), or require
additional effort (e.g., time, privilege) to be removed, or even resulted due to some unknown
outcome of their activities. Consequently, detection of attackers’ presence is not difficult even
if they attempt to conceal their activity.
The basic idea of the approach is to locate data objects that must exist with redundancy in
a secure system and identify a set of invariants relationship from them. Perhaps the simplest
invariant relationship is the identity between two files, say a local log file, and a copy of it
that exists elsewhere in the network. To detect signs of security attacks, an investigator uses
his knowledge of the system and the nature of the incident to establish a small set of data
invariants. After that, collected evidences can be searched for violation of these invariants.
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The allow investigators easily identify contradictions, hypothesize and test potential attack
scenarios, and formulate the most reasonable explanations, a decision expert system is provided. It considers that any data, which admit a legitimate reason for its existence, cannot
be considered as an explanation to the occurred incident. During search of data, the expert system eliminates those that do copes with a known legitimate specification or invariant
relationship and highlights exceptions.
Figure 2.8 provides an example of a decision tree used by the expert system to determine the
set of users that may have introduced modification to a given file. The analysis is triggered
upon detection of file modification. The expert system has to decide whether the file was
modified deliberately by a malicious user or some event occurred on the system and introduced
the modification. In no user is found by the expert system (i.e., the lower left branch is
reached), then the file is considered suspicious.
Trigger:
File Modified
No

Were any users
logged in ?

Yes

No

No

Yes
File:
Group writable ?
No

No

File:
Word writable ?

Owner logged in ?

Yes

Suspects = All
users logged in ?

Suspects = Group
members logged in ?
Yes

Suspects = Suspects + owner
No

"Impossible"

Root logged in ?

Yes

Suspects = Suspects + root

Figure 2.8.: Prototype decision tree, [83].

The approach can be fully automated general and happens to be independent of any incidents type. It is well suited for investigations in environments that are not enough complex.
To be usable with highly complex systems, it is imperative to have a prior list of good state
information, otherwise the investigator has to complete its analysis in ad hoc manner.
The main problem of the approach lies in the fact that it assumes that time in the system
objects is written with a high accuracy and high degree of precision. Unfortunately, this
is not always the case. In Microsoft file system FAT, for instance, the creation time is
accurate within ten milliseconds, written time is accurate within two seconds, and access
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time is accurate within one day [82]. An investigation of a system that encompasses a large
number of files, such as a web server, requires an accounting for the difference in granularity,
which complicates more and more the decision. This is all the more true if information (e.g.,
log files) is retrieved from different inter-networked computers.

2.5.3. Finite State Machine Approach to Digital Event Reconstruction
Gladychev provided in [30] a Finite State Machine (FSM) approach to the reconstruction of
potential attack scenarios discarding scenarios that disagree with the available evidences. The
approach is based on the fact that several digital systems can be described mathematically
as finite state machines. After an incident is noticed, the system is supposed to be at some
state and some evidences are collected. Using the FSM model of the system, the potential
incident scenarios can be determined as follows. First, a backtracking of FSM transitions from
the state in which the system is found, to the initial state, is performed to obtain potential
scenarios. Second, the available evidences are used to eliminate scenarios that they do not
agree with. Authors in [32] and [30] established a theory that demonstrates the relationship
between evidences and Finite State Machine model. The theory considers every evidence
as an entity that gives its own story about the incident. Reconstructing occurred events
amounts to combining these stories provided by digital evidences to make the description
of the incident as precise as possible. The evidence formalization involves three concepts:
observation, observation sequence, and evidential statement. An observation is a statement
that a system behavior showed a property P continuously for some time. It is defined as a
triple o = (P , min , opt ) where P characterizes the set of all computations in the modeled FSM
that possesses a given property. The length of these computations is restricted by min and
min + opt . Typically, an observation can be of fixed length or of infinite length, meaning that
it does not put any restrictions on happened computations, or even of zero length meaning
that only computation ǫ is possible. An observation sequence stands for a non empty sequence
of observations, as an uninterrupted incident history. It characterizes the set of computations
that are portioned into sections, each one of them satisfies a corresponding observation within
the sequence. Finally, an evidential statement represents a list of observation sequences related
to the same incident. From that point of view, a formal investigation has to compute the set of
computations that simultaneously satisfy all possible observation sequences in the evidential
statement.
As the determination of potential sequence of events happened during the incident, is not
the ultimate goal of the digital investigation, the author in [31], addressed the problem of
finding weaknesses in the analysis of digital evidences. It uses the formalism of observation
to refute or prove some claim about an incident. The claim is formulated as an observation
sequence, and included in the evidence statement. If an explanation (a computation) that
agrees with both the claim and the evidence is found, the claim is proved true. A claim
is proved false if there are no explanations that agree with it. A case study on blackmail
investigation was provided in [31] to clarify the approach.
The approach is truly formal and can be entirely automated. It excels in its ability to
consider absence of some events descriptions. However, it presents four noticeable drawbacks.
First, the used FSM formalism is not enough expressive nor suitable for the modeling of
complex systems. System properties are well expressed as formulas in an appropriate logic
such as temporal logic, first order and second order logic.
Second, to guarantee effectiveness of the analysis, the approach requires a finite model of
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the investigated system. In this context, an investigator should define events and system
states that could have occurred in the system during the incident. Unfortunately, this is
not always the case, since investigation may occurs on systems that could not completely
described due to their complexity or because the investigator is not enough familiar with
the system. Even, if unknown system transitions are ignored, the event reconstruction may
freeze or its accuracy may be severely affected. Using a formalism that allows reasoning with
uncertainty and formulating hypotheses, whenever there is missing information on happened
events, is of utmost importance.
Third, while the approach handles absence of some system states and occurred events in
the collected evidences. It does not take into consideration incompleteness in the description
of states and events extracted from collected evidences. In fact, an incident may be analyzed
by different investigator, where each one of them has different skill and knowledge about the
system. Consequently, states in the collected evidences will not be described with the same
manner from an investigator to another. Let us consider a sent IP packet as part of the
attack scenario. While, the packet is available during investigation, a description of its data
field could not stated by a network investigator, which does not have any idea on the used
applications at the host side. In the other side, a system investigator, can better describe the
packet payload field while it is unable to interpret the content of the packet header as it does
not have a thorough knowledge about the used network protocol.
Fourth, as intruders aim to subvert investigation by conducting anti-forensic attacks. Contradiction may happen in the collected evidences. In this case, requiring all observation
sequences in the evidential statement to be satisfied by the potential generated scenarios will
be impossible and may lead to an incurred proof.

2.5.4. A Hypothesis-based approach to digital forensic investigation
Carrier and Spafford proposed in [13] and [15] a comprehensive model and theory that support existing investigation frameworks, by focusing on the concepts in common. The model
considers a computer as a subject to be investigated. To define digital evidences and digital
investigation concepts, it uses a computation model based on a Finite State Machine and the
history of a computer. Additionally, the model allows defining different categories and classes
of analysis techniques.
A key idea in the proposed approach is that every computer has a history, which is not fully
recorded or known in the practice. A digital investigation is considered as the process that
formulates and tests hypotheses about occurred events or states of digital data (e.g., does
Folder X contain a file? did file Y be modified?). If the history of the system was completely
available the investigator would have been able to answer any question. Unfortunately, an
investigator does only know a current and a previous state and should infer previous states
and events. The inference technique may differ from an investigation to another dependently
on asked questions and used storage devices.
To define a computer history model, two notions have to be scrutinized: primitive computer
history model and complex history model. It is assumed that an investigated computer can
be reduced to a dynamic FSM that uses sets and functions to represents changing system
capabilities during time [15]. For instance, the introduction of a removable device in the
computer at a given time t , considerably increases the number of possible states in that
moment. A primitive history represents a mapping from a time in T to primitive states and
events. The primitive events stand for the lowest-level state transition that may occur in a
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computer. The primitive states stand for the discrete value of primitive storage locations such
as memories, disks, and registers, which are accessible by primitive events in read or write
mode.
In practice modern computers may execute billions of instructions per second. Therefore
the primitive history model seems to be unsuitable and there is a need for complex computer
history model built upon the primitive model. A complex event is therefore a state transition
that leads to many low-level complex or primitive events to occur. Besides, a complex storage
location stands for a virtual storage location obtained after grouping primitive-level storage
locations (a file, for instance, represents a complex storage location as it is a grouping of disk
sectors). Figure 2.9 provides a graphical representation of a complex computer history model.
In the high level, complex event E 1 reads from complex storage locations D 1 and D 2 and
writes to D 1. At the lowest level E 1 occurs using low-level events E 1a and E 1b . In the other
side, the content of D 1 is stored in low-level locations D 1a and D 1b .
D1

D1

E1
D1a

D1b

D2

D2a

D1a

E1a

D1b

E1b

D2b

Figure 2.9.: Example of complex storage locations and events, [13].
The work assumes that the process of defining each variable in the computer history model is
comparable to a hypothesis formulation that requires a scientific method to obtain accurate
conclusions. Such scientific method is composed of four phases: Observation, Hypothesis
Formulation, Prediction, and Testing and Searching. The first phase consists of observing
states and events in the investigated system (e.g., output of commands that show running
processes). One issue that should be handled is that observations may be indirect, meaning
that they require using intermediate software and hardware. An investigator should pay
attention to the level of trust it gives to these objects used to make observations. In the
second phase, an investigator interprets observed data and makes hypotheses about variables
in the history model. A hypothesis may, for instance, be advanced about occurrence of a
complex event or the primitive state of a storage device. The third phase identifies evidences
that, if it exists, would support or refute one of the advanced hypotheses. For instance, if
a hypothesis is advanced to state that a digital attacker has downloaded a backdoor from
Internet, the prediction phase will state that the file system contains malicious binary files.
In the testing phase, existence of evidences is tested to refute or prove hypotheses. This phase
involves running simulation, querying hardware, and searching the inferred computer history.
Note that test results may trigger new predictions and hypotheses revision. In the case where
the test supports the advanced hypothesis, related functions and sets are appended to the
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inferred history. In [13], seven categories and 31 unique classes of analysis techniques are
defined. It is also shown that these techniques are able to define all variables in the dynamic
FSM model.
The technique presents some substantial advantages. First, it is truly formal and can
be used to support existing high-level investigation process models and frameworks. The
authors in [13] demonstrated its applicability with three well-known models: a) the process
model in the NIJ Electronic Crime Scene Investigation Guide [26]; b) the Event-Based Digital
Forensic Investigation Framework [14]; and c) the Hierarchical, Objectives-Based Framework
[4]. Second, the technique provides a mean to cope with complex systems using different
levels of abstraction, where each level can be represented as a FSM.
One of the main drawbacks of the approach lies in the fact that a hypothesis cannot
be proved unless there is a predicted hypothesis that supports it. In digital investigation,
evidences are not always possible to search for or to retrieve from the compromised system.
Offering a robust theory able to prove new hypotheses staring the already inferred history
and the set of previously stated hypotheses, by exploiting dependencies between hypotheses
and system events, will be valuable.
Moreover, in practice, there are several hypotheses that need to be stated, while few evidences are available. Consequently, the built system history may be irrelevant. What is really
expected is a theory that allows to state assumptions whenever there is missing information
to infer the history model. Besides, the theory should be enough robust to effectively handle
these assumption, preventing for instance an appending of contradictory ones.
The second drawback is related to the complexity of defining the dynamic FSM model. The
behavior of all the installed programs as well as the storage location must be enumerated and
defined. Furthermore, the relation between different abstraction layers should be determined.
A concrete case study is highly appreciated to show off the contribution of the technique.
Finally, the different analysis techniques are defined subjectively. The practical value of some
of them is not clearly shown.
Apart from that, some other approaches, which are less important than those described
below, were proposed by the literature. Elsaesser and Tanner, for instance, presented in
[24] an automated diagnosis system that generates possible attacks sequences using a plan
recognition technique, simulates them on the victim model, and performs pattern matching
recognition between their side effects and log files entries. This technique assumes that attack
activity is logged, which is in contradiction with the fact that complex attack scenarios may
subvert logging daemon and alter logs before hackers leave the system. [76] proposed another
approach to automatically reconstruct a forensic evidence from a set of scattered fragments
using a context modeling technique, where probabilities related to fragment adjacency are
computed and pruning heuristics are used to compute the optimal ordering. One drawback
of this approach is its dependency on the evidence type.

2.6. Conclusion
We described in this chapter the state of the art in four important research domains related
to digital investigation. The first domain dealt with investigation at the disk side. We described with sufficient details how data are organized within disks, allowing understanding how
disk-based anti-forensic attacks are likely to be conducted. The second domain deals with investigation at the operating system-side using kernel-based logged events (e.g., inter-processes
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communication, files modifications, storage input/output request, and memory usage). We
discussed some of the well-known event reconstruction techniques proposed in the literature.
The third domain deals with the investigation at the network side. We presented the traceback problem and discussed the most famous schemes that were provided to trace intruders to
their source and determine an intermediate node that separates it from the victim. Finally,
we took interest to recent research findings in formal and theoretical techniques of digital
investigation and discussed them separately.
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A Temporal Logic-based
Language for Digital Investigation

3

3.1. Introduction
To overcome the shortcomings discussed in Section 2.5, a novel approach that integrates a
new logic-based language and its automated verification tool, entitled S-TLA+ and S-TLC,
respectively, was provided in [63] and extended in [64]. A key feature of the proposed approach
is the fact that it is: a) completely independent from any computer security technology or
incident; b) resistant to lack of data; and c) can be fully automated
1. S-TLA+ is founded on a Temporal Logic of Security Actions (S-TLA) which enables a
reasoning technique on systems with uncertainty by adding forward hypotheses whenever there is a lack of details (information may be corrupted by hackers) to understand
the system state. On the other side, S-TLA takes advantage from the expressiveness
and the richness of the Temporal Logic of Actions, TLA [49], which showed good track
record in describing concurrent, asynchronous, and distributed systems.
2. S-TLA+ supports advanced description of attack scenarios and evidences, using temporal
modalities. It is used to write a formal specification describing unambiguously the set
of available evidences, as well as the set of elementary scenarios fragments that, based
on the investigator’s understanding, are compatible with the system under investigation
(e.g., a scenario fragment should not describe a remote login on the system while the
server is disconnected from network).
3. S-TLC keeps the core components of TCL model checker [49, 90] and enables verification
of generic classes of S-TLA+ specifications. It represents thus a promising computerassisted diagnosis tool that reduces the computer investigator’s efforts. S-TLC is fitted
to the automated digital investigation, checking whether there are possible hacking
scenarios that meet the available digital evidences. During the verification additional
evidences can be explored.

3.2. The computer investigation model
Given a set of evidences collected after the occurrence of a security incident, we aim to
first reconstruct potential hacking scenarios and provide hypotheses whenever needed, and
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secondly, determine any additional evidence.

3.2.1. Sampling candidate attack scenarios
Alike [41] and [42], we consider a hacking scenario as a combination of several generic and
reusable fragments, which are basically described in advance without an a priory knowledge
about the whole hacking scenario that is looked for. We depict every scenario fragment by an
optional set of hypotheses underlying the scenario-fragment occurrence, a set of pre-conditions
that must be satisfied, and a set of actions to achieve a sub-goal of the whole scenario objective.
The inclusion of hypotheses is due to the fact that investigation on sophisticated attack
scenarios needs to be tolerant to potential lack of data. The latter is generated by intruders
who want to alter any trace that could prove their identity or activity.

Unauthorized gain of root
privilege on server "S"

remote exploit of vulnerability
granting privileged access

privilege escalation through
local vulnerability exploit

remote login by
user impersonation

stole user
private key

sniff user
password

hyp: trust(X,S)
pre−cond: maintain−access(Usr,X)
action: telnet(Usr,S)

remote exploit of a vulnerability
granting unprivileged access

brute−force
user password

log from trusted
server "X"

unauthorized access
gain to server "X"

spoof user
IP address

Figure 3.1.: Attack scenarios model

Figure 3.1 shows a set of attack scenarios relative to an unauthorized gain of root privilege
on a remote server. The attack can be achieved after: 1) exploiting a remote vulnerability
that grants privileged access; 2) escalating one’s privilege via local vulnerability exploit, or
3) Logging to the system from a trusted server. In the other side, Escalating one’s privilege
through local vulnerability exploit can be achieved immediately after 1) exploiting a remote
vulnerability that grants an unprivileged access, or 2) impersonating an unprivileged user and
performing a remote login to get access. The latter event, itself, can be achieved after 1) stealing user private key (in the case where the server uses certificate-based users authentication),
2) sniffing user password, 3) brute forcing user password, or 4) spoofing user IP address.
The node Log from a trusted server X , for instance, is composed by a hypothesis stating
that a trust relationship is established between servers S and X , a pre-condition stating that
the user Usr is being logged to the server X at that time and an action asserting a telnet
connection by the user to the server S . Moreover, node: sniff user X password, is composed by
a hypothesis stating that user X is located with the intruder in a same unswitched Ethernet
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segment, a pre-condition stating that user X is being logged off on the server, and an action
asserting a user logons via the sniffed password.

3.2.2. Need for Hypotheses management
As the combination of scenario fragments leads to the accumulation of hypotheses, care needs
to be taken from inconsistency addition. In fact, some hypotheses are contradictory with each
other and could not arise in the same whole hacking scenario. For instance, two hypotheses
described respectively by: a) the server is deployed behind a firewall that blocks all inbound
connections, and b) the server is flooded by a SYN scan, cannot both describe the same
investigated system. Consequently, they could not be put together to provide an explanation
regarding the root causes that allow the security incident to occur.
Moreover as hypotheses are described by a set of relations between variables and values,
two hypotheses using the same variable with different values might make no sense if grouped
together in a scenario. For instance, the following two hypotheses: a) the number of established session is ranging from 10 to 20, and b) 30 sessions are established, could not be stated
together in the same attack scenario.

3.3. TLA / TLA+
We start by describing TLA and TLA+ as they serve as a starting point to define S-TLA and
S-TLA+ , respectively.

3.3.1. Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA)
The Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA [47]) was introduced by Leslie Lamport in 1989 for the
specification of distributed and asynchronous systems [53]. It allows reasoning about systems
and their properties in a uniform logic formalism that is equipped with formal semantics and
proof rules. This logic provides a mathematical foundation and an effective way for reasoning
about systems, known as assertional reasoning.
TLA is typeless and state-based logic that allows the description of states and state transitions. A state, while it does not explicitly appear in a TLA formula, is a mapping from
the set of all variables names to the collection of all possible values. A TLA formula is built
from state function using familiar Boolean operators (e.g. ¬, ∧, ⇒) in addition to three new
operations, namely: ′ , 2, and ∃ . The first operation (i.e., ′ ) is called the prime operator and
is typically written in a concatenated form to a variable, say x, to represent its value in the
new state. A relation in the form of x ′ = x + 1 denotes the value of x in the new state is
1 greater that its value in the old state. The second operation (i.e., 2) is a temporal-logic
operator, which is pronounced box. A temporal formula 2F , for instance, is the assertion
that formula F is always true. The third operation (i.e., ∃ ) is a temporal-logic existential
quantifier. It is used to bind variables that should not appear in the specification.
State function and state predicate have the same syntax, they both contain variables,
constant symbols such as + or −, and constants. while the former is a non boolean expression
that assigns a value to each state (e.g. x 2 + y − 2), the latter is a boolean expression that is
true or false for a state (e.g. x = 0 is true for a given state if it assigns the value 0 to x ).
A state transition is described by an action that is a relation between two states: an old
state, and a new state. Semantically, an action is true or false for a pair of states hs , t i.
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Syntactically, it represents a boolean expression containing primed and unprimed variables
where primed refer to the variables of the new sate. A pair of states hs , t i that satisfy an
action A is called an A step. In that case, action A is said to be enabled in the state s .
The temporal logic part is explained in RTLA logic whose description is detailed in [47].
A TLA temporal formula is developed from elementary formulas using the 2 operator and
statements in the predicate logic. It is evaluated over infinite sequences of states [53]. Such
formula can be of the form ¬A ∧ 2(¬B). Formula of the form 2F means that F is always
true. To that effect a behavior is satisfying a 2F if every step is an F step.
In TLA, a system is specified by a formula describing the set of all its authorized behaviors
(an infinite sequence of states). A standard form of a TLA specification is as follows:
∃

x : Init ∧ 2[N ]v ∧ L

The notation [N ]v stands for N ∨ (v ′ = v ). It allows stuttreing steps (the steps that leave
variables v unchanged). A specification, as outlined above, describes a system whose initial
behavior satisfies Init and where every state satisfies the next state relation N , or leaves the
tuple of specification variables v unchanged. The infinite behavior of the system is constrained
by the liveness property L written as a conjunction of fairness conditions on actions. Fairness
means in general that some steps must eventually occur, if they are authorized at one point.
The fairness requirement is expressed in TLA using weak fairness (WF) and strong fairness
(SF) defined with enough details in [47].

3.3.2. Formal specification language TLA+
TLA+ is the high-level specification language that is based on TLA, and extended by notations
of set theory (Zermelo Fraenkel set theory) and syntactic structuring mechanisms [49]. TLA+
provides a precise syntax and module system for writing specifications. A module represents
the lowest granular part of a TLA+ specification, it contains three main sections embedding
respectively declarations, definitions, and assumptions. A formal description of TLA+ is
provided in Lamport’s book [49], as well as a set of tutorials for writing specifications and
using the set of tools that support it.
While TLA+ does not provide distinctive build-in operators (e.g. packet generation or
reception), its high expressiveness allows a user to easily define its own operations within the
specification, and specify assumptions on them. For instance, a generation of attack pattern
can be easily specified using assertion about pattern generation in the specification [61].

3.3.3. Need of enhancement
TLA+ is unable to support reasoning with uncertainty by putting forward hypotheses in state
transitions to fill in lacks of details. This is necessary as previously described in Section 5.3.1
to digital investigate computer systems that have been compromised under advanced attack
scenarios (In that case, not all the required information that allow proving the intruders
malice are available).
To bridge such gap, we provide in the following a temporal logic of security actions entitled
S-TLA and its supported S-TLA+ language suitable for formal modeling of digital postmortems. The “S” of S-TLA stands for security, which corresponds to the realm of computer
digital investigation.
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3.4. S-TLA: A Temporal Logic of Security Actions
Suppose, for instance, a formal system description that should involve a detail (value progress)
of n dependent variables, while currently only the behavior of m system variables (m < n )
is understood. To overcome such lack of details, it is conceivable to use a formalism that
let enunciate hypotheses whenever there is missing information regarding the description of
a certain system progress step. To describe S-TLA itself, we emphasize only on the new
introduced concepts regarding TLA, as S-TLA embodies TLA and each TLA specification is
indeed an S-TLA specification. In a thoughtfully manner and as denoted by Figure 3.2, we
want to make TLA able to describe a system progress from a state s to a state t , further to
the execution of an action A and under a hypothesis HA .

s

Action: A
Hypothesis:

HA

t

HA

Figure 3.2.: State transitions under hypotheses

3.4.1. S-TLA constrained variables
Obviously, a hypothesis, once enunciated, might affect the whole system behavior. Thus, we
assume that a variable whose value is set according to a hypothesis during a system state
transition, could not be valued differently afterwards all through the system behavior. Such
type of variable is a bit different from the two TLA variables called flexible and rigid variables.
In fact, the flexible variables are allowed to change along with the system behavior whenever
a step that affects their values is taken, while the rigid variables must stay the same in the
old and new state of a system behavior. In addition, there is a need to handle variables
representing hypotheses differently, as we are looking to reach a given system state under a
minimal set of hypotheses. This will be significantly addressed during verification (c.f. Section
3.6.2).
For this reasons, we introduce a new set of variables, called constrained variables set VC ,
to encompass the variables representing hypotheses. This set V should be disjoint from sets
VF and VR that represent flexible and rigid variables sets, respectively.

3.4.2. S-TLA state
While defining the semantic of the new S-TLA state we aim to retain one of the famous
properties that distinguish TLA from traditional specification methods, which state that
a state is a valuation of variables. Straightforwardly, an S-TLA state remains always an
assignment from the collection Val of values to the set Var , VF ∪ VR ∪ VC of variables
including the new constrained variables set VC . Note that symbol , means: is defined to
equal. A state can thus give information on the set of enunciated hypotheses that let it being
reachable from the initial system state.
State function and state predicate remain semantically the same as in TLA, while their
syntax is updated to include constrained variables.
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3.4.3. S-TLA assumption operator:

′′

TLA has brought in the operator ′ as a more robust alternative to the assignment used in
the programming languages. It uses the convention y ′ to denote the value of y in the new
state. Every time this operator is applied to a flexible variable, it could change its value
independently of the previous values that have been effected to it in the previous system
states. The prime operator cannot thus be applied to a constrained variable. In fact, as
defined in Section 3.4.1, the value of such variable should remain the same as in the previous
state since its value has been stated by hypothesis somewhere before. We introduce a new
S-TLA operator entitled assumption operator ′′ to denote the value of a constrained variable
in the new state. We define assumed and non-assumed variables to refer respectively to new
and old state of constrained variables. In this way, we let VA , {x ” | x ∈ VC } be the set of
assumed variables.

3.4.4. S-TLA fictive value: ▽
As described in Section 3.4.2, every S-TLA state should quote all the variables values, a
constrained variable should have a value even if there is no enunciated hypothesis yet. The
Initial system state, for instance, should start with a totally valued constrained variables even
if there are no hypotheses. To bridge this gap, a new fictive S-TLA value described by the
symbol ▽ is introduced to represent the value of a constrained variable that up to the moment
was not used to make a hypothesis. Broadly, a state with a constrained variable whose value
is different from ▽ means that there is an enunciated hypothesis to reach the related state.

3.4.5. S-TLA inconsistency
Introducing hypotheses in system specifications to allow execute actions and progress from a
state to another every time there is a lack of details, is valuable. Nevertheless, accumulation
of hypotheses during system states progression needs carefulness to avoid reaching a state
under some inconsistent hypotheses.
We formally define an S-TLA inconsistency as a predicate containing constrained variables,
constants, and constants operators such as ∈ . An inconsistency denotes an unwanted condition (informally, it reflects a combination of hypotheses) that must not be observed inside an
acceptable system behavior. Semantically and likely to TLA state predicate, it is true or false
for a state. If an inconsistency is true for a state t , then the system transition on the way to
that state should not be followed. Hereinafter, we denote an S-TLA inconsistency using the
symbol ⊥.

3.4.6. S-TLA action and hypothesis
A S-TLA action is a conjunct between two expressions. The first expression is of type boolean,
denotes a hypothesis, and contains assumed and non-assumed variables. The second is an old
TLA action containing primed and unprimed variables. In the case where an S-TLA action
A looks like a TLA action (no hypothesis is enunciated), its semantic remains the same as
defined in [47].
Semantically, given an inconsistency denoted ⊥, an S-TLA action A is true or false for a
pair of states hs , t i. It becomes true if, and only if,
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• A(∀v ∈ VF : s (v )/v , t (v )/v ′ ) = true : By replacing each unprimed flexible variable in
the action A by s (v ); the value of v in state s , and each primed flexible one by t (v ),
the boolean resultant expression should equal true.
• A(∀v ∈ VC : s (v )/v , t (v )/v ′′ ) = true : By replacing each non-assumed constrained
variable v in the action A by s (v ) and each assumed constrained one v ′′ by t (v ), the
boolean resultant expression should equal true.
• ∀v ∈ V / s (v ) 6= ▽ : s (v )/v = t (v )/v : The set of constrained variables whose values
have been stated by a hypothesis (e.g. different from ∇) somewhere before (i.e., at a
certain precedent state), must retain the same value in states s and t .
• t (⊥) = false : The predicate ⊥ must not hold in the state t , that is (t 2⊥).

3.4.7. S-TLA specification formula
We introduce the predicate IsTrueA (⊥) to be equal true if and only if ⊥ is true further to the
execution of action A. We define NIv (N , ⊥), No Inconsistency on action N , as:
NIv (N , ⊥) ≡ enabled N ∧ ¬IsTrueN (⊥) ⇒ hN iv
This formula states that, if action N is enabled and if its execution does not let inconsistency
⊥N equal true, then action N occurs. Apart from that modification, a S-TLA specification
formula keeps approximately the same TLA form (i.e., a single temporal formula). we define
φ as the system specification formula that generates an infinite behavior ♮ = hs0 , s1 , s2 , ...i
(denoting the system progression) where no inconsistency ⊥ is holding in any state si ∈ ♮.
The resultant form is as follows:
φ,∃

x : Init ∧ 2[N ]v ∧ L ∧ NIv (N , ⊥)

Except the quoted syntactically and semantically modifications, the remaining TLA notions
including Fairness, stuttering, and temporal modalities [47] are preserved.

3.5. S-TLA+: A formal language for writing specifications
We define S-TLA+ as a language for writing specifications in S-TLA, it embodies TLA+
with some add-ons in the module structure and in the constant and non constant operators
[48]. To describe S-TLA+ , we concentrate only on the introduced modifications as outlined
hereinafter:
Module-Level constructs: cvariables var1 , . . . , varn
Adds to the current module the declaration of constrained variables. It differentiates
thus between constrained and non-constrained variables. The latter remain declarable using variables statement.
Non constant S-TLA+ operators: Given a constrained variable h :

h ′′

untouched

h

[Denotes the value of

h in the next state]
h ′′ = h ]

[Replaces the expression

Constant S-TLA+ operator: ▽
Denotes a fictive value to represent the initial constrained variable value, before a hypothesis
is enunciated
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3.5.1. Standard form of a S-TLA+ specification
We provide in this subsection an example that illustrates the typical structure of a S-TLA+
specification. The S-TLA+ module Spe Expl , as depicted in Figure 3.3, describes a system
whose behavior is specified by formula Spe . The predicate Init describes the initial system
states. It asserts that the system starts with variable x equal to 0 while there is no enunciated
hypotheses. Straightforwardly, constrained variables g and h are both equal to ▽. The
inconsistency predicate In states that hypotheses g ′′ = 1 and h ′′ = 2 cannot be stated
together inside the same system behavior. In other terms, a state s must not be reachable
at once under these two hypotheses. The next state action Next asserts that a step in the
system can be either described by action A, or B, or C, which we define separately in this
example. Action A, for instance, is true for a pair of states hs , t i if (1) the value that t assigns
to x is 1 higher than the value that s affects to x , (2) under the hypothesis g ′′ = 1, and (3)
without t being reached under the hypothesis h ′′ = 2 (by the definition of In ). Note that, no
constraints are put on the value of x to let action A be enabled, while the second constrained
variable h is kept with the same value in the old and the new states.
module
extends Naturals
variables x
cvariables h , g

Spe Expl

Init , (x = 0) ∧ (g = ▽) ∧ (h = ▽)
A , (g ′′ = 1) ∧ (x ′ = x + 1) ∧ untouched h
B , (h ′′ = 2) ∧ (x ′ = x − 1) ∧ untouched g
C , (x ′ = x × 3) ∧untouched hg , h i
Next , A ∨ B ∨ C
Evd , x = 2
In , (g = 1) ∧ (h = 2)
Spe , Init ∧ 2[Next ]hx ,g ,h i ∧ nihx ,g ,h i (Next , In )
theorem

Spe ⇒ 2(x ∈ Nat )
Figure 3.3.: Standard form of a S-TLA+ specification

Finally, the predicate Evd describes a relevant S-TLA+ system state (a valuation of some
system variables) which is of capital importance especially in fulfilling digital investigation
objectives. Its use will be demonstrated afterwards in section 3.5.2.
The specification named Spe as equal to Spe , Init ∧ 2[Next ]hx ,g ,h i ∧ nihx ,g ,h i (Next , In ),
sets a safety condition on the system, which denotes that it starts in a state satisfying Init
and each step is either leaving all variables x , g and h unchanged, or executing one of the
actions defined in Next without generating any state satisfying the inconsistency In . Note
that angle brackets hand i are used to enclose ordered tuples so action B, for instance, asserts
that hx , g , h i is left unchanged.
Figure 3.4 describes a fragment from the set of possible system behaviors relative to formula
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Figure 3.4.: A fragment from the set of possible system behavior ♮Spe relative to the specification Spe

Spe . The system starts with variable x equal to 0 without any enunciated hypothesis yet,

meaning that all constrained variables are equal to ▽. For two successive executions of
action A, variable x is at first incremented by 1 under the hypothesis g ” = 1 while keeping
the other variables unchanged. After that, x becomes equal 2 keeping the same hypothesis
g ” = 1 unchanged. However, for a successive execution of A followed by B , two successive
hypotheses are generated: g ” = 1 followed by h ” = 2. This is an unacceptable execution
as it drives to a state where the S-TLA inconsistency predicate In will be true. Besides, a
successive execution of action A followed by C is legitimate.

3.5.2. Computer investigation using S-TLA+
From now on, we attempt to show how S-TLA+ supports reasoning with uncertainty on
systems and fills in the TLA+ gaps described in the previous sections to support computer
investigation, where the use of S-TLA+ is as follows:
Specifying scenario fragments
A scenario fragment component as modeled in Sub-section 5.3.1 matches well the form of
a S-TLA+ action. In fact, pre-conditions, generated hypotheses, and actions which represent
the context of a scenario fragment can be described respectively by state-predicates, relations
between assumed and non-assumed variables, and relations between primed and unprimed
variables. Thanks to S-TLA+ flexibility, every set of pre-conditions, actions, or event hypotheses relative to a scenario fragment can be described in a disjunctive (or conjunctive)
form by a single expression allowing bringing together many variants of scenario fragments.
The set of written S-TLA+ actions is somehow the knowledge base of the hacking components events.
Specifying digital evidences
Typically, an evidence can be seen as an undesirable state of a system component. For
instance, an altered file is a violation of the integrity property. Moreover, a deleted file is a
modification of the starting sector field of the FAT file entry. All these evidences can be easily
specified with S-TLA+ using a state predicate that valuates the relevant system variables.
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An evidence can also take the form of temporal property. For instance, a hacked system is
often issuing an outbound connection to send sniffed passwords. Richness and expressiveness
of S-TLA+ allows it to specify such case of evidence using temporal formulas.
Specifying the expected hacking scenario
An expected hacking scenario is a combination of recurring scenarios fragments denoting
possible hacking events starting from a state representing a safe system and ending in a state
satisfying one or many evidences. This could be translated by a specification formula where
the permissible action represents a disjunction of the whole specified scenario fragments (the
set of S-TLA+ actions). The core S-TLA logic will work by infinitely selecting the suitable
scenario fragment that copes with the attained system behavior, given the set of specified
inconsistencies and composing it with the previous ones into potential hacking scenarios.
Finally, we provide S-TLA+ with a supported tool to handle the specifications written in
such language and to automate the proof in the context of digital investigation. The latter
automates the generation of expected hacking scenarios and the collection of supplementary
evidences.

3.6. S-TLC: An automated verification tool for S-TLA+
specifications
To automate the proof in the context of digital investigation, we proposed S-TLC as an automated verification tool for S-TLA+ specifications with a stress on the handling of hypotheses
and an improvement in the states space representation. S-TLC is somehow an extension to
TLC. It works by generating an optimized directed graph of states representing the space
of possible scenarios generated from the S-TLA+ specification. The directed graph is built
by ensuring that a given node is reached under minimal sets of hypotheses, while a straightforward reading of the node label indicates the alternatives (hypotheses sets) under which a
node is reachable. In the following, after reviewing TLC, we emphasize on the contributions
and changes in S-TLC, namely state computation and scenario inference.

3.6.1. A review of TLC
TLC [49, 90] is the Model Checker for finding errors in TLA+ specifications. It does this
by verifying that a finite-state specification satisfies the properties (represented in the form
of temporal formula) that it should have. A finite-state specification means that there is
an upper bound of reachable states. The TLC version described in [49] is able to evaluate
temporal formula that are composed from the four distinct classes: State Predicate, Invariance
formula (2P where P is a state predicate), Box-Action formula (2[A]v ), and simple temporal
Formula (e.g. WFv (A), 23hAiv , 2((x = 0) ; (y = 1))).
TLC checks a specification by generating the set of reachable states looking for errors such
as silliness, invariance properties violation, deadlock, etc. In such case, it generates a trace
to demonstrate the corresponding unacceptable system behavior. The author in [49, chapter
14] provides enough details about the used algorithm.

3.6.2. S-TLC’s states space representation
By analogy to TLC, a state can be represented in the generated graph as a valuation of
all its variables including the constrained ones (in a similar way as a state is described in
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Figure 3.3). Using such representation, two different states that represent respectively a
valuation (x = 1) of the variable x under two possible sets of hypotheses (h = 1 ∧ g = 2) and
(h = 3 ∧ g = 3) will involve a representation of two different states ((1, 1, 2) and (1, 3, 3)) in
the generated scenarios. This is a wasting of resources. We propose a more developed and
optimal representation involving two notions: node core and node label. The core of a node
represents a valuation of the entire non-constrained variables, and the node label represents
the potential sets of hypotheses (a set of hypotheses is a valuation of the entire constrained
variables) under which the node core is reached. The node label is represented and maintained
in a way akin to the one used in the Assumption Truth Maintenance System (ATMS [18]).
Precisely, a node label is a set of environments and an environment is a set of hypotheses.
The previous example will thus involve only one node represented by S-TLA+ /S-TLC:
1{(1, 2), (3, 3)} where 1 is the node core, (1, 2) and (3, 3) are both environments, and {(1, 2),
(3, 3)} is the node label. In the following, given a state t , we use tn to denote its corresponding
node core, t to describe its resulting environment, and Label (G , t ) to refer to its label in graph
G.

3.6.3. Inferring scenarios with S-TLC
S-TLC uses an algorithm that is above a model checker. We have conceived it with a focus
on the generation of potential scenarios that give a meaningful explanation for undesirable
observed states.
The S-TLC algorithm employs three data structures G, UF and UB . The first refers to
the reachability directed graph under construction generated during forward chaining and
backward chaining phase. The last two are FIFO queues, containing states whose successors
have not being yet computed respectively during forward and backward chaining phases. The
algorithm assumes that a configuration file is done as input, it includes statements denoting
that Init is the initial state predicate, Next is the next state relation, Invariant is a statepredicate to be satisfied by each reachable state, and In is the predicate to be equal false for
all states of the system behavior, it represents the set of S-TLA inconsistencies. Moreover,
the specification is supposed to be made finite-state. To that effect, the configuration file is
presumed to include statements stating that Constraint is a predicate that asserts bounds on
the set of reachable states, and Eviden eState is a predicate characteristic of a terminal state
representing digital evidences.
The algorithm uses function NewNode ( ) to return a new node to be appended later in the
graph. Function Append (G, t , t  s ) is used to add a node t to the graph under construction
G with a pointer to its predecessor state s . Besides, a state s is attached to a FIFO queue U
using the function Append (U, s ) and detached using the function Tail (U). Moreover, a node
t is joined to an existing node s inside the graph G using the function Join (G, t  s ).
The S-TLC Model Checker is described by Algorithm 1. It works following three phases:
Initialization phase:
The directed graph G as well as the two FIFO queues UF and UB
are created and initialized to empty set Ø and empty sequence hi, respectively. During this
step, each state satisfying the initial system predicate is computed and then checked whether
it satisfies the predicate Invariant . In that case, it will be appended to graph G (the graph
generated later in forward chaining phase) with a pointer to the null state, and a label equal
to the set of hypotheses (constrained variables values) relative to the current state. In the
opposite case, an error is generated. If the state does not satisfy the evidence predicate
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Algorithm 1 S-TLC algorithm
Comment: Initialization phase
G ← Ø, UF ← hi , UB ← hi
S ← {si | si  Init }
For 
each s ∈ S
if s 2 Invariant then error


 , break




 y ← NewNode ( )

do
Append (G, y , y  null )
 if s  Constraint then

y ← sn , Label (G, y ) ← {s }





 n
if s  Eviden eState then Append (UB , s ) else Append (UF , s )

Comment: Forward chaining phase
While
 UF 6= hi
s ← tail (UF )




T ← {ti | ((s , ti ) satisfies the S-TLA+ action Next ) ∧ t  Constraint }





 For each
 t ∈T




if t 2 Invariant then error , break








if ∄ x ∈G / tn = xn








y ← NewNode ( )











Append (G, y , y  s )



 then



y ← tn , Label (G, y ) ← {t }




do
 n


if t  Eviden eState then Append (UB , t ) else Append (UF , t )




 do

x
∈
G
/ tn = xn ) and t ∈ Label (G, x ) then Join (G, x  s )
if
(∃






if (∃ x 
∈ G / tn = xn ) and t ∈
/ Label (G, x )









Label
(G,
x
)
←
Label
(G, x ) ∪ {t }












 Delete any superset of hypotheses from Label(G, x )








Label (G, x )
then
if t ∈ 










Join (G, x  s )






 then


if t  Eviden eState then Append (UB , t ) else Append (UF , t )

Comment: Backward chaining phase
While
 UB 6= hi
 t ← tail (UB )


+


 S ← {si | ((si , t ) satisfies the S-TLA action Next ) ∧ (si  Invariant , Constraint )


∧(s 2 Eviden eState )}





s
∈S
For
each






if ∄ x ∈G / sn = xn








y ← NewNode ( )











Append (G, y , t  y )




 then 
do
y ← sn , Label (G, y ) ← {s }



 n




Append (UB , s )







do
Join (G, t  x )


if (∃ x ∈ G / sn = xn ) and s ∈ Label (G, x ) then




Append (UB , s )









∈ G / sn = xn ) and s ∈
/ Label (G, x )
if (∃ x 








Label
(G,
x
)
←
Label
(G, x ) ∪ {s }









then
Delete
any
superset
of
hypotheses from Label(G, x )







if s ∈ Label (G, x ) then Join (G, t  x ), Append (UB , s )
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Eviden eState , it will be attached to the unseen queue UF , otherwise, it will be considered as
a terminal state and appended to the queue UB in order to be retrieved in backward chaining
phase.
Forward chaining phase:
All the scenarios that originate from the set of initial system
states are inferred in a forward chaining manner. This involves the generation of new sets
of hypotheses and evidences that are consequent to these scenarios. During this phase, the
algorithm starts with a queue UF equal to the set of initial system states. Afterwards and until
the queue becomes empty, state s (representing the tail of UF ) is retrieved and its successor
states are computed. From the latter, for every state (denoted by t ) satisfying the predicate
Constraint , if the predicate Invariant is not satisfied, an error is generated and the algorithm
terminates, otherwise state t is appended to graph G as follows:
• If there is no node x in graph G whose core xn is equal the core tn of state t , a new
node (set to y ) is created, its core is set to tn , and its label is set to the singleton {t }.
The state y is appended to the graph G and linked to its predecessor state s . Then,
state t is appended to the queue UB if it satisfies the evidence predicate Eviden eState ,
otherwise it is attached to the queue UF .
• If there is a node x in graph G whose core xn is equal to the core tn of state t and whose
label Label (G, x ) includes the environment t , then a conclusion could be made stating
that node t has been added previously to graph G. In that case, a pointer is simply
added from the node x to the predecessor state s .
• If there is a node x in the graph G whose core xn is the same as the core tn of state t ,
but whose label Label (G, x ) does not include the environment t , then the node label is
updated in the following manner:

t is added to Label (G, x ), the label of state x .
– Any environment from Label (G, x ), which is a superset of some other elements in
– The environment

this label, is deleted to ensure hypotheses minimality. Formally, an environment

E1 is a superset of some environment E2 in the same node label iff the following
condition is true: E1 6= E2 and ∀x ∈ [1..Nv ] we have: E1 (x ) = E2 (x ) ∨ E2 (x ) = ∇,
where Nv is the number of constrained variables and E (x ) represents the value of
the x th constrained variable in environment E . In fact, as a node label describes

the potential valuations (in the form of environments) of all constrained variables,
all environments in that label have the same length. Therefore, if the value of
a constrained variable x exists in E2 but not in E1 (i.e., no hypothesis using constrained variable x is stated in E1 ), it will be set equal to ∇ in E2 . An environment
(8, 1, 3) is for instance a superset of (∇, 1, 3).
– If the environment t of state t is still contained in the label of state x (meaning that
it was not deleted in the previous step) then node x is pointed to the predecessor
state s and node t is appended to queue UB if it satisfies the evidence predicate
Eviden eState . Otherwise, it is attached to queue UF .
The resulting graph is a set of scenarios that end in any state satisfying the evidence predicate

Eviden eState and/or Constraint . The label of each reached final node in the generated graph
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contains a set of environments describing the potential sets of hypotheses under which this
node is reachable or believable. Each node label is provided with the following properties:
• Soundness: a node

x holds each environment Ei .

• Consistency: None environment Ei in the node label Label (G, x ) is an inconsistent (the
predicate In holds in it) one. This property is guaranteed by the semantic of an S-TLA
action.
• Completeness: Every environment Ei in which a node

x holds is a superset of some Ei .

• Minimality: No environment Ei is a proper subset of any other.
While Forward chaining starts at the initial state description which is the usual system behavior, it will generate many slices of global attacks scenarios, a great majority of them are
useless due to further occurrence of inconsistencies or because they do not lead to evidence
generation. All this will consume a lot of memory and computational resources, but can
generate additional source of evidences and may show the propagation steps of the current
attack.
Backward chaining phase: All the optimal scenarios that could produce states satisfying
the evidence predicate Eviden eState generated in forward chaining phase, are constructed.
This helps obtaining potential and additional scenarios that could be the root causes for the
set of available evidences. During this phase, the algorithm starts with a queue UB holding
the set of terminal states; the states that satisfied the predicate Eviden eState in forward
chaining phase. Afterwards, and until the queue becomes empty, the tail of UB , described
by state t , is retrieved and its predecessor states (the set of states si such that the pair of
states (si , t ) satisfies the S-TLA+ action Next ) are computed. These states should not be
terminal states and should satisfy the predicate Invariant (States that do not satisfy the
predicate Invariant are discarded because during this step the aim is not to check whether a
specification is correct or not but simply to generate additional explanations) and Constraint .
Each computed predecessor state s is appended to graph G as follows:
• If there do not exist a node x in graph G whose core xn is equal the core sn of state s , a
new node (set to y ) is created, its core is set to sn , and its label is set to the singleton
{s }. Then, state y is appended to the graph G, a pointer is added from node t to y ,
and state s is appended to queue UB .
• If there exists a node x in G whose core xn is the same as the core sn of the generated
state s , and whose label includes the environment s , then a conclusion could be made
stating that the node s has been added previously to the graph G. In that case a pointer
is simply added from node t to the predecessor state x and state s is appended to queue
UB .
• If there exists a node x in G whose core xn is the same as the core sn of state s , but
whose label Label (G, x ) does not include the environment s , then the node label of
state x is updated in the following manner:
1. The environment

s is added to Label (G, x ), the label of state x .
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2. Any environment from Label (G, x ) which is a superset of some other elements in
this label is deleted to ensure hypotheses minimality.
3. If the environment s of state s is still contained in the label of state x then node
t is pointed to the predecessor state x and node s is appended to queue UB .
the outcome of the three phases is a graph G containing the set of possible causes relative to the
collected evidences. It embodies different initial system states apart from the ones described
by the specification. In fact, in the context of digital investigation, an attack scenario could
start from a legitimate system state, as well as from a previous system incident or instability.

3.7. Case study
To show the use of S-TLA+ and S-TLC in computer investigation, we propose the following
case study which is an investigation on a public Web server that was denied of service by an
intruder who gained privileged access. A full binary image of the system has been taken by
experts where a straightforward looking for evidences shows that the Web service is completely
disabled. A formal description of the available evidences and a set of the hacking scenarios
fragments describing the digital investigator knowledge is specified by the S-TLA+ module
CaseStudy that we enclose in Figure 3.5.

3.7.1. S-TLA+ specification description
The specification describes the available system evidences with the predicate Eviden eState ,
which uses the function running to state that there is no running Web service on the TCP web
service port srvport described as a specification parameter (In the form of S-TLA+ constants).
Besides, the set of S-TLA+ actions is specified to represent hacking scenarios fragments. For
readability reasons, we ignore the fragments that will not be part of the whole expected
scenarios. The remaining fragments are described as follows:
•

RmtUnprExploit : Using the hypothesis webvul ′′ = ”rmtunpr ”, stating that there is a
web vulnerability that directly grants an unprivileged system access and provided that
there is a running web service, the user privilege pr rises from 0 to 1 as the vulnerability
is exploited. Note that 0 designates a restricted user privilege limitation, while 1 lets a
user execute any command that the service is able to execute. Finally 2 refers to the
system administrator privilege.

•

RmtPrExploit : Strongly resembles to the previous scenario fragment, except that given
the hypothesis webvul ′′ = ”rmtpr ” which states that there is a web vulnerability that
directly grant a privileged system access, the user privilege pr rises directly from 0 to 2
as the vulnerability is exploited.

•

Es aladePr 1: Using the hypothesis ferrorin ′′ = ”usrgrp fg ”, stating that there is a local
configuration error in how local users are affected to groups, the user privilege rises from
1 to 2 as the local configuration error is exploited and provided that the current user
privilege is equal to 1.

•

Es aladePr 2: Similar to the previous fragment, except that the hypothesis concerning
configuration error affects the running system update utility.
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module
extends

Naturals

CaseStudy

constants PortNumber , srvport
variables running , pr
CVARIABLESwebvul , ferrorin
∆
Ports =
(1 . . PortNumber )
assume srvport ∈ Ports
∆
∧ running ∈ [Ports → {“null”, “shell”, “web”, “telnet”}]
TypeInvariant =
∧ pr ∈ (0 . . 2)
∆
Init =
∧ running = [p ∈ Ports \ srvport 7→ “null”] ∧ running [srvport ] =“web”
∧ pr = 0
∧ webvul = ∇
∧ ferrorin = ∇
∆
∧ webvul ” =“rmtunpr”
RmtUnprExploit =
∧ ∃ x ∈ Ports : running [srvport ] =“web”
∧ pr = 0
∧ pr ′ = 1
∧ untouched ferrorin
∧ unchanged running
∆
RmtPrExploit =

∧ webvul ” =“rmtpr”
∧ ∃ x ∈ Ports : running [srvport ] =“web”
∧ pr = 0
∧ pr ′ = 2
∧ untouched ferrorin
∧ unchanged running

∆
∧ ferrorin ” =“usrgrpcfg”
Es aladePr 1 =
∧ pr = 1
∧ pr ′ = 2
∧ untouched webvul
∧ unchanged running
∆
∧ ferrorin ” =“systemupdateutility”
Es aladePr 2 =
∧ pr = 1
∧ pr ′ = 2
∧ untouched webvul
∧ unchanged running
∆
∧ ∀ x ∈ Ports : running [x ] 6= “shell”
InstBa kdoor =
∧ pr = 2
∧ ∃ x ∈ Ports \ {srvport } : running ′ = [running except ![x ] =“shell”]
∧ untouched webvul , ferrorin
∧ unchanged pr

Figure 3.5.: Case Study STLA+ specification (beginning)
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∆
∧ pr = 2
RmTelnetAuth =
∧ ∃ x ∈ Ports : ∧ running [x ] =“telnet”
∧ running ′ = [running except ![x ] =“shell”]
∧ untouched webvul , ferrorin
∧ unchanged pr
∆
∧ running [srvport ] 6= “null”
DoSWeb =
∧ pr = 2
∧ running ′ = [running except ![srvport ] =“null”]
∧ untouched webvul , ongerrorin
∧ unchanged pr

In

∆

= ∧

ferrorin =“systemupdateutility”
∧ ∨ webvul =“rmtpr”
∨ webvul =“rmtunpr”

∆
Eviden eState =
running [websrv ] 6= “web”
∆
∨ RmtUnprExploit ∨ RmtPrExploit
Next =
∨ Es aladePr 1 ∨ Es aladePr 2
∨ InstBa kdoor ∨ DoSWeb ∨ RmTelnetAuth
∆
Init ∧ 2[Next ]hrunning , pr , webvul ,
Spe =

theorem

ferrorin i ∧ ¬ Inc

Spe =⇒ 2(TypeInvariant )
Figure 3.6.: Case Study STLA+ specification (end)
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•

InstallBa kdoor : Given no installed backdoor yet (running [x ] 6= ”shell ”), and a currently provided user privilege (pr = 1), a non used port (running [x ] = ”null ”) is chosen
at random and a shell is bound on it.

•

RemoveTelnetAuthenti ation : The telnet service is reconfigured to disable user authentication. The result of this operation is a shell bound to the same port. The system
behaves thus like a backdoored system. Such action could be performed unless the
current user is provided with an administrator privilege.

•

DoSWeb : Whenever the running user is equipped with administrative privileges, it could
stop the web service (running ′ = [running except ![srvport = ”null ”]), creating thus a
denial of service state.

As S-TLA+ actions use hypotheses, an inconsistency (defined by the predicate In ) is specified
to state that a system state should not be reached under a conjunct of two types of hypothesis:
a) there is a web vulnerability (it could be either a remote vulnerability that grants privileged
or unprivileged access); and b) the system update utility is running. Such inconsistency
emanates from the fact that whenever a system update utility is configured to run. It could
be unfeasible to have any persistent unfixed vulnerability.
The system under investigation is specified by a S-TLA+ formula (c.f. section 3.5.1) where
the initial system state is described by the predicate Init denoting a secure server providing
only a web service and where every permissible action is one among the seven specified scenario
fragments, such that no inconsistency (as defined above) holds.

3.7.2. Investigation using S-TLC
The execution of the described S-TLC algorithm with parameters PortNumber and srvport
respectively equal to 2 and 1 generates a graph in the form of plausible scenarios underlying
the available evidence. Figure 3.7 describes the results generated until the forward chaining
phase. It brings out two different system states representing digital evidences (the ones which
are encircled). The former state shows that the Web service is stopped and the user is granted
with a privileged access. The latter state is similar to the former except that it shows a new
evidence that can complement the one described in the specification. It denotes an installed
backdoor on another TCP port (precisely port number 2), which may provide a privileged shell
on access. These evidences could be generated under two possible set of hypotheses: 1) there
is a remote unprivileged vulnerability in the installed web service and a local configuration
error in creating user groups; and 2) there is a remote privileged vulnerability in the installed
web service.
As described in the graph of Figure 3.7, two main plausible scenarios may be distinguished
in this phase, starting with a system that only provides a web service and does not contain
any logged user.
1. In the first scenario, an intruder exploits a remote vulnerability that affects the web
service and grants unprivileged access. This is achieved further to the execution of action
RmtUnprExploit under the hypothesis stating that there is a vulnerability in the Web
service that directly grants an unprivileged system access if exploited. After that, the
intruder performs a privilege escalation via local exploit of weakness in the configuration
of usergroups. Action Es aladePr 1 is thus executed under a second hypothesis, which
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is non contradictory with the previous one. The hypothesis states that there is a local
configuration error in user groups. Once the hacker has obtained a privileged access, it
either installs a backdoor (executing action InstallBa kdoor ) then stops the web service
(executing action DoSWeb ), or immediately forces the server to a denial of service. The
two latter actions are executed without any hypothesis being enunciated so that there
is no modification on the nodes label.
2. In the second scenario, an intruder exploits a remote vulnerability affecting the same
service, which grants a privileged access. This is achieved further to the execution of
action RmtPrExploit under the hypothesis stating that there is a vulnerability in the
Web service that immediately grants an privileged system access if remotely exploited.
At this time, the hacker behaves as in the previous scenario. It either installs a backdoor (action InstallBa kdoor is executed) then stops the web service (action DoSWeb
is executed) or immediately forces the server to a denial of service. Reversely to the
previous scenario, the evidence is reached under only one hypothesis.
The generated scenario prevents inconsistency from occurring. In fact, action Es aladePr 2
doesn’t belong to the scenario since it contains a hypothesis that is inconsistent with the one
occurring in RmtUnprExploit .
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Figure 3.7.: Scenarios generated in forward chaining phase
The graph of Figure 3.8 is the graph generated after the execution of forward and backward
chaining phases. For readability reasons, it shows only the generated scenarios compared to
the ones of Figure 3.7. A scenario is provided, it states that the system is initially running
telnet and web services. A hacker tries to get administrative privilege in the same way as
in the previous scenarios (either by executing the sequence of action RmtUnprExploit then
action Es aladePr 1, or executing action RmtPrExploit ). After that, it introduces misleading
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Figure 3.8.: Scenarios generated in backward chaining phase
system modifications in the configuration of the telnet service by removing the authentication phase, letting the system grants a shell to any connected user and thus behaves like a
backdoored system. This is achieved by executing action RemoveTelnetAuthenti ation without enunciating hypotheses. Finally, the intruder stops the web service (action DoSWeb is
executed).

3.8. Discussion
Despite its richness, expressiveness, and its support of reasoning with uncertainty using hypotheses, the formal specification logic-based language, S-TLA+ , requires a considerable effort
when representing an enough set of possible hacking scenario fragments. In fact, any accumulation of a new independent hacking scenario fragment could increase the set of required
S-TLA+ variables, letting the specification become hard to understand. But it can be argued
that understanding any available scenario fragment in the specification is useless as it may not
be a part of the expected whole hacking scenario. This is aside from the fact that S-TLA+
(likely to TLA+ ) enables specification reuse and extension hiding thus a great part of its
complexity.
S-TLC automates the proof by handling generic classes of S-TLA+ specifications, and assists
digital investigators experts by generating the set of possible, multiple and complex hacking
scenarios using an optimized states space computation. Nevertheless the use of labels could
become painful as they may grow wider requiring thus a great amount of memory space to
represent individual states. Moreover, the use of backward chaining might affect considerably
the system performance as this requires an additional resources in interpreting the set of STLA+ actions backwards (for instance x ′ = x + 1 should be transformed into x = x ′ + 1 by
priming unprimed variables and unpriming the primed ones) but it can be argued that the
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benefits of backward chaining are important in the sense that valuable additional explanations
could be generated as demonstrated in the case study.
The final point of view is relative to scenarios composition. While such approach makes
the representation of hacking activities easy and allows reconstruction of unknown, advanced
and complex attacks, it couldn’t be considered as entirely efficient unless a complete set of
scenarios fragments is maintained. In fact, any missing fragment could in the worst cases
prevent the reconstruction of the expected hacking scenario.

3.9. Conclusion
The approach described in this chapter gives a formal specification and automates an important aspect in the computer and network investigation, which aims to the reconstruction of
potential hacking scenarios responsible for the occurrence of a security incident, given a set
of available evidences, as well as the generation of new evidences that could complement the
available ones. A novel formal logic-based language entitled S-TLA+ has been proposed to
support these tasks. It uses a robust formalism that allows handling hypotheses whenever
there is a lack of details to demonstrate some part of an attack scenario.
This chapter has also covered the design of S-TLC as a new automated formal verification
tool that is able to handle checking S-TLA+ specifications. The main advantage of such
tool lies in its capability to handle great amount S-TLA+ specifications and its robustness in
managing hypotheses and representing states. To demonstrate its usefulness, our proposal is
completed by a case study where valuable outcomes are generated further to the investigation
of a compromised Web server. The following chapter provides a novel formal investigation
technique based on the concept of opacity. It uses and enhances both S-TLA+ and S-TLC to
couch the opacity concept.
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Opacity: A Theoretical
Technique for Digital Investigation

4

4.1. Introduction
During investigation, an investigator is challenged to prove the malice of intruders actions,
which can be described in terms of properties over system states that intruders want to
masquerade or to make their computation more difficult to perform. Moreover, an investigator
represents a third party regarding intruders and has only limited observation (defined by the
set of collected evidences) of their executed attacks. An IDS alerts file, for instance, only
gives an idea on the set of remotely executed commands and does not show how the system
behaved with the attack. Starting from such statement, it is important to complement the
formal digital investigation approach provided in the previous chapter, by a technique that
allows to prove digital evidences starting from incomplete observations over the intruder
activity.
This chapter can be described as the union of two separate parts. The first part brings a
formal digital investigation theory [66] based on the use of opacity concept [10], which has
recently proved to be a promising technique for describing security properties. To fit acutely
with digital investigation, the work has extended opacity by adding multi-observability, which
allows to provide a theory able to handle cooperative digital investigation. In fact, it happens
that different investigators are analyzing different set of collected evidences dependently on
their skills. Extending opacity has also covered the integration of new classes and properties to
opacity, called Obs-free and I-Obs-free Opacity, respectively. It showed the appropriateness of
using such concept in proving scenarios and evidences related to hacking activities. To provide
more practicality and generality to opacity, such concept was couched in the Temporal Logic
of Security Actions letting it be suitable to specify advanced systems and protocols, and
automated through extension of S-TLC to allow proving complicated and advanced attack
scenarios.
The second part of this chapter, introduces a novel concept entitled Visibility [67], which is
somehow the opposite of Opacity. It develops a visibility-based theory for digital investigation
of network attacks, particularly the source address spoofing attacks. The provided theory
brings a set of visibility properties that allows an investigator to accurately define the scope
of its proof and the details he wants to prove (e.g., attack occurrence, intruder source, path
followed by the attack). The theory fulfills the need to integrate formal methods of proof in
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traceback techniques that aim is to trace intruders to their source. It develops an efficient
method that is able to copes with their output and allows to formally identify and trace
spoofing attacks in packet switching protocols.

4.2. Logic foundation of opacity with S-TLA
Hereafter, we start giving a brief outline of the recent contributions in the development of the
opacity concept. After that, we introduce the concept of observation over S-TLA specification
states and behavior in order to eventually define the current version of opacity [10] with STLA.

4.2.1. Review of opacity concept
Several valuable contributions to the specification of security properties were proposed during
the last decade. These contributions include a recent approach based on the concept of
Opacity. Generally speaking, opacity of a given property, means that a third party which
only has access to some part (called the observable part) of the system executions, cannot
deduce the truth of that property. While research in opacity is quite immature, the findings
are promising in terms of applications, verification, and proof of decidability. [75] defines
opacity within the CSP notation in a way distinctive for the expression of anonymity. It
decides such property in finite models using the Model Checking technique. [37] proposed a
more generic framework for the specification of opacity properties without approaching the
decidability issues. The framework was used in [8], where opacity properties were verified using
an abstraction technique. Recently, the opacity concept was extended to systems in general
rather than focusing on cryptographic protocols [52]. The work was discussed in environments
such as Petri nets [10], [38] and Labeled Transition Systems [9], where decidability of opacity
verification was addressed.

4.2.2. S-TLA specification behavior
A S-TLA specification φ may generate any behavior in the form of: ω = hs0 , s1 , ..., sn i. s0
denotes the initial system state satisfying the predicate Init , while for every pair of states
(si , si +1 ), the next state relation N is true such that no inconsistency ⊥ is holding. For the
special case of stuttering (i.e., the state of variable representing some part of the system does
not change, while the system environment performs a state transition), si is equal to si +1 . In
the sequel, we only consider finite-state specifications as this represents a necessary condition
under which opacity is decidable [10, 38].
We define ω̂ as the system behavior obtained from ω further to the collapsing of the same
Nm i
subsequent states that are generated by stuttering steps. Formally, ω̂ = hŝ0N0 , ŝ1N1 , ..., ŝm
with: ŝ replaces each maximal sub-sequence in the form si , si +1 , ..., sj , such that i ≤ j ,
si = ... = sj , and Ni = {si , ..., sj }. For each i ≤ m , we define ω̂ i = Ni , ω̂ init = N0 , ω̂ n = Nm
and ω̂ all = N1 ∪ ... ∪ Nm . This collapsing is required during the definition of opacity, as a third
party observer of the system cannot realize whether there is stuttering or not, but he will
rather see always a single state. Moreover, as a TLA specification is defined to be invariant
under stuttering [47], such collapsing does not have a negative impact on the verification of
opacity.
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4.2.3. Visibility of states and behaviors
Our modeling of observations, using S-TLA specification behaviors, is founded on states
labeling. We define a state labeling l : Var → Lab as a mapping from the set VNC of
non-constrained variables (hypotheses cannot be visible and therefore we discard constrained
variables) to the set Lab (= Val ∪ NoVal ) of labels, where Val denotes the set of any possible
value that a specification variable can have, and NoVal denotes the set of fictive values such
that NoVal 6= Val . Depending on the level of its visibility, the label of a variable v on state
s , denoted by l s (v ), can take three forms:
• A variable value: A variable is visible and its value is interpretable by the observer. Its
label is equal to the variable value in that state s . Precisely l s (v ) = s (v ).
• A fictive value: A variable is visible but not interpretable by the observer, meaning
that its variation does not bring any supplementary information to an observer (e.g.,
encrypted value, compressed data). A static label is then assigned to the variable
through all the system behavior: ∀s ∈ S : l s (v ) = x such that x ∈ NoVal .
• An empty value: The variable in completely invisible, such that none information regarding its value could be determined. An empty value is then affected to the variable
through all the system behavior: ∀s ∈ S : l s (v ) = ∅.
The observable part of a state s , denoted by obs (s ) is obtained by computing a label for
each constrained and non-constrained variable. Every state s is assigned a sequence of labels. obs (s ) = [l (v1 )l (v2 )...l (vn )] such that vi ∈ Var . Straightforwardly, the observation
of a S-TLA specification behavior ω = hs0 , s1 , ...sn i, is defined as the sequence: obs (ω) =
hobs (s0 ), obs (s1 ), ..., obs (sn )i.
Example: Given a system described by a S-TLA specification using three distinct variables
x , y , and z . A snapshot of the system behavior is given by:

 
 

x = 10
x = 10
x = 32
 y = 0 → y = 1 → y = −1 →[...]
z = 0
z = 2
z = 2
We suppose that the observer is only able to observe the system through variables x and z ,
from which he can only interpret variable x . In this case, we have: l s (x ) = s (x ), l s (y ) = ∅,
and l s (z ) = a . The system behavior snapshot is thus observable as : h10 ∅ a , 32 ∅ a , ...i. We
notice that both observations of the first and second states are collapsed together, because
no change is perceived by the observer.

4.2.4. Opacity definition in S-TLA
We propose to review hereinafter the concept of opacity in terms of Temporal Logic of Security
Actions (S-TLA). Given a S-TLA system specification φ, the set S of all possible states that
the system may reach, and an observation function obs ( ) that allows an observer to see a
limited information on the system execution. A predicate property ψ, defined over S , is
opaque, if whenever it is true at a state s of an execution ω, a third party cannot establish it
solely based on its observation obs (ω) and the deductions that he can make. Four variants of
opacity were proposed by the literature [38]: Initial-opacity, final-opacity, always-opacity, and
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total-opacity. They can be specified in S-TLA as follows. Note that, later in this chapter, we
will add a new class and a new property of opacity called Obs-Free-Opacity and I-Obs-FreeOpacity, respectively.
• A property ψ is initial-opaque if for every execution ω = hs0 , s1 , ..., sn i such that:
∀x ∈ ω̂ init : x |= ψ, then there exists an execution ω ′ = hs0′ , s1′ , ..., sn′ i such that
∀y ∈ ω̂ ′

init

:

y 2 ψ and obs (ω̂ ′ ) = obs (ω̂).

• A property ψ is final-opaque if for every execution ω = hs0 , s1 , ..., sn i such that: ∀x ∈ ω̂ n
: x |= ψ, then there exists an execution ω ′ = hs0′ , s1′ , ..., sn′ i such that ∀y ∈ ω̂ ′
and obs (ω̂ ′ ) = obs (ω̂).

n

:

y 2ψ

• A property ψ is always-opaque if for every execution ω = hs0 , s1 , ..., sn i and some i , such
that: ∀x ∈ ω̂ i : x |= ψ, then there exists an execution ω ′ = hs0′ , s1′ , ..., sn′ i such that
i

∀y ∈ ω̂ ′ :

y 2 ψ and obs (ω̂ ′ ) = obs (ω̂).

• A property ψ is total-opaque if for every execution ω = hs0 , s1 , ..., sn i such that: ∃x ∈ ω̂
: x 2 ψ, then there exists an execution ω ′ = hs0′ , s1′ , ..., sn′ i such that ∀y ∈ ω̂ ′ : y 2 ψ
and obs (ω̂ ′ ) = obs (ω̂).

4.3. Opacity-based investigation
One of the main objectives in computer investigation is the reconstruction of potential hacking
scenarios that caused the incident, and the proof of hackers malice by providing the suitable
digital evidences. This section establishes a relation between the concept of opacity and the
analysis in digital investigation. It introduces the need for a new set of opacity properties
suitable for digital investigation. The aim is to put forward an opacity-based formal digital
investigation technique.

4.3.1. Attack system description
Given an S-TLA attack system specification Θ, described as follows:
• ΘInit : specifies the set of possible initial system states, representing a secure and safe
system.
•

A: represents in other words library of actions. It specifies the allowed system transi-

tions in the form of a disjunction of a set of S-TLA+ actions. Every action represents
an elementary hacking scenario fragment which can be basically described in advance
without a priori knowledge about the whole hacking scenario that may lead to the
incident.
Informally speaking, every attack scenario fragment is composed of: a) a pre-condition in the
form of a predicate that must be satisfied to let the action stand as candidate; b) a hypotheses
that underlines the scenario-fragment occurrence; and c) an event in the form of a relation
between the values of variables in the old and new state respectively. We demonstrated in
[64] how this can contribute to the creation of a library of scenario fragments, progressively,
and allow security experts to interfere effectively.
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4.3.2. Evidences
After the occurrence of security incident, an investigator starts collecting the set of left evidence on the system. We classify the latter in three forms: history-based, actions-based, and
predicate-based evidences. We suppose within this work that all these collected evidence are
trusted, meaning that the intruder has the ability to notice altered evidences before collecting
them for analysis.
History-based evidences and role of observation functions: An attack scenario as
described above can be monitored by an investigator through the analysis of the available
history-based evidences (e.g., log files, traffic capture, keystroke logging). The latter represent
a sequence of states of some system components (e.g., memory, services, keystrokes), where
sub-sequence of the same value are collapsed into a single state. Formally, every historybased evidence may provide a distinct observation of the conducted attack scenario (not all
the variables are observable by the investigator, nor are they all interpretable). For example,
a system log file can only make clear the set of steps that relate to administrative activities
(e.g., accounts modification), while leaving the remaining performed actions (e.g., file creation)
unobserved. Moreover, IDS alerts file can only give an idea on the set of remotely executed
commands. It does not show how the system behaved with the attack (i.e., does all the
executed command succeeded), nor does it provide information on encrypted attacks (e.g.,
remote command execution via encrypted backdoors). In short, every investigator i has only
access to obsi (ω), where obs function which is defined by the evidence it collected. Using the
example of Subsection 2.2, we suppose that investigator i has collected an evidence X with
which he can monitor and interpret variable x , and investigator j has collected an evidence
Y with which he can monitor variable y without being able to interpret it. In this case we
s (x ) = s (x ), l s (y ) = ∅, l s (z ) = ∅, l s (x ) = ∅, l s (y ) = a , and l s (x ) = ∅.
have lobs
obsi
obsi
obsj
obsj
obsj
i
The observation of investigators i and j will be equal to obsi (ω) = h10 ∅ ∅, 32 ∅∅, ...i and
obsj (ω) = h∅ ∅ 0, ∅∅, 2, ...i, respectively.
Action-based evidences: These evidences represent actions taken on the system which are
generally provided in the form of alerts file (e.g., authentication failure, buffer overflow). As
we are not sure that these actions are represented in the same form as in our library of actions
(c.f., Section 3.1), we translate them into a library of constraints (denoted by C = {∪ i }) in
the form of predicates which should be true through all the system behavior. These constraints
can take different forms including:
• “At the same time” constraint: A variable x gets value vx at the time variable y gets
value vy . For instance, a buffer overflow attack on SSH can be traduced by a stopping
of SSH service while, at the same time, the user privilege rises from 1 to 2. Given two
system variables port 23 and prv that represent the service running on port 23 and the
privilege granted to user, respectively. The constraint can be written as follows:
1 (ω = hs0 , .., sn i) , ∃i ∈ [0..n − 1] : si (port 23 = ”SSH ”) ∧ si +1 (port 23 = ”null ”) ⇒
si (prv ) = 1 ∧ si +1 (prv ) = 2.
• “Whenever ” constraint: While variable x has value vx , variable y is constrained to have
value vy . For instance, a user login action can be translated into the constraint stating
that: while the user is not logged in (it has a privilege equal to 0), the provided shell is
equal to null . Note that, after the user logs in, it is not necessary that the shell changes
from null to “/bin /sh ”. Given two system variables shell and prv that represent the
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shell provided for user and its privilege, respectively. The constraint can be given by:
2 (ω = hs0 , .., sn i) , ∃i ∈ [0..n ] : si (prv ) = 0 ⇒ si (shell ) = null .
• “Before” or “After ” constraints: Before variable X gets value Vx , variable Y have got
value Vy . For instance, an authentication failure action can be translated to the constraint stating that before the user privilege becomes different from 0, the delivered
password has taken an incorrect value. Given two system variables prv and auth which
represent the granted user privilege and the status of the last authentication, respectively. The constraint can be written as:
3 (ω = hs0 , .., sn i) , ∃i ∈ [1..n ] : si (prv ) 6= 0 ⇒ si −1 (auth ) = ”failure ”.
Predicate-based evidence: Realizing that a security incident has occurred is typically a
preliminary discovery of evidence in terms of undesirable states. For instance, an altered file
is a violation of the integrity property. Formally, this noticed evidence can be specified as a
predicate state which should be False whenever the system is in a safe state. The predicate
state starts equal to False from the initial system state (the system is safe). As the attack
scenario progresses, the predicate is transformed to True in any state from which the system
becomes compromised. Once it is transformed to True, it cannot switch again to False.

4.3.3. Expected potential hacking scenarios
This section aims at expressing the potential conducted hacking scenarios given: a) the library
of attack scenarios fragments A; b) the set of possible initial system states ΘInit ; c) the set of
n observation functions obsi (i ∈ [1..n ]) available for n investigators; d) the set of collected
history-based evidences in the form of observations results OBSi (i ∈ [1..n ]); e) the set of
collected action-based evidences in the form of a library of constraints C = ∪{ i }; and f) the
predicate evidence in the form of a predicate denoted by Pr . The expected potential hacking
scenarios are in the form of Ω = ∪{ω} such that: ω = Θ({s0 }) = hs0 , s1 , ..., sm i, where
•

s0 ∈ ΘInit and sm denotes the final system state reached by the attack.

• For every pair of states hsi , si +1 i, A, which is a disjunction of the set of available attack scenario fragments, is true. Thus, no inconsistency due to the accumulation of
hypotheses could occur [64].
• ∀i ∈ [1..n ] : obsi (ω) = OBSi : Given an observation function
equal to the collected history-based evidence OBSi .

obsi ( ), obsi (ω) should be

• ∀ i ∈ C : i (ω) = True . All the predicates in the library of collected action-based
evidences should be True for the potential attack scenarios.
• ∃j ∈ [1..m − 1] such that: Pr (si ) = False ∀i ∈ [0..j ] and Pr (si ) = True ∀i ∈ [j + 1..m ].
The predicate evidence Pr starts equal to False with so as the system is safe at that
moment. It can be transformed to True later as the system becomes compromised.

4.3.4. Obs-free opacity
The concept of opacity, as it is formally described until now, does not fit acutely the context
of digital investigation. In fact, it solely involves one observation function by which an investigator can monitor a given execution. We provide hereinafter a new class of opacity properties,
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referred to as obs-free opacity, suitable for the context of formal digital investigation. Given a
S-TLA specification Spe , a set S of all reachable system states, and a set of m observations
functions ∪m
i =1 {obsi } where each one of them allows an observer to see limited information
about the system execution.
A predicate-based evidence as a property φ, defined over S , is obs-free opaque, if for every
available observation function obsi : if φ is true at some specific state(s) of an execution ω,
a third party cannot establish it solely based on the joining of his observations obsi (ω) and
the set of deductions that he can make. Four variants of obs-free opacity: Initial Obs-free
opacity, Final Obs-free opacity, Always Obs-free opacity, and Total Obs-free opacity, which
represent an extension of the four opacity properties previously presented, can be stated. All
these properties can be expressed using S-TLA. For example, the first and second opacity is
written as:
• A property φ is Initial-Obs-free opaque if for every execution ω = hs0 , s1 , ..., sn i and every
observation function obsi such that: ∀x ∈ ω̂ init : x |= φ, then there exists an execution
init
ω ′ = hs0′ , s1′ , ..., sn′ i such that ∀y ∈ ω̂ ′
: y 2 φ and obsi (ω̂ ′ ) = obsi (ω̂) ∀i ∈ [1..m ].
• A property φ is final-Obs-free opaque if for every execution ω = hs0 , s1 , ..., sn i and every
observation function obsi such that: ∀x ∈ ω̂ n : x |= φ, then there exists an execution
ω ′ = hs0′ , s1′ , ..., sn′ i such that ∀y ∈ ω̂ ′

n

:

y 2 φ and obsi (ω̂ ′ ) = obsi (ω̂) ∀i ∈ [1..m ].

4.3.5. I-obs-free opacity
Having a partial knowledge about a conducted attack scenario ω in the form of different
observations obsi (ω) = OBSi , an investigator would like to establish a new predicate-based
evidence (in the form of a property φ) that it cannot deduce in a straightforward manner
due to many reasons. For instance, tools that allow valuation of such property may not be
available. Moreover, available system commands may become untrusted after the system was
compromised. The predicate-based evidence, which helps the investigator proving the malice
of the intruder, can have different meanings including a supplementary digital evidence (e.g.,
hidden files), an information about the intruder identity (e.g., source address), and a damage
that happened on the system (e.g, a password theft).
We introduce thus a new class of opacity properties, called I-Obs-free Opacity stated as follows: A property φ is I-Obs-free opaque if for every observation function obsi (i ∈ [1..m ]) and
for every execution ω = hs0 , s1 , ..., sn i for which there exists j ∈ [0..n ] such that ∀x ∈ {s0 , ..., sj −1 }:
x 2 φ and ∀x ∈ {sj , ..., sn }: x |= φ, then there exists an execution ω ′ = hs0′ , s1′ , ..., sn′ i such
that ∀y ∈ ω ′ : y 2 φ and obsi (ω̂ ′ ) = obsi (ω̂) ∀i ∈ [1..m ].
Note that with ω or ω ′ we refer to the set of potential expected attack scenarios as defined
in section 4.3.3.
Proposition:

Any predicate-based evidence φ which is I-Obs-free opaque cannot be proved.

Proof: Let ω = hs0 , s1 , ..., sn i be an execution such that sn satisfies φ. The proof proceeds
recursively from sn back to s0 by constructing maximum segments in the same observation,
discussing the satisfiability of and using the definition of I-Obs-free opacity on these segments.
The result characterizes properties which can be demonstrated through opacity-based digital
investigation.
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4.4. A Temporal logic-based language for opacity specification
4.4.1. Need for S-TLA-based opacity
Until now, opacity was provided with two formalisms: Petri nets with weighted arcs [60] and
Labeled Transition Systems (LTS), both of them provide precise semantic. Petri nets present
a graphical representation that gives clear visual means for simulating the dynamics of the
system step by step or continuously. They give a description of both states and actions,
contrary to state diagrams or transition diagrams which only cover part of the behavior
of a system. The formalism under which Petri nets are studied allows studying a set of
formal properties including invariants calculation, reductions (Petri-net shrinking while still
preserving a number of properties) reachability, liveness, and presence or absence of deadlocks.
However, modeling a complicated systems is a tedious task, and the visual representation
may become difficult to create and understand. A straightforward visualization of the drawn
graphic allows determining events to happen. Another drawback is relative to the readability
and the difficulties one can have to write down simple temporal statements such as “Whenever
a formula F is true, formula G is eventually true (i.e., then or at some later time)”. Finally,
Petri nets do not allow modeling of hypothetical transitions, where hypothesis are advanced
whenever needed.
We propose, within this thesis, to use the Temporal Logic of Security Actions to represent
the opacity property. Firstly, S-TLA+ is high expressive, it does not provide distinctive buildin operators but allows a user to easily define its own operations within the specification,
and specify assumptions on them. Secondly, in contrary to petri nets and LTS, S-TLA
support reasoning with uncertainty by putting forward hypotheses in state transitions to fill
in lacks of details. This is necessary to digitally investigate computer systems that have
been compromised under advanced attack scenarios creating lack to data. Thirdly, based on
first-order logic, set theory, and temporal modalities, S-TLA lets most of the reasoning be
in the domain of actions; that is the real reasoning case, permits a direct formalization of
traditional assertional reasoning, and provides a mean of system description which is based
on the use of ordinary mathematics. Finally, S-TLA is supported by the formal specification
language S − TLA+ that extends it by notations of set theory (Zermelo Fraenkel set theory)
and syntactic structuring mechanisms. S-TLA+ is enough flexible and supports extension
(new operators and new data structures) in the form of modules.

4.4.2. Enhancement to S-TLA
We propose in the following to enhance the Temporal Logic of Security Actions by modifying
the semantic of S-TLA action, in order to let it support opacity and generate any hacking
scenario that meets the form discussed in Section 4.3.3. Semantically, given an inconsistency
⊥, a predicate-based evidence Pr , a predicate Cstr as a conjunction of a set of constraints,
and a predicate Observed (s0 , ..., si , sj ) as a conjunction of a set of equality obsx (ω) ⊑ OBSx
(Two observations O1 and O2 satisfy the relation O1 ⊑ O2 iff O1 = [o1 , on ], O2 = [o1 , om ] and
n ≤ m ), an S-TLA action A is true for a tuple hωi , sj i (ωi represents the reached execution
in the form of hs0 , ..., si i and sj represents the state to be generated) iff:
• A(∀v ∈ VF : si (v )/v , sj (v )/v ′ ) = true : By replacing each unprimed flexible variable in
action A by si (v ); the value of v in state si , and each primed flexible one by sj (v ), the
Boolean resultant expression equals true.
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• A(∀v ∈ VC : si (v )/v , sj (v )/v ′′ ) = true : By replacing each non-assumed constrained
variable v in the action A by si (v ) and each assumed constrained one v ′′ by sj (v ), the
Boolean obtained expression equals true.
• ∀v ∈ V su h that si (v ) 6= ▽ : i (v )/v ) = j (v )/v ): The set of constrained variables whose
values have been stated by a hypothesis (e.g. different from ∇) somewhere before, retain
the same value in state si and sj .
• ⊥ (sj ) = false : The predicate ⊥ must not hold in the state sj , that is (sj 2⊥).
•

Pr (sj ) = false =⇒ Pr (si ) = false : The predicate
it became true in some state s ∈ hs0 , ..., si i.

Pr should never switch to false once

•

Cstr (s0 , ..., si , sj ) = True . The set of constraints that takes the form of a predicate
Cstr should be equal true for the generated execution.

•

Observed (s0 , ..., si , sj ) = True : The predicate Observed denoting how the current
execution starting from s0 to sj is observed w.r.t any available observation obsx , should
be equal to true.

4.4.3. Enhancement to S-TLA+
In the following, we propose to enhance S-TLA+ [64], which is of course the formal specification
language for describing systems in S-TLA, in order to let it provide specification of opacity
properties and investigators’ observations. We focus only on the new introduced statements
as outlined hereinafter:
Module-Level constructs: Two constructs are considered, Observations obs1 , ..., obsn and
NoVal noval1 , ..., noval2 . They add to the current module the declaration of observation
functions and fictive values, respectively.
Observations description: Every observation obsx (s ) (s is a state) is defined as a conjunction of a set of expressions ei in the number of non-constrained variables. Every ei defines
how a non-constrained variable vj in the specification, is observed under observation obsx .
Every ei can have one of the following forms:
• l s (v ) = s (v ): [v is visible and interpretable under observation obsx . Its label depends
on the observed state and is equal to the variable value in that state s .]
• l (v ) = novalx : [v is visible but not interpretable under observation
equal to fictive value novalx through all system behavior.]
• l (v ) = ∅: [v is invisible under observation

obsx . Its label is

obsx . Its label is set to the empty value ∅.]

Observed executions description Statement Observed (ω) is used to describe how a generated execution ω is observable under every observation function obsi . It is defined a conjunction of a set of expression ei in the number of available observations. Every ei is in the form
of obsi (ω) ⊑ OBSi , where OBSi represents the collected observation.
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Constraint description Statement Constraints is used to describe and add to the module
the description of the set of constraints in the form of a predicate that should be true over
the system behavior, in order to let an action be executed.
Predicate evidence Statement PrEv describes the set of predicate-based evidences that
should start equal to false and never switch to false once their have changed to true within
the execution.
Opacity properties description:
The following statements are used to describe opacity properties in the form of predicates: ObsFreeOpaque Init (P ), ObsFreeOpaque Final (P ),
ObsFreeOpaque Always (P ), ObsFreeOpaque Total (P ), and I ObsFreeOpaque (P ), which mean
that property P is Initial Obs-Free-Opaque, Final Obs-Free-Opaque, Always Obs-Free-Opaque,
Total Obs-Free-Opaque], and I-Obs-Free-Opaque, respectively.

4.5. A Model Checker for opacity-based investigation
We now provide some enhancements to S-TLC Model Checker to support opacity-based investigation. We only concentrate on the changes we are introducing to the algorithm already
provided in Section 3.6.3. Given a reached system state t , we represent the set of executions in
graph G that start from the initial system state and lead to state t by: (G , t ֒→). Moreover,
we represent the fragment in execution g (a path in G ) that starts from the initial system state
and leads to state x by (G , g , x ֒→). Given a reached state s , the algorithm generates the
set of next states T = ∪{ti } such that: a) A, a disjunction of all attack scenarios fragments,
is true for the pair of states hs , t i; b) t satisfies the specification constraints Constraint ; c)
any reached system execution starting from the initial system state to state t , that we denote
by g such that g ∈ (G , ti ֒→) is observed under the i th investigator observation function obsi
as the evidence OBSi that it collected; d) the set of execution predicates C that represent
action-based evidences is True for every execution g ∈ (G , ti ֒→); and e) if the predicate evidence Pr is False then it should not have been changed from the initial system state to state
ti . Note that, the same approach holds for the generation of attack scenarios in backward
chaining.

A is True for hs , ti i ∧ ti  Constraint



∀j ∈ [1..n ], g ∈ (G , ti ֒→) : obsi (g ) = OBSi
T ← {ti |
∀ ∈ C , g ∈ (G , ti ֒→) : k (g ) = True


 k
∀g ∈ (G , ti ֒→) : (Pr (ti ) = False ) ⇒ (Pr (s ) = False )
After the generation of graph G that represents the set of potential hacking scenarios, the
algorithm verifies the opacity of the set of additional predicate-based evidences by testing
their opacity properties. I-Obs-free opacity of predicate property Pr , for instance, can be
checked by verifying whether
the following formula is true:

∀x ∈ (G , ω, y ֒→) : Pr (x ) = False
∃ω ∈ G , ∃y ∈ ω :
⇒
∀x ∈ ω\(G , ω, y ֒→) : Pr (x ) = True

∀i ∈ [1..n ] : obsi (ω) = obsi (ω ′ )
∃ω ′ ∈ G :
∀x ∈ ω ′ : Pr (x ) = False
To illustrate the role of S-TLC and demonstrate how it generates the graph of nodes G ,
we provide in Figure 4.1 an example of a S-TLA+ specification of a system described by two
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variables x and y . In the initial system state, variable x is set to 0, variable y is set equal to
2 or 8, and none hypothesis is set. Action A is executed under the hypothesis stating that
h is equal to 1 and cannot be enabled unless variable y has a value less or equal to 4. Once
executed, it sets the value of variable y in the new state be 4 higher than its value in the old
state. Action B is always enabled. Once it is executed, it sets the value of variable x in the new
state equal to 1 greater that its value in the old state. Moreover, it sets the value of variable
y in the new state equal to the half of its value in the old state. An investigator is endowed
with an observation function obs which states that variable x is visible and its label is equal
to the variable value in that state, while variable y is completely invisible. The investigator
has observed the conducted attack scenario as h0∅, 1∅i. The predicate-based evidence states
that variable y has a value lower than 8. As for the specified constraint, it states that variable
x increases at the same time variable y decreases. An action A or B is executed only if the
resulting execution is observable as a subset of the collected observation, predicate PrEv does
not change to false, once it has changed to true, and constraint Constraint is met.
module
extends Naturals
variables x , y
cvariables h
observations obs

Spe Opa ity

Init , (x = 0) ∧ ((y = 2) ∨ (y = 8)) ∧ (h = ▽)
A , (h ′′ = 1) ∧ (y ≤ 4) ∧ (y ′ = y + 4) ∧ unchanged x
B , (x ′ = x + 1) ∧ (y ′ = y /2)∧ untouched h
Next , A ∨ B
obs (s ) , l s (x ) = s (x ) ∧ l s (y ) = ∅
Observed (ω) , obs (ω) = h0∅, 1∅i
PrEv , y < 8
Constraint (hs0 , .., sn i) , ∃i ∈ [0..n − 1] : si +1 (x ) > si (x ) ⇒ si +1 (y ) > 2
Spe , Init ∧ 2[Next ]hx ,g ,h i
P ,y =2
ObsFreeOpaque Init (P )
Figure 4.1.: Example of S-TLA+ specification (with opacity and observations support)
Figure 4.2 describes a fragment from the set of possible system behaviors relative to specification Spe Opa ity . Action B cannot be executed from the first initial system state (described
by x = 0 and y = 2) as it generates a behavior that does not satisfy the constraint Constraint .
In fact, the value of x will increase in the new state while the value of y will not become higher
than 2. While the two execution fragments in the figure are different, both of them satisfy
the collected observation h0∅, 1∅i. In the scenario on the right, it can be easily noticed that
for two successive executions of action B (starting from the initial state) the value of variable
x is incremented twice, and thus it becomes equal to 2. As such execution would not satisfy
the collected observation, action B is not enabled from the second state. Moreover, in the
second state of the scenario fragment on the right, PrEv , which started equal to false, changes
to true. Therefore, action A cannot be enabled from that state as it will change the value
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of predicate PrEv back to false. Considering the two execution fragments, it can be easily
noticed that predicate P defined as y = 2 is Initial-Obs-free opaque as both of these fragments
are observed similarly while P is true in the initial state of the scenario on the left and false
in the initial state of the scenario on the right.
„

x =0
y =2

«

„

{h = ▽}

A
„

x =0
y =6

x =0
y =8

«

{h = ▽}

«

{h = ▽}

B
«

{h = 1}

«

{h = 1}

„

x =1
y =4

B
„

x =1
y =3

Figure 4.2.: Generated potential scenario

4.6. Case study
We consider a denial of service attack on a Web server, which we formally model using
four variables pr (the granted privilege), srv 80 (the service running on port 80), weblog (the
HTTP server log file), and srv 81 (the service running on port 81), respectively. A multiple
investigation on the system revealed the following results: The first investigator has collected
an evidence from a service monitoring application with which he is able to monitor and
interpret variable srv 80. In fact, the service monitoring application is supposed to constantly
send a request toward the HTTP server and generate an alert whenever the latter do not
correctly provide its service. Formally, the first investigator’s observation is defined as follows:

obs1 ( ) , ∧l (pr ) = ∅ ∧ l (srv 80) = srv 80
∧l (weblog ) = ∅ ∧ l (srv 81) = ∅
Its collected history-based evidence is equal to OBS1 = h∅”http ”∅∅, ∅”noservi e ”∅∅i. The
second investigator has performed a file system investigation on the server and has noticed that
an attack was conducted so that the log file entry in the meta-data point to an empty block,
instead of the right block that contains the real file content. Having successfully recovered the
correct content, the investigator is able to monitor and interpret variable weblog . Formally,
its observation function is

obs2 ( ) , ∧l (pr ) = ∅ ∧ l (srv 80) = ∅
∧l (weblog ) = weblog ∧ l (srv 81) = ∅
while its collected history-based evidence is equal to OBS2 = h∅∅” ”∅, ∅∅”get /?”∅, ∅∅”mfurl ”∅,
∅∅” ”∅i. Note that “ ” represents an empty content, while mfurl represents a malformed URL
that according to vulnerability repositories induces the server to a denial of service.
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The third investigator has access to a network IDS alert log from which he noticed an
event-based evidence as a buffer overflow attempt. Formally, such evidence is transformed to
a constraint in the form of “at the same time”. In fact, a buffer overflow vulnerability can
provide a privileged shell while denying the related application. Such action-based evidence
is written under the form:
1 (ω = hs0 , .., sn i) , ∃i ∈ [0..n − 1] : si (weblog 6= ”mfurl ”) ∧ si +1 (weblog ) = ”mfurl ” ⇒
si (srv 80 = ”http ”) ∧ si +1 (srv 80) = ”noservi e ”.
Finally, as the security administrator has detected the security incident by noticing that
the Web server has stopped providing the HTTP service, a predicate-based evidence can be
provided for investigation. The latter is formally defined as Pr1 , srv [80] = ”noservi e ”. The
initial system state described as follows states that no privilege is provided to users, a HTTP
service is running on port 80, the log file is empty, and there is no service provided on port
81.

Init , ∧pr = 0 ∧ srv 80 = ”http ”
∧weblog = ” ” ∧ srv 81 = ”noservi e ”
The content of the library of attack scenario fragments is not described here, for the sake
of space. Now, one of the investigators would like to formally prove that an intruder has
installed a backdoor shell on port 81. Traducing such property into the predicate-based
evidence Pr2 , srv 81 = ”/bin /sh ”, the problem is transformed into proving whether this
additional predicate-based evidence is I-Obs-free opaque.
After running S-TLC, we obtain the two following attack scenarios described by Figure 4.3
and summarized as follows: A user connects to a HTTP server with a simple user privilege
submitting a reconnaissance URL “get/?” to determine the Web server version. After that, it
exploits a buffer overflow vulnerability relative to that version by sending a malformed URL
that induces the server to a denial of service state while providing a privileged shell to the
user. Immediately after that, the intruder attacks the file system to hide the real content
of the HTTP log file, letting its entry in the meta-data point to an empty block. Thus, the
intruder either installs a shell on port 81 and logs out, or immediately logs out.
It can be easily seen that these attacks satisfies the collected history-based, action-based,
and predicate-based (Pr1 ) evidences. As for Pr2 , it is I-Obs-Free opaque. In fact, in the first
attack scenario, it starts equal to False then it changes to True, while in the second attack
scenario it is equal to False in all the states.

4.7. Visibility concept
While opacity is an adequate concept for ensuring that a property φ is indistinguishable, it
cannot be used to state that a given property φ is always distinguishable, even if we consider
the non opacity of φ or the opacity of φ̄. To notice this, it suffices to analyze the following
example. Given two executions ω1 and ω2 for which φ is true at a given state, say s , and
two executions ω1′ and ω2′ for which φ is False in s (s occurs in all executions). Suppose that
obs (ω1 ) = obs (ω1′ ) while obs (ω2 ) 6= obs (ω2′ ) and obs (ω2 ) 6= obs (ω1′ ). Then, it can be easily
noticed that φ is not opaque with respect to the definition. However, as execution ω1 and ω1′
have the same observation, a third party cannot distinguish whether φ is true or false.
We propose in the following a concept that is, somehow, the opposite to Opacity. The
concept is called Visibility. We are here interested in proving that a property φ is deducible
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Figure 4.3.: Generated attack scenarios
whenever it is true at some specific state(s) of an execution. We divide the visibility properties
into three different classes as follows. For all the definitions, we denote by Ω the set of possible
system executions. Note that likely to opacity, visibility is based on the fact that an observer
has a complete knowledge of the system, and therefore of all the possible executions. In the
following definitions, we denote by Sω the set of states that are part of execution ω.
Definition 1. (Provable property) Let an execution ω, a predicate-based property φ defined
over system states S , and a state s in Sω . φ is called provable in a state s w.r.t observation
obs , if φ(s ) can be computed based on obs (ω). Moreover ω is called provable if it can be
completely computed based on obs (ω).
Definition 2. (Simple, Strong, and Absolute Visibility): Let φ be a predicate-based property,
defined over S :
• Simple visibility: property φ is said to be simply visible w.r.t observation obs , if for
every execution ω such that φ(s ) = True ∀ s ∈ ω̂ j , there does not exist an execution ω ′
j
such that φ(s ) = False ∀ s ∈ ω̂ ′ and obs (ω̂ ′ ) = obs (ω̂).
• Strong visibility: property φ is said to be strongly visible w.r.t observation obs , if for
every execution ω such that φ(s ) = True ∀ s ∈ ω̂ j , there does not exist an execution
ω ′ 6= ω such that that obs (ω̂ ′ ) = obs (ω̂).
• Absolute visibility: property φ is said to be Absolutely Visible w.r.t observation
if both φ and φ̄ are strongly visible.

obs ,

For everyone of the three classes of opacity described above, three properties can be distinguished: Initial-Visibility, Final-Visibility, and Always-Visibility, depending on the value
of variable j which can take value init , n , or whatever, respectively.
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Example: We provide in Figure 4.4 four different executions. Each execution is a sequence
of two states, and every state, is a valuation of three variables x , y , and z . Let Obs1 , Obs2 ,
and Obs3 be three different static observations defined as follows:
- Obs1 , l (x ) = x ∧ l (y ) = ∅ ∧ l (z ) = ∅: Only value of variable x is visible.
- Obs2 , l (x ) = ∅ ∧ l (y ) = y ∧ l (z ) = ∅: Only value of variable y is visible.
- Obs3 , l (x ) = ∅ ∧ l (y ) = ∅ ∧ l (z ) = z : Only value of variable z is visible.
In this example, we are interested in the initial-visibility of a property φ that is defined as:
φ , (v1 + v2 ) ≤ 10. ω1 and ω3 represent executions, for which property φ is true in their
initial states, while ω2 and ω4 represent executions for which property φ is false in their initial
states. With respect to the above definitions, observations obs1 makes φ simply visible, as
both obs (ω1 ) and obs (ω3 ) have an observation that is different from the remaining executions
in which φ is false (particularly ω1 and ω2 ). However, while a third party could deduce that
φ is true in the initial state of the execution it is observing, he remains unable to determine
which one of executions it is currently observing.
Despite determining whether φ is true or false, strong visibility allows determining any
execution in which φ is true starting from its observation, while absolute visibility allows
determining any execution in each φ is either true or false. To illustrate this, we focus on
observation obs2 which makes φ strongly visible. In fact, observation h1, 2i, for instance, allows
a third party not only to deduce that φ is true, but also to notice that this observation is
relative to execution ω1 . In the other side, obs3 makes φ absolutely visible. As a consequence,
all the observations are different, and therefore. any execution in which φ is either true or
false can be determined.

ω1

Obs1

Obs2

Obs3

ω2

ω3

ω4

φ(s0 ) = true

φ(s0 ) = false

φ(s0 ) = true

φ(s0 ) = false

(2, 8, 6)

(5, 9, 5)

(2, 7, 4)

(5, 9, 3)

(1, 1, 2)

(2, 3, 3)

(1, 5, 4)

(2, 3, 5)

(2)

(5)

(2)

(5)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(8)

(9)

(7)

(9)

(1)

(3)

(5)

(3)

(6)

(5)

(4)

(3)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Figure 4.4.: Difference between visibility classes
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Proposition 1. For x ∈ {initial , nal ,
visible implies ¬φ is simply-visible.

always }, a predicate-based property φ is simply x -

Proof. We rephrase the simple visibility definition as follows: ∀ω 6= ω ′ such that φ(s ) 6= φ(s ′ )
j

for all s ∈ ω̂i j , s ′ ∈ ω̂i′ , and j ∈ {init , n , all }, we have: obs (ω) 6= obs (ω ′ ).
As φ(x ) 6= φ(x ′ ) ⇐⇒ ¬φ(x ) 6= ¬φ(x ′ ), we obtain the following expression which means

that ¬φ is simply visible: ∀ω 6= ω ′ such that ¬φ(s ) 6= ¬φ(s ′ ) for all
j ∈ {init , n , all }, we have: obs (ω) 6= obs (ω ′ ).

j

s ∈ ω̂i j , s ′ ∈ ω̂i′ , and

Proposition 2. For x ∈ {initial , nal , always }, a predicate-based property φ, which is absolutely x -visible, is strongly x -visible. A predicate-based property φ, which is strongly x -visible,
is simply x -visible. A predicate-based property φ, which is simply always-visible is provable on
any reachable state s .
Proof. The first and second part of the proposition follow from the definition. The third part
is demonstrated as follows:
Given some execution ω and some state s ∈ ω. It follows from Definition 1 that in the case
where φ(s ) = true , and φ is simply always visible, that φ is provable to be equal true in s
starting from obs (ω). Using proposition 2, which states that ¬φ is also simply always visible,
it follows that in the case where φ(s ) = false , φ is provable to be equal false in s starting from
obs (ω). As a consequence φ is provable in any reachable state s .
Proposition 3. Let ω be an execution, S be the set of reachable states, and φ and ψ be two
predicate-based properties defined over S .
- Property ψ is provable in any state s ∈ Sω if ∃ s ∈ Sω such that φ(s ) = true and φ is
strongly visible.
- Property ψ is provable in any state s ∈ S if ∃ s ∈ S such that φ(s ) = true and φ is
absolutely visible.
Proof. We recall that an observer has a complete knowledge of the system or of the protocol
specification. In the case where φ is strongly visible and holds in a state s that belongs to an
execution ω, s can be proved and obs (ω) is different from any other observation of ω ′ (such
that ω ′ 6= ω). In this case, ω can be inferred from obs (ω) and thus be proved (all its states
computed). Consequently, any property ψ that holds in any state s ∈ Sω can be proved.
In the case where φ is strongly visible, we have ∀ω 6= ω ′ : obs (ω) 6= obs (ω ′ ). Consequently,
every execution ω can be inferred, and therefore every property ψ can be computed in every
state s ∈ S .
Proposition 4. The opacity of a predicate-based property φ implies non visibility of φ.
Proof. This follows from the definition, and therefore it is easily deducible that visibility of a
predicate property φ implies non opacity of φ.

4.8. Visibility-based investigation
We take interest in this section in showing the use of the Visibility concept in network digital
investigation while considering the particular case of packet switching protocols. Communicating with a protocol of such kind, intruders can hide their identity using source address
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spoofing attacks. In this context, conducting a network investigation analysis in order to trace
the anonymous attack flow or reveal the identity of the intruder is amongst the challenging
tasks. Using the visibility concept, we build a formal theory for providing proofs in network
digital investigation.

4.8.1. Packet switching protocols model
Packet switching protocols are intended to provide a global addressing mechanism to deliver
datagrams across a packet-switching network. Roughly speaking, one can say that every
packet is composed by a header and a payload. The first contains source and destination
addresses. The second contains data from high-level protocols. To communicate with host y ,
a host x needs to send a packet containing the address of host y as a destination address. In
the case, where host x is located in the same physical sub-network with host y , the packet is
immediately delivered after encapsulating it in a link-level packet. In the other case, where
the two hosts belong to physically different networks, delivery should be performed indirectly
using one or more gateways, called routers. In this case, hosts x sends the packet to the
directly connected gateway, which decides whether it can directly deliver the packet or it has
to forward it to another directly connected gateway. The process is called routing and uses
routing tables to take such decision after reading the destination address from the packet.
We model a network as a graph (V , E ) where V is a set of vertexes representing communicating nodes, and E = {e1 , ..., el } is a set of edges representing communication links.
We partition the set of vertexes V into two subsets: the set of hosts H = {h1 , ..., hm } and
the set of routers R = {r1 , ..., rn }. Every edge ei in E takes the form of (xi , xj ) such that:
{xi , xj } ⊂ V . We define a route rte ∈ RTE between two hosts hi and hj as a sequence in the
form of: hr1 , ..., rn i such that:
• ∀{i , j } ⊂ [1..n ] with i 6= j , we have ri ∈ R and ri 6= rj .

 e0 = (hi , r1 )
e = (rn , hj )
• ∃he0 , ..., en i:
 n
ex = (rx , rx +1 ) for x ∈ [1, n − 1]

Figure 4.5 shows a network with six hosts, five routers and twelve communication links:

H = {ha , hb , h , hd , he , hf }
R = {ra , rb , r , rd , re }
E = {eo , ep , eq , er , es , et , eu , ev , ew , ex , ey , ez }
A message m ( ∈ M ), sent between two hosts, is received at the target as a tuple of the
form (hs , hd , p , rt ) where hs and hd stand for source and destination addresses, respectively;
p ∈ P represents the datagram payload (from some p ∈ P ); and rt stands for the route from
hs to hd which is used to forward traffic. We introduce functions Sr , Dst , Rte , and Head to
extract from message m the source address, destination address, route followed by the traffic,
and the head of the route, respectively. Their definition is given as follows:
•

Sr : M → H , defined by Sr (hs , hd , p , hr1 , ..., rn i) = hs

•

Dst : M → H , defined by Dst (hs , hd , p , hr1 , ..., rn i) = hd

•

Rte : M → RTE , defined by Rte (hs , hd , p , hr1 , ..., rn i) = hr1 , ..., rn i

•

Head : RTE → R , defined by Head (hr1 , ..., rn i) = r1
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Figure 4.5.: Network graph

4.8.2. Source address spoofing attacks
Source address spoofing is the creation of a packet with a forged source address making
the packet appear as it was sent by another machine. We concentrate our attention in this
section on detecting external source address spoofing attacks, meaning that we suppose that
an intruder tries to impersonate another machine that does not belong the sub-network under
which it is connected.
Given a host h , we introduce function Gtw , defined by Gtw : H → R to return the network
gateway (router), say r , that is used by h to communicate with external hosts. This means
that there exists an edge ex ∈ E in the graph which is equal to (h , r ). In Figure 4.5, for
instance, Gtw (ha ) = ra and Gtw (hd ) = r . Moreover, given a message m = (hs , hd , p , rt )
such that: rt = hr1 , ..., rn i, {hs , hd } ⊂ H , and p ∈ P , we introduce predicate Spoof (m )
defined as follows:
Spoof (m ) , Head (Rte (m )) 6= Gtw (Sr (m ))
To capture source address spoofing attacks, we determine the value of such predicate, which
is equal to true if r1 represents the gateway that is used by hs to communicate with host hd .
We say that a message m is well-formed if and only if: Spoof (m ) = False . Conversely, a
messages m is under source address spoofing attack if Spoof (m ) = True . Formally, such
an attack consists of modifying a well-formed massage m = (hx , hy , p , rte ) by a message
m ′ = (hx′ , hy , p , rte ) such that hx′ 6= hx and Head (rte ) 6= Gtw (hx′ ). Obviously, the forged
message is expected to follow the same physical route as the original message, that is why
Rte (m ) is equal to Rte (m ′ ).

4.8.3. Characterizing provable evidences
We denote by session s a sequence of messages in the form of: hm1 , ..., mn i representing a
conversation between two hosts, defined by their addresses Sr (mi ) and Dst (mi ) for some
i ∈ [1..m ], respectively. A distinctive feature of a session s is highlighted by the following
point: for two consecutive messages (mi , mi +1 ) ⊂ s , we have: sr (mi ) = dst (mi +1 ) and
dst (mi +1 ) = dst (mi ).
In addition, for every message mi +2 ∈ S (mi +2 represent messages sent by the same source),
the head Head (Rte (mi +2 )) of the route is the same. However, the route taken by different
messages can be different.
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Typically, a network investigator performs data collection and analysis at the network level.
The digital evidence that he is able to access would represent the exchanged traffic between
victim and intruder. Formally, the evidences have the form of a session s = hm1 , ..., mn i
where each message mi is a valuation of variables (hs , hd , p , rt i). Unfortunately, from such
evidences, the investigator has only access to obs (s ). The definition of obs function, which
characterizes what is observable to the investigator, will vary from a protocol to another.
Starting from the set of previously defined propositions and the above described model,
we establish that: Given a packet switching protocol P , four situations can occur when
performing digital P -investigation, depending on the visibility of predicate Spoof :
• Occurrence of source address spoofing is not provable if Predicate
initial-visible.
• Occurrence of source address spoofing is provable if Predicate
visible.

Spoof is not simply

Spoof is simply always-

• Both occurrence of source address spoofing and real intruder source address are provable
for every attack if predicate Spoof is strongly always-visible.
• Both occurrence of source address spoofing and real source address are provable for both
legitimate and malicious traffic if predicate Spoof is absolutely always-visible.

4.8.4. Illustrative Example: IP Spoofing attacks
We consider in this sub-section the particular case of IP protocol showing how IP spoofing attacks can mislead investigation. Such protocol fits acutely with the packet switching protocol
described in section 4.8.1. A message m represents now an IP packet p k = (ips , ipd , p , rt )
where ips and ipd stand for IP source and destination addresses, respectively, p is the packet
payload that represents data from upper layer protocols (e.g., TCP, UDP, ICMP, ARP),
and rt stands for the set of IP addresses of routers crossed by the message. We define the
observation function obs as follows:

obs , l (ips ) = ips ∧ l (ipd ) = ipd ∧ l (p ) = ”a ” ∧ l (rte ) = ∅
• Variables ips and ipd are observable and their values are interpretable. In fact, a network, investigator which analyzes message m at the network level is able to interpret
IP source and destination address as they occur on the packet.
• Variable p is observable and its value is not interpretable. In fact, an investigator is able
to see the packet payload, but since his observation is performed at the network level,
the investigator does not have the appropriate applications to interpret the payload
content (the content may be encrypted, compressed, or encoded appropriately). As a
result, the variation of variable p does not bring any supplementary information to the
investigator and therefore all the values of p in the different messages are observable
under the same label, say lb .
• Variable rte is not observable. In fact, since an investigator does not have a complete
control under the whole network routers, it is unable to determine from which router
the packet has flowed.
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Starting from Figure 4.5, we concentrate particularly on hosts ha and hf that are identified
by their IP addresses ipha and iphf , respectively. ra represents the gateway used by ha to
communicate with hf and whose IP address is equal to ipra . We consider two sessions s1 and
s2 taking place between ha and hf where each one of them is composed of one packet. s1 , represents a legitimate session and is equal to s1 = hp k11 i = h(ipha , iphf , px , hipra , ipr , ipre i)i.
It contains one packet sent from ipha to iphf crossing routers ra , r , then re , which are identified by their IP addresses ipra , ipr , and ipre , respectively. s2 , holds an IP spoofing attack and
is equal to s2 = hp k21 i = h(ipha , iphf , py , hipr , ipre i)i. It contains one packet that appears
to be sent from ha to hf . In reality, the packet is sent by h , which impersonates ha . That
is why it crossed routers r then re (as identified by their IP addresses ipr and ipre , respectively). Obviously, it can be noticed that predicate Spoof is false, as ipr does not represent
the gateway that is used by ipa . Observing the two sessions s1 and s2 , an investigator could
not notice any difference since obs (s1 ) = obs (s2 ) = (ipa , ipf , lb , ∅). The Spoof property is not
initially simple visible. The occurrence of spoofing attacks in IP protocol cannot be proved.

4.9. Conclusion
We provided in this chapter an opacity-based formal investigation theory based on the use
of opacity to establish forensic properties and prove conducted attack scenarios. The theory
was supported by the Temporal Logic of Security Actions, and a Model Checker for opacity
verification. To handle multiplicity of observations and manage non provable evidences, we
added a new class of opacity. We also introduced a novel concept entitled Visibility, to develop
a theory for digital investigation of network attacks. Using different visibility properties, the
theory allows to accurately define the extent of the proof relative to evidences in packet
switching protocols.
The following chapter will provide a complementary technique that proposes to reconstruct
potential attack scenarios based on a library of legitimate actions and and a library of hypotheses.
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Hypothetical Execution
Graph based Digital Investigation

5

5.1. Introduction
The approach proposed in chapter 3, which is based on the use of the Temporal Logic of
Security Actions to describe unambiguously the set of available evidences and the elementary scenarios fragments that are compatible with the system under investigation presents
three main drawbacks. Firstly, the elementary scenario fragments typify known techniques
of attacks and released vulnerabilities. A considerable effort should be spent by investigators to monitor the library of attacks and regularly update it to guarantee that the rebuilt
potential attack scenarios are relevant and significant. Monitoring and updating the library
is of utmost importance since intruders are still gaining the upper hand over investigators.
Secondly, the approach considers an attack scenario as a sequence of malicious events that are
extracted from a library. However, it would be better to consider legitimate events as part of
the conducted attack scenarios, as this represents a realistic assumption and may enhance the
relevance of the provided scenarios. Thirdly, as a hypothesis is statically specified in conjunction with an elementary attack scenario fragment, appending a hypothesis is constrained by
the selection of the relative fragment. However, it happens that a great dependence between
hypotheses and malicious behaviors can be exploited in order to specify hypotheses independently of scenarios fragments, letting hypotheses be dynamically generated to fit acutely with
the context of the system and the reached attack.
We proposed in [65] an execution-based formal approach for digital investigation, which
aims to rebuild both the system state progression through the attack and the occurred events
that moved the system to a compromised state. Since describing all potential malicious events
in advance is impractical, hypotheses need to be put forward in order to fill in this gap. The
approach considers an attack scenario as a deviation from the normal behavior (that can be
known in advance by the investigator) under a set of hypotheses. Using a library of legitimate
actions (that are extracted from formal description of the system under investigation) and a
library of potential hypotheses, our approach works by rebuilding the attack scenarios in a
forward and backward chaining processing. During reconstruction, hypotheses are selected
from the library and malicious events are generated and combined to the legitimate actions to
produce a proof regarding the performed attack. The execution graph is produced so that a
straightforward reading of the node label gives an idea of the sets of hypotheses under which
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the state is reachable.
A key feature of the proposed approach is based on three observations: First, the approach
is completely independent from any computer security technology or incident nature. To
the best of our knowledge, it represents the first contribution that proposes to automate
hypotheses selection and management in digital investigation. This is of utmost importance
as it allows arguing about sophisticated attack scenarios. Second, the proposed approach takes
advantage of the richness of the formal specification language S-TLA to support an enough
advanced and rich description of systems and evidences. Third, the proposed reconstruction
algorithm can serve as a basis for a promising computer-assisted diagnosis tool that reduces
the computer investigator’s efforts and ambiguities and produces automated proofs.

5.2. Hypothetical execution graph
This section justifies the need for hypotheses enunciation during reconstruction of potential
system executions. It defines the semantics of a novel concept, entitled hypothetical executions
graph.

5.2.1. Need and role of hypotheses
Given a set S of all possible states that may be reached by a system, described by a set of
variables Var . The reachability graph G related to that system is defined by: every node
represents a complete description of the reached system state as a valuation of the whole
variables in Var ; the edges of G link states when there is a system transition in the form
of an executed action, say A, that moves the system from one state to another. An action
represents a relation between two successive states s and t . A pair of states s and t is called
an A step, if and only if the Boolean relation s JAKt is equal to true (JAKdenotes the semantics
of action A).
In some cases, where not all the system transitions are known (due to lack of details on
the specified system), the system may come at some state, say s , while being unable to reach
any other state. To alleviate S
the problem, an intuitive idea could suggest to generate a set of
hypotheses or actions Hst = {hst } under which the system will move from state s to state
t . However, to generate hypotheses some constraints need to be satisfied; otherwise, a lot of
useless states will be generated. To start with, we exploit the following two key ideas. First,
there is a high correlation between a hypothesis and the system behavior at the moment a
hypothesis is advanced. Consequently, a hypothesis could not be enunciated at any given
state in S unless it meets some specific requirements. Secondly, generally a hypothesis is
advanced to fill in a specific gap of details, and after it is enunciated the system is expected to
behave in a manner that does not contradict what is stated by the hypothesis. Consequently,
the state t , the system was moved to, could not be any state in S .
Later, in this chapter, we will provide a modeling of hypotheses spelling out in detail an
implementation of the above two ideas. Here, we settle for formally describing a hypothesis
in the form of a binary relation h defined as: h ⊆ S × S . In the following, we denote by
dom (h ) and rng (h ), the domain and image of a hypothesis h , respectively.
Hypotheses may not be completely independent from each others and some hypotheses are
contradictory. Consequently, accumulation of hypotheses to move the system from a state to
another needs care to avoid reaching a state under an inconsistent situation. We denote by
⊥ any set of hypotheses containing a combination of contradictory hypotheses.
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Despite contradiction, dependency between hypotheses can affect their domain and/or their
images. We define a hypothesis h2 to be more specific than a hypothesis h1 , denoted by
h1 ≺ h2 iff: dom (h1 ) ⊂ dom (h2 ) and rng (h1 ) ⊂ rng (h2 ). This inclusion-based relation between
hypotheses is of utmost importance for two main reasons. Firstly, while different hypotheses
can be selected to move a state s to become t , it is preferable to select the most specific
hypothesis in order to minimally affect the remaining states of the execution. Secondly, as
hypotheses are accumulated from a state to another, we may face a situation where we are
about to add a hypothesis which is less or more specific to an existing one. In that case, it
would be better to combine hypotheses to reach more specificity and reduce the number of
hypotheses.

5.2.2. Nodes representation
We define by hypothetical execution graph, a directed graph where nodes are in the form
of n = (x , Lx ) such that x stands for node core and Lx stands for node label. The core
of the node represents a description of state x as a valuation of the entire system variables
(entitled non hypothetical variables). The label of the node is a set of sub-labels, one sub-label
for each predecessor state (relative to state x ). A sub-label is a set of environments, where
each environment is a potential set of hypotheses under which state x is reachable from the
beginning of the execution along by the predecessor state.
More precisely, for a state t which is reachable from a set of states S = {si , ..., sj }, the label
S
of state t , which is denoted by Lt , will take the form of Lt = jx =i {Lst x }, where Lst x = {e1 ,...,
en } for some n (typically n is less or equal to the number of states between the initial state
and state t , following the longest execution). Every environment ek (1 < k < n ) denotes a
potential set of hypotheses under which state t is reachable from other states by only applying
an hypothetical action.

5.2.3. State linking
Given two set of hypotheses H1 and H2 , we define the union modulus prec relation, denoted
by ∪≺ as follows: H1 ∪≺ H2 ≡ H1 ∪ H2 \ {h | ∃h ′ 6= h su h that : h ≺ h ′ }. In other words,
H1 ∪≺ H2 is the result obtained after computing H1 ∪ H2 and then deleting any hypothesis h
such that there exists h ′ in the same set where h ≺ h ′ .
Edges in the graph represent either an action execution or a hypothesis statement that
alters the current state. An edge e = (x , y ) where x = (s , Ls ) and y = (t , Lt ) is considered
to be directed from x to y if one of the following two conditions is met:
• State

t could be generated from state s under a set of hypotheses Hst such that:

– State t should be accessible from state s under every additional hypothesis
h ∈ Hst .
T
Formally,Tthis is given by: h ∈ Hst ⇒(s , t ) ∈ h . Consequently, s ∈ h ∈ Hst dom (h )
and t ∈ h ∈ Hst rng (h ).

– The chosen set Hst should guarantee minimality. In other words, there do not exist
a set Hst′ which is a subset of Hst and allows to transform s to t . Formally, this is
given by: Hst′ 6= Hst ⇒(∀h ′ ∈ Hst′ we have: h ≺ h ′ or h = h ′ ).

– The sub-label Lst is composed of a set of environments that are equal to the union
(modulus ≺) of the set of environments in sub-labels of Ls (the label of state s ) with
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the new set of hypotheses
∧ z ∈ y ∧ y ∈ Ls }.

Hst . Formally, this is given by: Lst = {x | x = z ∪≺ Hst

– No inconsistency (in the sub-label Lst ) arises further to the union (modulus ≺) of
the set of environments in sub-labels of Ls (the label of state s ) with the new set
of hypotheses Hst . Formally, this is given by: Lst ∈ Lt ∧ e ∈ Lst ⇒ e 6=⊥ .
• A state t could be generated from state s further to the execution of action A and we
have: A(s , ti ) is true. Here, no supplementary hypotheses are set. Formally, this is
given by: Lst = {x | x = z ∧ z ∈ y ∧ y ∈ Ls }.

5.2.4. Illustrative example
To illustrate the concept of hypothetical executions graph, we provide in Figure 5.1 a partial
scenario fragment composed of seven states. The graph captures system executions starting
from state s1 and s3 , where no hypotheses were previously generated to reach them. State s2 ,
is reachable from states s1 and s3 under singleton of hypotheses {h1 } and {h2 }, respectively.
Consequently, the label of state s2 is composed from two sub-labels Lss12 and Lss32 each one of
them is equal to a single environment {h1 } and {h2 }, respectively.
In the other side, an alteration of state s2 under singleton hypothesis {h3 }, leads to state
s4 . As the latter is also reachable from state s3 under the set of hypotheses {h4 , h5 }, the label
Ls4 relative to state s4 , is composed of two sub-labels Lss24 and Lss34 . The first is equal to the set
of environments obtained by the union (modulus ≺) of the set of environments in sub-label
of Ls2 with hypothesis h3 . The second is composed by one environment which is equal the
set of hypotheses {h4 , h5 }. As state s5 is only reachable from state s4 under the execution of
action A1 , no supplementary hypothesis is enunciated. The label of state s5 is thus composed
from one sub-label, equal to the set of environments that compose the sub-labels of state
s4 . State s7 is reachable from two states s5 and s6 . The sub-label Lss57 is equal to the set of
environments obtained by the union (modulus ≺) of the set of environments in sub-labels of
Ls5 with singleton {h6 }. However as h1 ≺ h6 , the first environment in sub-label Lss57 is set equal
to {h3 , h6 } instead of {h1 , h3 , h6 }. The sublabel Lss67 is only composed of one environment
which is equal to the singleton {h7 }.

5.3. Hypothetical execution-based investigation
After realizing that a security incident has occurred, an evidence can typically be seen as an
undesirable state of the system. For instance, an altered file is a violation of the integrity
property. Moreover, a deleted file is a modification of the related entry in the file allocation
table. Starting with a partial description of the final system state (the word “partial” means
that not all the system is accessible to assessment; the cause is mainly due to missing tools,
or to a non trusting on the available commands) and a description of the initial system state,
which is assumed to be safe before the attack starts and known by investigators, we aim at
generating the potential attack scenarios where hypotheses are automatically generated, if
needed. The produced attack scenario represents a formal proof of how the incident occurred.
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Figure 5.1.: Hypothetical executions graph

5.3.1. Sampling candidate scenarios
Our approach considers an attack scenario as an hypothetical execution graph where nodes
are states through which the system progresses. The initial state denotes a safe state and the
last state(s) may represent unsafe states. A final state satisfies the observed evidence (e.g.,
denied service, changed home page on a web server, erased files). The arrows depicted in the
graph link state s to state t when an action can be performed on s by the intruder to lead the
system state to t . Figure 5.2 provides two Denial of Service attacks on a FTP server, described
by a sequence of four events. In the first step, the user logs in and gets non-privileged access
on the FTP server. Then, it escalates its privilege by: a) exploiting a local vulnerability to
obtain an administrative privilege and stopping the FTP service, or b) using a local exploit
that immediately creates a denial of service on the FTP server. Finally, the user logs out.
Five states are described in this graph, summarizing the system progression.

5.3.2. Need of libraries
Recent attacks have shown that they practically share the same intrusion scheme. The difference lies in the composition and the succession of the occurring events, as well as in the
version of the software used to exploit vulnerabilities. We consider an attack scenario as a
composition of two sets of scenario-fragments. The first represents legitimate actions which
can be described in advance (about the conducted attack scenario) by the investigator without
a priori knowledge. The second represents malicious actions which modifies the intruder capa-
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Figure 5.2.: Attack scenario example
bilities and leads the system to an unsafe state (e.g., password cracking, access to confidential
information).
Library of legitimate actions: A lot of legitimate actions, which represent events that modifies the system state and configuration (e.g., command execution, software installation), may
play a role in compromising a system if used with a malicious intent. Considering the aforementioned example, it can be noticed that the first, the fourth, and the fifth actions represent
legitimate behaviors of the system under investigation. Stopping a service, for instance, while
having an administrative privilege, is a common task that could be performed by an administrator for maintenance purposes.
As the number of legitimate actions is huge and finite, specifying them within a library is
feasible and helpful. A formal description of the system under investigation is sufficient to
start building a library of legitimate actions. Later, the library will be useful in the process
of automating reconstruction of candidate attack scenarios.
A library of hypotheses: Specifying malicious actions in advance within a library may be
unpractical. First, from the investigator’s point of view, the intruder behavior cannot be predicted in advance mainly due to the rapid development of the used techniques, the continuous
modification of the software versions used to exploit vulnerabilities, and the variation of the
intruders motivations dependently of the emerging technologies. Second, guessing malicious
actions requires from the investigator to advance some hypotheses as there is always a lack of
data on how the incident was conducted and on how the system behaved during the attack
progression. The second action in the example, for instance, requires from the investigator
to advance a hypothesis stating that the FTP service was locally vulnerable allowing the
intruder to gain a privilege, if it has exploited.
We consider that there is a binary relation between the set of hypotheses and the set of
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malicious actions. In fact, we found that in the great majority of cases, the success of a malicious action is conditioned by a set of hypotheses that underlines its occurrence. Moreover, a
hypothesis can support more that one malicious action. Starting from the above statement,
we propose to create a library of hypotheses instead of a library of malicious actions, since
hypotheses may generate all types of malicious actions. This is practical and supportive as
hypotheses are easy to define and their monitoring does not require extensive update with
regard to malicious actions. Moreover, they are very seldom affected by the techniques, that
attackers use, and type of the vulnerability.
The create a library of hypotheses, three main requirements should be met. Firstly, hypotheses representation should clearly establish relation with malicious actions. Secondly, all
combinations of inconsistent hypotheses should be represented to avoid appending contradictory hypotheses within a generated attack scenario. Thirdly, an appropriate representation
for characterizing relation between hypotheses should be followed. Such representation will
allow to optimize the selection of hypotheses and reduce at maximum possible the number of
hypotheses under which a node is reachable.

5.4. Knowledge representation
Legitimate actions and hypotheses can be inserted into a knowledge base.

5.4.1. Legitimate actions modeling
A legitimate action is a pair of pre-condition and an event. The pre-condition is represented
by a predicate on system state. It should be satisfied by a state in order to let the scenario
fragment be executed on that state. The event surely introduces changes to the system states.
It defines, for the set of variables that can be affected, a relation between their previous
state and their new state. Actions can be collected by collaborating investigators to form a
knowledge base of legitimate actions.
To formally represent legitimate actions, we require defining a language that: a) satisfies
the aforementioned representation; b) is expressive to be able to model complex systems and
allow a better representation of the investigator knowledge; and c) is quite intelligible to
be easily used by investigators which are not necessarily acquainted with the use of formal
methods. We propose within this work to use the high-level formal specification language
S-TLA+ (introduced in Chapter 3) which satisfies the above quoted requirements. It can be
easily seen that a scenario fragment matches well the form of a S-TLA+ action. In fact, preconditions and events which represent the context of a scenario fragment can be described
by state-predicates and relations between primed and unprimed variables. Thanks to STLA+ flexibility, every set of pre-conditions (or events relative to a scenario fragment) can
be described in a disjunctive (or conjunctive) manner by a single expression allowing bringing
together many variants of scenario fragments.

5.4.2. Hypotheses representation
We represent a hypothesis as a tuple containing three objects: a) the real assumption. Likely
to any event, an assumption is defined as a relation between hypothetical variables and
values. Such kind of variables should be different from the other variables used to describe
legitimate actions as they do not have the same modification scheme. In fact, a hypothesis
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once stated, its change is constrained afterwards through all the attack progression. However,
while it could be refined or generalized, it cannot substantially be changed; b) the prerequisite.
Formally it defines the domain of the hypothesis and is in the form of a predicate over nonhypothetical variables. Such predicate should be satisfied in order to let the hypothesis be
selected. For instance, a hypothesis stating that the system resources are overloaded could
not be enunciated while no user is currently logged in; and c) the behavior. Formally, it
characterizes the domain of the hypothesis. It is a formula that should be kept true, having the
form of a logical relation between the new state (further to the application of the hypothesis)
and the previous state. For instance, hypothesis stating that a service has a vulnerability that
could remotely grant a root privilege may have negative effect on the system immediately after
being advanced, described by an increase of the current user privilege.
To give an example, let’s go back to Figure 5.2. A hypothesis hx states that the FTP
service has a local vulnerability that allows local users to gain an administrative privilege.
From the attacker point of view, the user should be connected in order to let the hypothesis
be applicable. In the other side, the system may behave, at the same time the hypothesis is
stated, by enabling the user to escalate its privilege. Formally, the hypothesis is given by:

hx { Assymption (ftpvul = lo al root pr )
Prerequisite (pr = 1)
Bahavior (pr ′ = pr + 1) }
We denote by h P and h B the prerequisite and the behavior of the hypothesis h , respectively.
Given a state s , h P (s ) is equal to True, if the hypothesis h can be selected. Moreover, if the
system is able to progress from state s to t , h B (s , t ) should be equal to true (the logical
relation between the old and the new state is satisfied).

5.4.3. Representing hypotheses inconsistencies
Two forms of inconsistencies may arise. The first form is relative to hypotheses that do not
use the same hypothetical variables but are contradictory with each other. In that case, an
inconsistency can be formally defined as a predicate containing hypothetical variable values.
It denotes an unwanted condition (informally, it reflects a combination of hypotheses) that
must not be observed inside an acceptable system behavior. If an inconsistency is true for
a state s , the set of system transitions on the way to that state should not be followed.
The inconsistency below states that the following hypotheses which are characterized by
hypothetical variables ftpvul and systemstate , respectively, cannot be joined together within
a reachable state: a) the ftp service is vulnerable and b) the system is up to date,

In onsisten y { ∧ ftpvul = ”lo al root pr ”
∧ systemstate = ”uptodate ” }
The second form of inconsistency is relative to hypotheses that use the same hypothetical
variables and whose intersection is equal to the empty set. For instance, the following two
hypotheses h1 and h2 would allow to transform a state s , which is characterized by v 1 = 2
and v 2 = 3 to a state t , which is characterized by v 1 = 5 and v 2 = 4. As their assumptions
are contradictory, they cannot be stated together within the same state.
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h1 { Assymption (x ≤ 0)
Prerequisite (v 1 6= 1)
Bahavior (v 1′ = pr + 3) }
h2 { Assymption (x > 0)
Prerequisite (v 2 = 2)
Bahavior (v 2′ = v 2 + 1 }
5.4.4. Hypotheses arrangement
As discussed, a hypothesis h2 is said to be more general than a hypothesis h1 if h1 ≺ h2 . To
arrange hypotheses within a library, we use a lattice structure. For our purpose, the important
feature of a lattice is that its structure can be used to find the most or less general hypothesis
of a pair of elements in the lattice. To start with, there is a need to demonstrate that: a)
relation ≺ defines an ordering on the set of hypotheses; and b) such ordered set is equipped
with two extra operators: a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound for every pair of
elements.
The proof of proposition a) will not be given because reflexivity, anti-symmetry, and transitivity follow basically from the definition of the inclusion (⊂) operator. As for proposition
b), the least upper bound of the two hypotheses is trivially given by their union, while the
greatest lower bound is given by their intersection. More precisely, for every two hypotheses
h1 and h2 , the least upper-bound element hu is defined by dom (hu ) = dom (h1 ) ∪ dom (h2 )
and rng (hu ) = rng (h1 ) ∪ rng (h2 ). while the greatest lower bound element hl is defined by
dom (hu ) = dom (h1 ) ∩ dom (h2 ) and rng (hu ) = rng (h1 ) ∩ rng (h2 ).
By analogy to our representation of hypotheses, an example of hypotheses arrangement
can be provided ad follows: Given two hypotheses where the first states that ftp service has
a local vulnerability that grants root privilege and the second states that the xinetd service
(which encompasses this transient FTP service) is vulnerable. Obviously, the former is more
specific that the latter.
(ftpvul = lo

al root pr ) ≺ (xinetd vul = yes )

5.5. A Model-Checker for hypotheses-based investigation
To automate the proof in the context of digital investigation, we provide a model checking
algorithm which generates an hypothetical execution graph that stands for the potential attack
scenarios. The graph is generated starting from a description of the available evidences, a
library of hypotheses, and the system under investigation. The robustness of the proposed
Model Checker is shown through its capabilities of automatically generating hypotheses and
the set of malicious events that they underline. The generated graph provides a view of the
states by which the system goes during the attack. It is built by ensuring that a given node
is reached under consistent and optimal sets of hypotheses, while a straightforward reading
of the node label indicates the alternatives under which a node is reachable.
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5.5.1. Malicious action generation
Given a state s , we generate the potential next states T = {∪ti } by selecting the right set
of hypotheses Hsti . As ti is reachable from s , under the additional set of hypotheses Hsti ,
it is reachable from the initial system state under Hsti ∪≺ Hs (Hs is the set of hypotheses
under which s is reachable). States in T are generated based on the fact that hypotheses
in Hsti dictate how system variables can be affected after reaching s . Implicitly, for every
pair of states (s , ti ),we can generate a malicious action Ai that allows to progress from s to
ti under hypotheses in Hsti . Formally, for every non hypothetical variable v (v ∈ Var ) we
have: s (v ) 6= ti (v ) ⇒∃h ∈ Hsti such that h B (s (v ), ti (v )) = True . This means that, for every
variable that is changed between s and ti , there exists a hypothesis h ∈ Hsti that dictates
how the variable is affected. We use s 7→ (ti , Hsti ) to say that state ti is reachable from s
under Hsti .

5.5.2. Refinement of hypotheses
Once generated, hypotheses should be indicated for all the states through which the system
progresses, otherwise the state would not be reachable. On the other hand, as the system
progresses, the number of hypotheses may increase and the result is a conjunction of all
the generated hypotheses. Besides inconsistency avoiding, refinement of hypotheses is of
high importance because of two main cases. The first case occurs when the conjunction of
two hypotheses that use the same hypothetical variables and whose intersection is different
from the empty set. For instance, given a reconstructed attack scenario, where in the first
encountered legitimate action a hypothesis h1 , which is represented by hypothetical variable
x is higher or equal to 0 (h ≥ 0), is generated. Such hypothesis is supposed to be kept
unchanged through all the attack scenario. However, later a new hypothesis using the same
hypothetical variable can be generated, which states that x is less or equal to 5 (x ≤ 5). As
hypotheses should be joined together, the two hypotheses can be refined into their greatest
lower bound (h ∈ [0..5]). The second case occurs when a conjunction of two hypotheses h1
and h2 does not use the same hypothetical variables such that the first hypothesis is less
general than the second (h1 ≺ h2 ). The refinement of these two hypotheses is done by h1 .
Let’s go back to the example of the two hypotheses provided in Section 5.4.4. h1 states that
the ftp service has a local vulnerability that grants root privilege; and h2 states that the
xinetd service (which encompasses this transient FTP service) is vulnerable. The refinement
of these two hypotheses will be equal to hypothesis h1 .

5.5.3. Potential scenarios reconstruction
We propose a scenario reconstruction algorithm (c.f, Algorithm 3) which uses a forward and
a backward chaining phase and employs three data structures G, UF and UB . G refers to
the reachability directed graph under construction. UF and UB are FIFO queues, containing
states whose successors have not been yet computed during forward and backward chaining
phases, respectively. The algorithm assumes that a configuration file is done as input. It
includes statements denoting that A is the library of legitimate actions, H is the library of
hypotheses, and EvState is a predicate characteristic of a terminal state representing digital
evidence.
Given a node n = (x , Lx ), x will be referred by n to denote the node core (the state
x ) and Lx will be referred by Label (G, n ) to denote the node label in Graph G. A node is
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represented in the generated graph using the representation described in Subsection 5.2.2. The
only exception lies in simplifying the representation of the node label by omitting the notion
of sub-labels. Consequently, a node label is directly composed from the set of environments
under which the node is reachable: Lx = ∪{ei }. Using such simplification, state s7 , for
instance, in Figure 5.1, will be represented as {{h3 h6 }, {h2 h3 h6 }, {h4 h5 h6 }, {h7 }}
The algorithm uses function NewNode ( ) to return a new node to be appended later in the
graph. Function Append (G, t , t  s ) is used to add a node t to the graph under construction
G with a pointer to its predecessor state s . Besides, a state s , which is reachable from the
initial state under the set of hypotheses Hs is attached to a FIFO queue U using function
Append (U, (s , Hs )) and detached using the function Tail (U). Moreover, a node t is joined
to an existing node s inside the graph G using the function Join (G, t  s ). The algorithm
works using three phases:
Initialization phase
Graph G and queues UF and UB are created and initialized respectively to empty set ∅ and
empty sequences hi. Then, all the initial system states are computed and appended to graph
G with a pointer to the null state (no predecessor). The label of every computed initial state
is set to ∅ (no hypothesis is computed yet). During the latter step, every computed state is
checked whether it satisfies the evidence predicate Eviden eState . In case of satisfaction, it is
attached to queue UF ; otherwise, it is considered as a terminal state and appended to queue
UB , in order to be retrieved in backward chaining phase.
Forward chaining phase
All scenarios that originate from the set of initial states are inferred in a forward chaining
manner. This involves the generation of new hypotheses and evidences that are related to
these scenarios. During this phase, the algorithm starts with UF equal to the set of initial
system states. Then, and until the queue becomes empty, the state, say s , representing the tail
of UF is retrieved and its successors are computed using two different ways. In the first way,
the algorithm generates the set T = ∪{ti } of states that follows s further to the execution
of a legitimate action A. In this case, no new hypotheses are advanced to let the system
move from s to ti . Every state ti is appended to graph G as follows: If there is no state x
in G whose core x is equal to ti , a new node (set to y ) is appended to G with a core equal
to ti , a label equal to the set of hypotheses {Hs } under which node s was reachable, and
a predecessor equal to s . Then, (ti , Hs ) is appended to UB , if state ti satisfies the evidence
predicate Eviden eState , otherwise it is attached to UF . If there is x in G whose core x is the
same as state ti , then one can state that ti has been added previously to G. Thus, a pointer
is simply added from x to its predecessor state s .
In the second way, the algorithm generates the set of malicious actions by computing the
set of states and hypotheses T = ∪{(ti , Hsti )}. Hsti ⊂ H so that:
• The system is able to progress from state
hypotheses Hsti .

s to state ti under the additional set of

• The set of hypotheses Hs ∪ Hsti is consistent. This means that no combination of
inconsistent hypotheses (c.f., Section 5.4.3) exists in Hs ∪ Hsti . Formally, this is given
by: Hs ∪ Hsti 6=⊥.
• The set of selected hypotheses is minimal, meaning that there is no possible set of
hypotheses H ′ that is a sub-set of Hsti and that allows the system to progress from s to
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state ti similarly to

Hsti .

• The set Hsti of new selected hypotheses is composed of minimal ones. This means that
according to the specified arrangement of hypotheses (c.f., Section 5.4.4), there should
be no hypothesis h ∈ Hsti that could be replaced by a hypothesis h ′ ∈ H ′ such that
h ′ 6= h , h ′ ≺ h and H ′ allows the system to progress from s to ti as Hsti does.
Every tuple of generated state and hypotheses (ti , Hsti ) is appended to graph G as follows:
• If there is no node x in G whose core x is equal to ti , a new node (set to y ) is appended
to the graph with a core equal to ti , a label equal to the set of hypotheses {Hs ∪≺ Hsti },
and a predecessor equal to s . Then, tuple (t , Hs ∪≺ Hsti ) is appended to UB if state t
satisfies the evidence predicate EvState , otherwise it is attached to queue UF .
• If there exists a node x in G whose core x is the same as state ti and whose label
includes the set of hypotheses {Hs ∪≺ Hsti } under which state ti is reachable, then a
decision could be made stating that node ti has been added previously to G. In this
case, a pointer is simply added from node x to its predecessor state sn .
• If there exists a node x in G whose core x is the same as state ti , but whose label does
not include the set of hypotheses {Hs ∪≺ Hsti }, then the label of state x is updated in
the following manner:
– The set of hypotheses {Hs ∪≺ Hsti } is added to

Label (G, x ), the label of state x .

– Any set of hypotheses from Label (G, x ), which is a superset of other elements in
this label, is deleted to ensure hypotheses minimality.

– Any set of hypotheses H from Label (G, x ), for which there exists a another set H ′ ,
which is composed of minimal hypotheses (according to hypotheses arrangement)
regarding set H , is deleted to ensure hypothesis minimality.
– The set Hsti of new selected hypotheses is composed from minimal ones. This means
that according to the specified arrangement of hypotheses (c.f., Section 5.4.4), there
should be no hypothesis h ∈ Hsti that could be replaced by a hypothesis h ′ ∈ H ′
such that h ′ 6= h , h ′ ⊂ h and H ′ allows the system to progress from state s to the
same state ti as Hsti does.

– In the case where the set of {Hs ∪≺ Hsti } is still contained in the label of state x
(meaning that it was not deleted in step (2)), the node x is pointed to the predecessor state s and node ti is appended to UB if it satisfies the evidence predicate
EvState ; otherwise, it is attached to queue UF .
Every node label in the generated graph is provided with the following properties:
• soundness: a node

x holds each environment Ei ;

• consistency: none environment Ei in the node label
• completeness: every environment

Label (G, x ) is inconsistent:

E in which a node x holds is a superset of some Ei ;

• minimality: none environment Ei is a proper subset of any other.
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Forward chaining may generate many slices of global attacks scenarios, a great majority among
them are useless due to further occurrence of inconsistencies or because they do not lead to
evidence generation. Nevertheless, this may generate additional source of evidences and show
the propagation steps of the attack.
Backward chaining phase
All optimal scenarios, which could produce states satisfying the evidence predicate EvState
generated in forward chaining phase, are constructed. This helps obtaining potential and
additional scenarios that could be the root causes for the available evidences. During backward
chaining, the algorithm starts with a queue UB holding the set of terminal states; the ones
that satisfied the predicate EvState in forward chaining. Then, and until the queue becomes
empty, tuple (t , Ht ) representing the tail of UB is retrieved and the predecessor states of t ,
which are not terminal states, are computed using two different ways. In the first way, we
take an interest to the generation of the set of states S = ∪{si } that precede t if a legitimate
action A would have been executed from state s . In this case, no new hypotheses would have
been advanced. A state si is appended to G as follows:
• If there is no state x in G whose core x is equal to si , a new node (set to y ) is appended
to the graph with a core equal to si and a label equal to the set Ht under which node t is
reachable. A pointer is also added from node t to node y and tuple (si , Ht ) is appended
to UB .
• If there exists a node x in G whose core x is the same as state si , then it can be stated
that node si was previously added to G. In that case, a pointer is simply added from
the node t to the predecessor state x .
In the second way, the algorithm generates the set malicious actions by computing the set
of tuples of states and hypotheses S = ∪{(si , Hsi t )}. The set Hsi t is the set of generated
hypotheses that would have allowed the system to move from si to t . Every generated state
si is appended to G as follows:
• If there is no state x in graph G whose core x is equal to si , a new node (set to y ) is
appended to G with a core equal to si and a label equal to the set {Ht \Hsi t } (Ht minus
Hsi t ). A pointer is added from node t to node y and the tuple (si , Ht \Hsi t ) is appended
to the queue UB .
• If there exists a node x in G whose core x is the same as state si and whose label
includes the set of hypotheses {Ht \Hsi t } under which state si is reachable, then a
conclusion could be made stating that node si has been added previously to G. In that
case, a pointer is simply added from the node t to the predecessor state x .
• If there exists a node x in the G whose core x is the same as state si , but whose label
does not include the set of hypotheses {Ht \Hsi t } under which state si is reachable, then
the label of state x is updated as follows:
– The set of hypotheses {Ht \Hsi t } is added to Label (G, x ), the label of state x .
– Any set of hypotheses from Label (G, x ), which is a superset of other elements in
this label, is deleted to ensure hypotheses minimality.
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– Any set of hypotheses H from Label (G, x ), for which there exists a set H ′ which is
composed of minimal hypotheses regarding set H is deleted to ensure hypotheses
minimality.
– If the set of hypotheses Ht \Hsi t is still contained in the label of state x then a
pointer is added from node t to node x and the tuple (si , Ht \Hsi t ) is appended to
the queue UB .
The resulting G contains the set of possible causes relative to the collected evidences. It
embodies different initial system states apart from the ones described by the specification. In
fact, in the context of digital investigation, an attack scenario could start from a legitimate
system state, as well as from a previous system incident or instability.

5.6. Case study
We propose an investigation of a compromised FTP server. For the sake of simplicity, we
model the system using three variables: srv , FtpUsrLogin , and pr which represent the FTP
services status, users status (logged or not), and provided user privilege, respectively. The
system runs initially with an activated FTP service (srv [21] = ”ftp ”, no user is logged in
(FtpUsrLogin = False ), and no shell is spawn to any user (pr = 0). The compromise is
detected when the FTP service is found in a denial of service state, while no privilege is
granted. This can formally specified by: EvState , (srv [21] = ”null ”) ∧ (pr = 0).

5.6.1. Legitimate system description
For the sake of space reduction, we will only consider the set of actions that are part of the
conducted hacking scenarios:
• Remote User login: A remote user logs in to the FTP server and gets a simple user
privilege. This is described by:

RmtUsrLogin , ∧srv [21] = ”FTP ”
∧usrlogin = ”False ” ∧ pr = 0
∧usrlogin ′ = ”True ” ∧ pr ′ = 1
∧unchanged srv
• Remote User logout: A remote user which is connected to the FTP server logs out.
Consequently, its privilege falls down to zero. This is described by:

UsrLogOut , ∧usrlogin = ”True ”
∧usrlogin ′ = ”False ”
∧pr ′ = 0
∧unchanged hsrv i
• Service stopping: A privileged user which has previously logged in to the FTP server
stops the FTP service. This is described by:

SrvStop , ∧srv [21] = ”FTP ”
∧usrlogin = ”True ” ∧ pr = 2
∧srv ′ = [srv except ![21] = ”null ”]
∧unchanged husrlogin , pr i
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Algorithm 2 Scenario reconstruction algorithm
Comment: Initialization phase
G ← ∅, UF ← hi , U
B ← hi, S ← {si | si is the initial system state }
y ← NewNode ( )



Append (G, y , y  null )
For each s ∈ S do
y ← s , Label (G, y ) ← Ø



if s  Eviden eState then Append (UB , (s , ∅)) else Append (UF , (s , ∅))

Comment: Forward chaining phase
While
 UF 6= hi
(s , Hs ) ← tail (UF )




 Comment : Legitimate a tion exe ution




 T ← {ti | ∃ A ∈ Σ : A(s , ti ) = True }



For each


 ti ∈ T



y ← NewNode ( )












Append (G, y , y  s )








if
(∄
x
∈
G
:
x
=
t
)
then
y ← ti , Label (G, y ) ← {Hs }
i


do





if (ti  EvState ) then Append (UB , (ti , Hs ))











else Append (UF , (ti , Hs ))






x
∈
G
su
h
that
:
/
x
=
t
)
then
Join (G, x  s )
if
(∃

i




 Comment : Maliious a tion generation




∃Hi ⊂ H : s 7→ (ti , Hsti )










(Hs ∪ Hi ) 6=⊥


}
←
{(
t
,
H
)
|
T
i
sti


∄(ti , H ′ ) : {(H ′ 6= Hsti ) ∧ (s 7→ (ti , H ′ )) ∧ (H ′ ⊂ Hsti )}










∄(ti , H ′ ) : {∀h ∈ Hsti : ∃h ′ ∈ H ′ where : (h ′ = h ) ∨ (h ′ ⊂ h )}




 For each
 (ti , Hsti ) ∈ T

do

 y ← NewNode ( )










 Append (G, y , y  s )







if
∄

x
∈
G
/
x
=
t
then
y ← ti , Label (G, y ) ← {Hs ∪≺ Hsti }
i







 if (t  EvState ) then Append (UB , (t , Hs ∪≺ Hst ))





i








else
Append
(U
,
(
t
,
H
∪
H
))
F
s
≺
st


i







 if ((∃ x ∈ G su h that x = ti ) and {Hs ∪≺ Hsti } ⊆ Label (G, x ))






then Join (G, x  s )








∈ G su h that x = ti ) and {Hs ∪≺ Hsti } * Label (G, x )

 if (∃ x 



do
Label (G, x ) ← Label (G, x ) ∪ {Hs ∪≺ Hsti }











Delete any H ∈ Label (G, x ) su h that :













{∃H ′ ∈ Label (G, x ) : H ′ ⊂ H }












 Delete any H ∈ Label (G, x ) su h that :







 then
{∃H ′ ∈ Label (G, x ) where : ∀h ′ ∈ H ′ : h ′ = h or h ′ ⊂ h }










∪≺ Hsti } ⊂ Label (G, x ))

if ({Hs 













 Join (G, x  s )











if t  Eviden eState then Append (UB , (t , Hs ∪≺ Hsti ))
then









else Append (UF , (t , Hs ∪≺ Hsti ))
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Algorithm 3 Scenario reconstruction algorithm (continuation)
Comment: Backward chaining phase
While
 UB 6= hi
(t , Ht ) ← tail (UB ),





Comment : Legitimate a tion exe ution




← {si | ∃ A ∈ A : A(si , t ) = True ∧ si 2 EvState }
S




For each


 si ∈ S


if (∄ x ∈G su h that : x = si )








y ← NewNode ( )










Append (G, y , t  y )


then
do


y ← si , Label (G, y ) ← {Ht }













Append (UB , (si , Ht ))






x
∈
G
su h that : / x = si ) then Join (G, t  x )
if
(∃




Comment
:
Mali
ious
a tion generation




S ← {(si , Hs t ) |∃Hs ,t ⊂ Ht : si 7→ (t , Hsi t )}


 For each (s ,i H ) ∈i S
i
si


do
y ← NewNode ( )













Append (G, y , t  y )




if ∄ x ∈ G / si = x then




y ← si , Label (G, y ) ← {Ht \Hsi t }











Append (UB , (si , Ht \Hsi t ))








x
∈
G
su
h
that
x
=
s
) and {Ht \Hsi t } ⊆ Label (G, x )) then Join (G, t  x )
if
((∃

i







if
(∃
x
∈
G
su
h
that
x
=
s
)


i and {Ht \Hsi t } * Label (G, x )




do
Label (G, x ) ← Label (G, x ) ∪ {Ht \Hsi t }












 Delete any H ∈ Label (G, x ) su h that :











 {∃H ′ ∈ Label (G, x ) : H ′ ⊂ H }








 then  Delete any H ∈ Label (G, x ) su h that :








∈ H ′ : h ′ = h or h ′ ⊂ h }
{∃H ′ ∈ Label (G, x ) where : ∀h ′ 













Join (G, t  x )





 if {Ht \Hsi t } ⊂ Label (G, x )) then


Append (UB , (si , Ht \Hsi t )
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5.6.2. Hypotheses library
For the sake of space, we only concentrate on relevant hypotheses.
• Vulnerable FTP service 1: This states that FTP service has a vulnerability that can
only be exploited locally. It lets a locally connected user escalate its privilege:

h1 { Assumption (ftpvul 1 = lo al root pr )
Prerequisite (pr = 1)
Behavior (pr ′ = pr + 1)
• Vulnerable FTP service 2: This states that FTP service has a remote buffer overflow
vulnerability that, when exploited, grants a privileged shell while denying the service:

h2 { Assumption ftpvul 2 = DoS lo al root pr
Prerequisite pr = 0
Behavior
pr ′ = pr + 2
• Installed rootkit: This states that a rootkit is installed on the server and, once activated,
it prevents the administrator from noticing that a FTP user has connected to the server:

h3 { Assumption mali ious soft = ”rootkit ”,
Prerequisite FtpUsrLogin = True ,
Behavior
FtpUsrLogin ′ = False }
• Vulnerable xinetd service: This states that xinetd service is vulnerable. This vulnerability can only be exploited locally. It lets a locally connected user escalate its privilege:

h4 { Assumption (xinetdvul 1 = lo al root pr )
Prerequisite (pr = 1)
Behavior (pr ′ = pr + 1)
The arrangement defined hereinafter states that hypothesis h1 is part of hypothesis h4 . In
fact, the FTP service is encompassed in the xinetd service. Thus, a vulnerable FTP service
implies a vulnerable xinetd service:
(ftpvul 1 = lo

al root pr ) ≺ (xinetdvul 1 = lo al root pr )

5.6.3. Potential scenarios generation
Figure 5.3 describes the results obtained. The state in bold circle represents the initial state,
while states in double circles represent those satisfying predicate EvState . The evidence can
be generated under two hypotheses: a) the running FTP service has a local vulnerability that
allows a locally connected user to escalate its privilege, and b) the running FTP service has
a remote DoS vulnerability that allows a remote user to gain privileged access while denying
the service. Two possible scenarios may be distinguished:
1. An intruder logs in remotely as a simple user on the FTP server and then escalates
its privilege by exploiting a local FTP vulnerability. Once it gains an administrative
privilege, it stops the FTP service and logs out.
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Figure 5.3.: Generated potential attack scenarios
2. An intruder remotely exploits a DoS vulnerability that allows it to immediately gain
administrative privilege on the server while killing the FTP service. After that, it logs
out.
Hypothesis h4 is not chosen for moving the system from state 2 to state 3, since hypothesis h1
is more specific than it. Moreover, we notice that after reaching state 6 under h1 and h3 , the
system executes action UsrLogOut and finds that s7 is reachable under hypothesis (h1 , h2 ) or
(h1 , h3 ). Since {h1 } ⊂ {h1 , h3 }, {h1 , h3 } is not appended to the label of state 6 and state 7 is
not linked to its predecessor, state 6.

5.7. Conclusion
We proposed in this chapter a novel approach for digital investigation that aims at reconstructing attack scenarios using a library of legitimate actions and a library of hypotheses.
The approach enables automated generation of hypotheses to fill in any potential lack of
data on the malicious intruder behavior. The approach is provided with a model checking
algorithm for an automated generation of potential attack scenarios.
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Eluding Disk-based AntiForensic Attacks: A Formal Approach

6

After taking interest in the previous chapter to the definition of a set of formal theories for
formally proving evidences and rebuilding the attack scenarios, it becomes essential to conceive
some methodologies and approaches for resources (e.g., network, system, disk) investigation
based on these theories. We provided in [62] a formal approach for identifying disk-based
anti-forensic attacks and recovering the disk content eluding these attacks. The methodology
uses the formal specification language S-TLA+ and its automated verification tool S-TLC.
For the sake of clarity, we chose FAT12 under floppy disks to be the file system that supports
and materializes the work.
The work first enriches S-TLA+ with a file system library, containing the set of operators
and data structures necessary to investigate the content of file systems. Second, it defines
an approach to model file systems use and develops its model checker, where a large set
of candidate disk-based anti-forensic attacks scenarios is generated. Third, it provides a
procedure for data recovery of disk content eluding the set of occurring attacks by adding
forward hypotheses to build the candidate recovery scenarios whenever there is a lack of
details on how an attack has been conducted.
A key feature of the proposed approach is 4-fold: a) the approach takes an interest in
complementing security engineering by adding appropriate formal approaches to investigate
the content of file systems; b) It can be applied to any file system and disk layout, providing
thus, a generic formal investigation support; c) It takes advantage of the richness of the formal
specification language S-TLA+ to describe complex file system operations and structures, as
well as advanced expressions of correctness properties, namely using temporal modalities; and
finally d) it fulfills a important requirement for an active technique that enables detection and
recovery from known (and unknown) disk-based anti-forensic attacks, while using hypotheses
to fill in potential lack of details on how an attack was conducted.

6.1. Disk-based anti-forensic attacks
The aim of this section is to discuss the nature and futures of disk-based anti-forensic attacks.
For this, we start by briefly illustrating a general disk layout architecture required to the
understanding of the general issues related disk-related attacks.
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6.1.1. Disk-related attacks
Data to be attacked inside a computer may reside within different places (e.g., memories,
disks, removable devices) from which a disk is the most commonly used. Typically, a disk is
composed of many magnetic circular platters. Each platter is a set of circular tracks. Too
large to be considered as a single storage unit, a track is divided into many sectors. We
consider a disk as a linear succession of bits. It is divided into many partitions, where the
first sector stands for the Master Boot Record (MBR) that is read by operating systems
during the boot step. The content of the located in the end of the MBR are relative to the
partition table. For different systems, a partition table cannot contain more than four entries,
that is why three types of partitions are considered: primary, extended, and secondary.
A Disk represents the most attractive place where intruders want to perform their attacks.
This is mainly due to the fact that attackers motivations come down to: 1) fraudulently,
access, alter, or modify sensitive data (e.g., services configuration, databases content) which
are in the almost majority of cases stored within disks; 2) Keep access on the compromised
system upon accomplishment of an attack, by permanently disabling security mechanisms and
installing backdoors; and 3) clean the induced traces before leaving the system by deleting
witness log entries and installing rootkits.
All the modifications to be introduced by the above cited attacks take place on the physical
content of the disk sectors and, therefore, may use the set of disk input/output primitives
that are provided by the operating system under which the attack is conducted. As, the
behavior of these primitives is beyond the control of the intruder, some evidences or hints of
compromise may be left on the disk, no matter the attack has succeeded or not. For instance,
if the intruder modifies a file content, the system will automatically update its size and time
records. Moreover, if a file is created, a new relative entry is appended in the list of of available
files, the disk free space is reduced, and the content of the directory that hosts the new file is
changed.

6.1.2. Attacks eluding attacks on disks
The investigation of the aforementioned attacks is not really a hard problem to face, since
modifications are noticeable. In this context, many techniques and tools are currently available including integrity checking and rootkits detection software. To subvert computer investigation, attackers aim to conduct a set of new thorough attacks which aim to hide their
malicious activities on the disk. These attacks, that we denote by disk-based anti-forensic
attacks, are based on the exploitation of disk geometry, partitioning, or file system properties
and features. We describe in the following how these attacks operate classifying them into
three main layers. Note that the content of this section is written with the help of [71], where
disk’s geometries are explained with sufficient details, allowing understanding how data can
be hidden.
1) Geometry Layer attacks: Attacks in this category attempt to take profit from disk
geometry characteristics to achieve their objective. Attacks include the following:
• Due to the macro-defects that could arise on the magnetic surface of disks, a list of all
bad sectors is built within the controller at the manufacturing step to remove the effect
of these defects and let it point to an alternative track. An intruder with an advanced
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knowledge of the disk controller commands1 could deliberately mark a sector or a track
as bad to hide its content.
• The use of disk geometry translation methods (e.g., LBA, ECHS2 ) may unfortunately
lead to some unaddressed sectors on the disk, depending on the used BIOS. The latter
can deliberately be used to hide data that are undetectable within the computer where
the disk is used.
2) Partitioning Layer attacks: Attacks in this category attempt to benefit from disk partition
features to achieve their objectives. Attacks include the following:
• Partitions may not be spread on the whole disk content, leaving the rest of space unallocated. Consequently, some data may be inserted there. The same holds for extended
partitions that may not occupy the whole space of the extended partitions that contain
them.
• A partition can be marked as hidden in the partition table or its entry is deliberately
modified, setting its starting and ending sector beyond the disk boundary. Consequently,
the entire partition is made inaccessible by any operating system.
• Usually a partition table and a boot record of a partition start respectively at head 0
sector 1 and head 1 sector 1 of a cylinder. This leads to an unused number of sectors
between the end of each partition table and the start of the first boot record, where
intruders can hide information.
• Slots in a partition table may not be used entirely, nor written sequentially, leaving
some empty slots that could be maliciously filled in with invisible data.
• File systems may use the disk label to describe partitions that couldn’t exist in the
partition table. Therefore, an intruder may thwart an offline disk investigation if such
partitions are unnoticed.
3) File System Layer: Attacks in this category attempt to take profit from operations on
files features to achieve their objectives. Attacks include the following:
• Once a file is deleted, the different units (e.g., clusters for FAT and NTFS, fragments
and blocks in groups for FFS and EXT2FS) used to store it may remain unallocated
for a period of time depending on the used file system and their location on the disk.
Typically, these units contain data after they were released, intruders may use such
property to temporally hide their data.
• Clusters marked as bad in the file system could not be reallocated. They may be
deliberately marked as bad to hide data.

1

Commands WRITE DELETED SECTOR and DELETED SECTOR could be used on NEC uPD765 and
Intel 82072/7 Floppy Disk Controller, to hide and recover information, respectively.
http://debs.future.easyspace.com/Programming/Hardware/FDC/floppy.html
2
Hard Disk BIOS Translation Modes http://www.storagereview.com/guide2000/ref/hdd/bios/modes.
html
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• When a file is written into disk, data may not occupy the last cluster entirely. The
remaining sectors denoted by cluster slack space may contain data that remain from
previous files or can deliberately be hidden there.
• Similarly to the previous issue, the latest bits of a file may not completely fit the sector
memory buffer. Consequently, residual memory data may be appended when the content
of a sector is copied to disk. A user could deliberately use such gap to append any data
he wants to hide.
• Every file system has a descriptive meta-data (e.g., block sizes, offsets) that plays a
important role in the interpretation of its content. A malicious alteration of this information may disable any straightforward file recovery.
• A file may occupy many storage units that have to be processed in the correct order
to enable its proper reading. If any unit is missing or if its correct position is altered,
recovering files may become unfeasible.

6.2. Towards a formal approach for investigation
Data within a disk is organized according to a file system, which describes the manner by
which files and directories are named and organized within the storage area. It also defines
how their properties and meta information are stored. At least, three different areas are
defined within a file system: 1) a directory structure to have a view of any logical grouping of
data (i.e., files and folders) that is stored within the disk; 2) a file system allocation method
to define how a file or a directory may use data blocks in the disk and how the blocks are
organized; and 3) a physical storage area as an arrangement of physical disk sectors into
logical units which are affected to files to hold their data. A formal specification of a file
system use should describe the type of modification to the disk content, which area(s) is (are)
affected and how it is (they are) modified.
However, as storage medias and file systems differ in terms of functionality and design,
providing a generic description that encompasses all of them is unfeasible. For the sake of
simplicity, we made the decision to use FAT12 as a supporting file system for our developments
(a concise description will be provided in the next subsection). We believe that the formal
process was developed here can applied to any other disk geometry and file system.

6.2.1. FAT12 file system description
The choice of floppy disks comes with a lot of simple features. In fact, disks have only one
magnetic platter, both low-level and high level formatting processes are performed by the
same formatting command. In addition, they do not require partitioning. The choice of FAT
is justified by its common use. Universally understood by the great majority of operating
systems, the concept underlying FAT is very simple (i.e., single-user, no journaling) and
straightforward, meaning that a track is kept to show where data are physically stored on the
disk, and how it is organized. A cluster represents the storage unit in the data area, where
a file is allocated a sequence of clusters. FAT is among the file systems whose specification
[56, Chapter 24] is widely available and whose implementation is strongly supported by many
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available tutorials3 . Despite its well-known weaknesses, FAT is widely implemented today,
including many digital equipment products. It supports many media storage including hard
and floppy disks, smart media, flash memory cards, and memory sticks. Digital investigators
are likely to face FAT-based storage devices rather than any other kind of file system during
their investigation.
To manage data on disk, FAT12 uses mainly three data structures that are described as
follows:
• File Allocation Table: Represents a list of entries of 12 bits long each. It contains as
many entries as there are clusters in the data area. Each entry describes the referred
cluster status; it can be of four values to indicate: (1) the cluster is not allocated; (2)
the address of the next cluster for the same file or directory; (3) the end of chain of
clusters for a file or a directory; and (4) the bad cluster mark indicating that the cluster
should not be reallocated.
• Directory area: The directory area follows immediately the two copies of the file allocation table. It represents a linked set of entries containing meta-data about each
folder and file stored on the disk, except the root folder (e.g., a:\ ). A directory entry
contains the following fields: ASCII file name and extension, attributes (e.g., directory,
read only, hidden, system, archive), creation time and date, last access date, last write
time and date, address of the starting cluster, and file size.
• Data Area: The data area stores files and folders content in clusters that are numbered
from 2 (values 0 and 1 are reserved). The example of Figure 6.1 demonstrates how files
content is physically organized within disk clusters, and illustrates connections between
the Directory and the file allocation table. To read file1.txt, the system looks for an
entry with file1 as a name and txt as an extension in Directory. If the entry is found,
it identifies the starting cluster (2 in the example) and prepares a buffer whose length
is equal to the size field (3 in the example). After that, it reads the content of starting
cluster, and looks through the file allocation table for the next cluster (number 4 in the
example) occupied by file1.txt, if any. The system repeats the lookup until the mark
EoC is reached.
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Microsoft Extensible Firmware Initiative FAT32 File System Specification www.microsoft.com/hwdev/
download/hardware/fatgen103.pdf
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6.2.2. Disk-based anti-forensic attacks versus invariants
The aim of this section is to demonstrate how can disk-based anti-forensic attacks be detected
as a violation of some predefined invariants that are specific to the file system or the disk under
investigation. The concept of an invariant emanates from the fact that information within
a disk or a file system may be redundant and dissipated across different layers. Invariants
provides a good way to translate a requirement about absence of unrecoverable information
within a file system to a formal correctness rules. They can be represented within a formal
specification as a state predicate in the form of logical expression to be equal to true or false
in every reachable system state. The formal verification of the system security may come
down to a check of the holding of these invariants in all the system states. We discuss, below,
two different examples of invariants using:
The first example is about a file size in FAT system which can be retrieved from two different
positions. The former is straightforward as the size of a file is indicated in its directory entry.
The latter is indirect and consists of computing the number of clusters that are occupied by
a given file by retrieving its starting cluster from its directory entry and then following the
FAT chain. An invariant about file size, may state that the above two methods should return
the same value. With regards to Figure 6.1, suppose that an intruder has modified the size
of file1.txt to be 2 instead of 3, in order to prevent the system allocating an accurate buffer
size during reading, and then let it discard the last cluster. Fortunately, such an attack can
be easily noticed using the described invariant as the file occupies three clusters: 2, 4, and 7,
according to the FAT chain.
The second example is about a file starting cluster field in its corresponding Directory entry.
Such field should in principle point to a cluster whose status in the allocation table is marked
as EoC (in the case where the file occupies only one cluster) or points to another cluster (in
the case where the file occupies more than a cluster). With regards to Figure 6.1, suppose,
for instance, that an intruder modifies the starting cluster of file1.txt to be 9 instead of 2,
and then prevents the investigator from correctly retrieving the appropriate content of that
file. Such an attack may be detected using the described invariant since cluster 9 is marked
as an empty cluster in the allocation table.

6.3. Formal file system specification
To provide an investigation-based file system formal specification, our approach is based on
the following six steps:
Abstraction from file system details:
File systems contain a lot of details and items
that make their high-level specification difficult to understand and hard to validate or prove.
Consequently, we abstract from many file systems the details needed within this work. Once
the contribution of the formal approach in digital investigation is clearly illustrated, the used
specifications can be refined to enclose those details. Abstracting from file system details
may start by eliminating redundant information that are just updated simultaneously for
error tolerance (we assume that the physical disk area is error-proof, meaning that all the
legitimate/malicious activities are fulfilled without any error), fields whose content (e.g., MBR
content) is independent from the file system itself, information that remain static during
the file system use, and fields that aren’t exploited during disk content reading (e.g., last
modification time).
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Specification of file system library: Specifying file systems introduces a bit of complexity
in describing their layout and data arrangement methods. In this way, to be used for investigation of disk-based anti-forensic attacks, a formal specification language should be equipped
with a dedicated file system library. We define a file system library to first hold the definition
(i.e., type, content, etc.) of the different elements described by the file system layout. For
instance, by analogy to the file system FFS, the set of elements: sectors, fragment, blocks,
super block, group, and inode, needs to be defined. Second, the library holds the set of elementary operations (e.g., allocation, release, lookup, chaining) that may be performed on any
one of those defined elements during a user access, read or modification of the disk content.
Finally, it should contain investigative operations (e.g., comparison operators, fields content
analysis).
Formal specification of a trustworthy model relating to the file system use: Once a
file system library is correctly defined, a formal investigation on the disk content, which
corresponds to that file system, may be approached. Our aim is to define the most effective
model capable of holding the maximum potential set of user/intruders behaviors on a file
system. We consider two sets of activities that describe the file system use. The first set
corresponds to a legitimate and trivial use of the file system functionality provided by the
operating system. In such case, a user either commonly generates data, writes files, reads the
content of any file stored on the disk, deletes files, quick formats the disk to delete the whole
content all at once, or full formats the disk. The second set corresponds to an advanced or a
malicious use of the file system. It includes all the activities defined in the first set, in addition
to a thorough modification to the content of any available field in the file system elements.
Once the file system use model is defined, its will be formally specified starting by extending
(i.e., inheriting) the described file system libraries to use the defined operators and elements.
For every activity previously described by the model, the specification describes when such
activity becomes enabled and which file system elements it affects. Precisely, it specifies:
• Which elements were read, examined and modified to accomplish such activity.
• How and which file meta-data were changed.
• How a file became attached or detached from the file system, and how its content was
arranged, or retrieved.
• Which and how much space was allocated or released further to such activity.
Specification of invariants: File systems store a lot of details that can be layered based on
their categories and then correlated to detect anomalies. The correlation is performed between
data that either belong to distinct layers or within the same layer. An investigator endowed
with a thorough knowledge about the file system can extract a set of correctness properties
that are useful to detect disk-based anti-forensic attacks, extract relevant information about
the incident, and thus avoid discarding evidences during the data collection phase. We have
provided in section 6.2.2 an introductory example of invariant using. Such methodology can
be applied to any file system, especially as it enables quick identification of attacks while
discarding a great amount of useless data.
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Hypothesizing recovery actions: Broadly speaking, hypotheses become essential when there
is a lack of details to let the system progress from a state to another. In the case of recovery
form disk-based anti-forensic attacks, hypotheses may be put forward to fill in any lack of
details on how the attack was conducted or on how the data were organized before it became
altered. For instance, before chaining between a maliciously scattered file clusters, the system
may need to hypothesize whether the disk content was defragmented or fragmented before
the attack was conducted.
Bringing the whole system together: During the last step, the specification should allow
any succession of the set of actions (i.e., scenario) defined in the trustworthy model and
which represents and advanced/legitimate use of the file system. It needs to state that none
of these actions might lead to a state that violate one of the defined invariants rules. It will
be established hereinafter that any violation of these rules is a signature that may detect a
single or a set of disk-based anti-forensic attacks.

6.4. S-TLA+: A logic-based language for investigation
This section defines the aforementioned approach based on the case of FAT12 file system.
For this case, it describes a library built for S-TLA+ , adapting it to the context of the file
system specification. Then it provides a specification of FAT12 file system use followed by a
description of a set of safety and liveness invariants for the detection of disk-based anti-forensic
attacks.

6.4.1. A S-TLA+ file system library
We propose within the scope of this work a FAT12 file system library, which appears in details
in module FatBib in Appendix A. The content of module FATBib can be depicted based on
three main parts, of which we only describe the most important elements and operators.
1) File allocation table: Our file allocation table can hold exactly n + 2 values. The first n
values represent numerical values corresponding to the available disk clusters, and the two last
stand for the end of chain mark and bad cluster mark. As S-TLA+ is based on a mathematical
foundation, we represent the file allocation table using a function from the domain of available
clusters to the same domain, including eof (fat ) and bad (fat ) values, which refer to EoC and
BAD marks, respectively.
•

FatTable (Nbr ): The set of all finite file allocation tables containing exactly Nbr entries
where the first entry refers to cluster number 2.

•

DelFat (fat ): The file allocation table fat obtained after a full format of the concerned
disk. Every entry will have a value equal to 0.

•

RmFileFat (fat , s ): The file allocation table fat obtained after removing the file that
starts at cluster number s . The operator follows the FAT chain until it reaches an
entry value equal to eo (fat ). It may stop if it inadvertently gets to an entry that is
either marked as unused or points to an entry whose value is equal to bad (fat ). Every
crossed entry is set to 0 to be marked as unused.
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•

AddFileFat (fat , s , nb ): The file allocation table fat obtained after a file that occupies
nb clusters and whose data start on cluster number s , is saved to disk. This operator
looks for the nb − 1 free clusters other than s , makes each one of them pointed by its
precedent, and marks the last cluster with eo (fat ).

•

ReadFatSe (fat , s , Se Nbr ): The buffer, which is in the form of a S-TLA+ sequence
[49, Chapter 18], contains the number of clusters numbers that are used by a sole file
(i.e., the one which starts in cluster number s ). To fill the buffer, the operator starts
appending cluster number s , and follows the FAT chain to retrieve the remaining others.
It appends every crossed cluster to the buffer until it reaches an entry value that is equal
to eo (fat ), or inadvertently meets up with an entry that is either marked as unused or
points to an entry whose value is equal to bad (fat ). Obviously, the length of the created
buffer is less or equal to Se Nbr .

2) Directory Area: We suppose that all the files are stored physically in the root directory,
so there are no folders. We represent a directory entry using three fields: A file identifier, a
number of the first cluster that it uses, and its size in number of used clusters. To describe
the Directory area in S-TLA+ , we define a function from the available set of entries to a tuple
of three values : file identifier, starting cluster, and size, respectively. The following operators
are the most interesting operators that are defined within the current module to manage the
Directory content:
•

Dire tory (DirNbr , FileID , Se Nbr ): The set of all directory areas containing DirNbr
entries relative to files whose identifiers are in FileID set. The latter is defined as a
S-TLA+ constant while the set of Directory entries can lie in Se Nbr possible clusters.

•

DirAddFile (dir , did , d , s , sz ): The Directory area obtained after updating the directory entry did with a file ID equal to d , a starting cluster equal to s , and a file size
equal to sz . The operator sets dir [did ] to tuple hd , s , sz i.

•

DirRmFile (r , d ): The Directory area obtained after deleting the directory entry that
corresponds to file d . The operator sets the field d , which is relative to the entry to
be deleted, equal to delentry (dir ). The latter mark is set to be equal to a particular
value, the number of the last directory entry within the Directory area plus 1.

3) Data area: We represent Data area in S-TLA+ as a function, which maps every data
cluster number to its content, which can be of type Data or nodata . The former is specified
as a S-TLA+ constant, and the latter is defined as a fictive value to represent the content
of empty clusters. The following operators are among the most interesting that are defined
within the current module to manage the Data area content:
•

DataArea (Data , Se Nbr ): The set of all data areas which are composed of Se Nbr clusters and hold data of type Data or nodata .

•

WriteData (dataarea , DatSeq , Data , s , fat ): The data area dataarea obtained after writing the buffer DataSeq (defined as a S-TLA+ Sequence) of type Data on the disk. The
operator writes the first element of DataSeq to cluster s and follows the FAT chain to
get the list of the succeeding clusters where it copies all the remaining content.
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•

ReadData (dataarea , Data , s , fat , sz ): The buffer containing elements of type Data representing the content of each read cluster in dataarea . This operator first appends the
content of cluster s to the buffer under creation. Then it follows the FAT chain appending the content of every crossed cluster to the buffer until it reaches an entry value
that is equal to eo (fat ) or inadvertently meets up with an entry that is either marked
as unused or points to an entry whose value is equal to bad (fat ). Obviously, the length
of the created buffer is less or equal to sz .

•

RndData (nb , Data ): The set of all finite data buffers, in the form of S-TLA+ sequence,
containing elements from Data . The length of this buffer is less or equal to nb .

6.4.2. Specifying file system use using S-TLA+
In this section, the trustworthy model relating to the file system use, will be applied to
FAT12 file system then formally specified in S-TLA+ using Module Fat 12AttDet . For the sake
of readability, we move the whole specification content to Appendix B. Our specification
extends Module FatBib , then defines three constants, denoted by Se Nbr , Data , and DirNbr
as the number of available clusters where data can be saved, the set of data content that
may be generated on the system, and the maximum number of supported directory entries,
respectively. Besides the defined constants, the specification declares three variables: files
allocation table fattb , Directory area dir , and data area dataarea .
The initial system state is described by state predicate Init which asserts that the floppy
disk is formatted, managing that all the files allocation table entries are set to zero (fattb =
DelFat (fattb )). The same holds for the set of directory entries. As for data area, neither of
the data clusters is enclosing data. In fact, this represents the file system state further to a
full format.
Action Writele (d ) represents a user that both generates a data buffer and writes it to
disk within the file d . It is enabled if d does not exist before (¬IsThereFile (dir , d )). It
starts looking for the first free cluster s in fattb using operator FirstFreeCls (fattb ), as well
as the first free directory entry d in dir using operator FirstFreeDir (dir ). As, we do not
set any constraint on the type of data written by the user, the current action generates a
data buffer with a random content and length (x ∈ RndData (Se Nbr , Data )), checks if there
is enough free space to save it on the floppy disk using operator IsThereSpa e (fattb , Len (x )),
and finally writes the buffer content if the check is positive.
The effect of action WriteFile (d ) is three-fold: First, it updates function fattb , chaining between entries of new affected clusters, while setting s as a first cluster in the chain.
Consequently, the new value of fattb is set to AddFileFat (fattb , s , Len (x )). Second, it updates function dataarea copying data from the generated buffer x to the set of new affected clusters as denoted by the new state of fattb , fattb ′ . This is achieved using function
WriteData (dataarea , x , Data , s , fattb ′ ). Third, it updates function dir by setting entry d to
tuple: hd , s , Len (x )i, where Len (x ) represents the length of the randomly generated data
in number of clusters. Consequently, the new value of dir is set to DirAddFile (dir , d , d ,
s , Len (x )).
Action DeleteFile (d ) represents a user deleting file d . The action is enabled only if d exists; this is done by checking whether there is a directory that holds it. Action DeleteFile (d )
starts looking for the number of the first cluster (namely s ) of that file, using operator
Whi hs (dir , d ). Then, it updates the function fattb by marking the set of clusters occupied
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by the file under deletion d as unused using operator RmFileFat (fattb , s ). Finally, it updates function dir marking the directory entry corresponding to that file as deleted. The new
value of dir is set to DirRmFile (dir , d ).
Action Qui kFormat represents a user performing a quick format of the floppy disk. It only
erases the content of both file allocation table fattb and directory area dir , using operators
Q kDelFat (fattb ) and EmtyDir (dir ), respectively.
Action ModifyDisk represents the behavior related to an intruder or a skillful user, which
may introduce any acceptable modification (i.e., modifications that make the content of FAT12
elements erroneous or invalid are discarded) to any field in the three defined FAT12 elements:
file allocation table, directory area, and data clusters. For instance, the content of a file
allocation table entry, say x , relative to a given cluster y , can be updated with a value in the
three sets of acceptable values: A cluster number (any z such that z ∈ domain (fattb )), a
bad cluster mark bad (fattb ), or an end of cluster mark eo (fattb ).
We finally define a relation, called next-state relation and denoted by Next , as the disjunction of all the actions previously defined. It indicates all the permissible states of the system,
that represent an advanced/legitimate use of the file system. The specification named Spe
sets a safety condition on the system, which denotes that it starts in a state satisfying Init
and each step is either leaving all variables in vars unchanged, or executing one of the actions
defined in Next .

6.4.3. Specifying safety and liveness properties
We will exploit a strong point in S-TLA+ which is the specification of both safety and liveness
properties. Before expressing safety properties, let us first describe the three different layers
that we extract from our FAT12 model:
1. Data layer: This layer includes clusters contents in the data area.
2. Arrangement layer: This layer includes file allocation table entries and the starting
cluster field of directory entries.
3. Meta-Data information layer: This includes both file identity field and size field of the
directory entries.
The specification of Appendix B defines a set of safety properties represented as invariants. For
each invariant, we describe in the following its meaning and the layer at which the correlation
was performed.
•

DataBelongToaFile (Layers 1 & 2 & 3): Asserts that for every non-empty cluster in
the data area, there exists a file whose clusters chain (relating to the clusters that it
occupies) includes it.

•

NoCrossRef (Layers 2 & 3): A cross reference occurs when two different clusters chains
related to two distinct files, show an overlapping. Informally speaking, this means that
a cluster should not be owned by two different files.

•

NoSameS (Layer 2): Asserts that the starting cluster of two different files entries are
different.
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•

ConsistentDiskSpa e (Layer 2) The total size (in number of used clusters) relative to
the set of files pointed by the directory entries should be consistent with the number
of used clusters according to the file allocation table. The latter takes consideration of
FAT entries that are marked as BAD to compute the free space.

•

ConsistentData (Layers 1 & 2): Neither of the clusters occupied by one file can be
empty.

•

ConsistentDir (Layer 2 & 3): A directory entry of a file should not point to a cluster
that is marked as BAD or as unused.

As for temporal modalities, they may enhance considerably the formal investigation process
in the sense that some unknown attacks cannot be observed instantaneously. They may
take some time to propagate to a given point at which investigators can distinguish between
legitimate and malicious behaviors. We define two main liveness properties in the specification
of Appendix B that we describe as follows:
•

AleDel : As a user deletes files on the disk from time to time and because the disk area
is supposed to be error-proof, a cluster will eventually become unused.

•

RndFileSize : As files are randomly generated, and a user deletes files from time to time,
a cluster is infinitely often used to store the last fragment of a file. Consequently, its
file allocation table entry will hold the End of Cluster mark.

6.5. Model Checking disk-based anti-forensic attacks
To automate the verification of the correctness properties described in the last section, we use
the S-TLC Model Checker. Despite its commonly known limitations (e.g., state explosion),
a Model Checking technique provides an effective way for the detection of disk-based antiforensic attacks. First, such technique is quite fast in the identification of invariants violation
than other techniques (e.g., Theorem Proving). Second, in the case where an invariant is
violated, it provides a counter example, and thus it identifies potential disk-based anti-forensic
attacks. Third, the technique is fairly understandable, quite easy to use and thus it could
serve as a good tool for investigation engineering.
After checking of specification of Appendix B, we enunciate some of the generated antiforensic attacks on FAT12 systems. After that, we discuss how to relate violated S-TLA+
invariants to attacks.

6.5.1. Disk-based anti-forensic attacks generation
After defining a concrete instance of Module Fat 12AttDet by describing a collection of symbolic constants for the set Data and a value for the two specification parameters Se Nbr and
DirNbr , we run S-TLC to check the correctness properties in question. We exploit a feature
available in the latest version4 of TLC, which causes it to continue checking and printing
errors even after a property is violated. The result is a generation of a large number of diskbased anti-forensic attack scenarios. To give an example for each kind of attack, we refer to
the example depicted by Figure 6.1.
4

Current Versions of the TLA+ Tools http://research.microsoft.com/users/lamport/tla/tools.html
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• Scenario 1: After properly (i.e., using common available OS methods) creating a
file on the disk, an intruder introduces a modification on the starting cluster field of
the directory entry relating to that file. He lets it point to another cluster in the data
area that can be marked by FAT table as unused or BAD. Consequently, the original file
content cannot be loaded if the investigator tries to read it using common OS commands.
An illustration of such attack based on the example of Figure 6.1 is to set the starting
cluster value in the directory entry relating to file1.txt equal to 6 or 3 instead of 2.
• Scenario 2: An intruder writes properly a long file to the disk, then decreases the
value of the size field in the directory entry relative of that file, so that it entails the
last clusters to be unread by common OS methods. This issue is due to the fact that,
before a system loads the content of a file, it allocates a buffer with a length equal to
the file size as described in its directory entry, so no content over the reserved length
can be appended. In accordance with the example of Figure 6.1, an intruder makes the
directory size field of file1.txt equal to 2 instead of 3, so that the cluster number 7 is
discarded when the file is read.
• Scenario 3: An intruder creates properly a file on the disk, then introduces a modification on the directory entry relating to that file, creating a cross reference. To do that,
he sets the starting cluster point to a cluster that is owned by another file (An instance
of such kind of attack, for example, sets the starting cluster equal to another file’s one,
so that another file is loaded instead). An example of such attack based on the example
of Figure 6.1, is to modify the starting cluster of file1.txt so it equals to 5 instead of 3.
• Scenario 4: An intruder who aims to disable the reading of the file content above a
given area, identifies the appropriate related cluster, say x , and introduces a modification
on the FAT entry relative to that cluster. The content of the entry, which is supposed
to hold the value of the next cluster occupied by the file, will be set, depending of
the attack instance, to two possible set of values. The former, is an unexpected value
(i.e., same entry number, unused mark, BAD cluster mark) that interrupts the system
reading the remaining clusters. The latter, which is the end of cluster mark, lets the
system consider that cluster x is the one that holds the end of file. In accordance with
the example of Figure 6.1, an intruder, who wants to hide fragment number 3 of file1.txt,
identifies the related cluster (number 7 in this case), and sets the FAT entry number
4 equal to 00004, or FF 7h , 00000, or even to FFFh , in order to disable the system
pointing to that cluster.
• Scenario 5: The aim of this attack is similar to the previous one, expect that the
intruder deletes (probably it may transfer it to another place in the same or external
disk) the content of cluster x to disable reading the remaining file content above such
cluster. In practice, depending on the relevance of the cluster being deleted, the attack
may succeed or not. With JPEG files, for instance, if cluster x is different from the first
one which usually contains the file Header, the file will be loaded partially. For the case
of exec files, the file will become entirely defected.
• Scenario 6: An intruder aims to hide the entire file content. To achieve it, it starts
writing the file on disk then deletes it using the standard OS commands. The content
of the file is still written on the disk, while it doesn’t belong to any file, to be straightforwardly readable. Such attack, if applied to file1.txt in Figure 6.1, will set FAT table
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entries number 1, 4, and 7 to 0 (removing the cluster chain) and mark the file directory
entry as deleted (changing the first filename character). Obviously, the attack, which
doesn’t delete the starting cluster value and the file size, leaves the file content written
to data clusters as it is.
• Scenario 7: The attack is strongly similar to the precedent one, except that the intruder
manually marks the file directory entry as deleted without affecting the FAT content.
Consequently the file clusters are still supposed to be allocated (that is not the case for
the precedent attack), and the hidden data is more likely to remain on the disk.
• Scenario 8: An intruder properly creates a file on the disk, identifies the clusters
containing the data to be hidden, then deletes the file. After that, it updates the FAT
table marking all the entries relative to those clusters as BAD clusters, so they are
not reallocated. The consequence of such attack, if applied to the content of file1.txt
of Figure 6.1, is to set FAT entries number 2, 4, and 7 set to FF 7h , and mark the
corresponding directory entry as deleted.
• Scenario 9: An intruder generates data and selects a set of free clusters to hide them.
After that, it scatters data around in a random order (the order may be generated using
a password or a key) in such a way that only intruder can reconstruct the original data.
Finally, to enhance its attack, it optionally sets all the FAT entries relative to the used
clusters equal to BaD cluster mark, so that they cannot be reallocated.
• Scenario 10: An intruder properly creates and saves a file to the disk, then he introduces modifications on the FAT table entries. His aim is to change the clusters chain
relative to that file, while modifying clusters order by which a system loads a file. Such
attack, if applied to the example of Figure 6.1, can for instance, set clusters entries
2, 4, and 7, be equal to FFh , 00004, and 00007, respectively. The modification was
based on a circular translation, so that the original chain could be easily reconstructed.
Additional schemes of chain disguising, such as password based schemes, may be added.
The remaining generated disk-based anti-forensic attacks are based on the following malicious
manipulations but are not limited to: cross reference of file clusters by setting two different
files using the same clusters, unexpected value setting of FAT entries altering the FAT chain,
file deletion, cluster content moving disabling the reading of the whole file, file directory entry
deletion, BAD clusters making, and file clusters scatterings.
While all those generated disk-based anti-forensic attacks succeed in hiding data, in practice,
not all of them have the same life span. Two extreme cases can be depicted: The first, which
is the attack based on file deletion, may exist until new files are written to the disk overwriting
the content of the clusters where data are hidden. This is due to the fact that these clusters
were marked as unused when deletion was performed during the attack scenario. The second,
which is an attack on BAD clusters marking, exists until a full format of disk is made or a new
scan for BAD clusters is done. It remains unaffected by any reading, deletion, or modification
of disk files.

6.5.2. Relating S-TLA+ invariants to candidate attacks
Starting from the content of the last section, it can be easily ascertained that the number
of generated attacks has exceeded the number of specified correctness properties. In fact, a
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violated abstract correctness property may refer to many concrete attacks and conversely an
attack may trigger a violation of many abstract invariants. This becomes more noticeable
when a lot of details are abstracted in the specification.
Now, suppose that an investigator is following our formal approach to investigate on a
compromised FAT-based disk in order to look for some conducted anti-forensic attacks, starting from the set of available evidences. To do so, he may use a specification model that is
different from the one described in section 6.4.2 (for instance, the specification may start with
a compromised disk filled with data). Nevertheless, he may maintain the same FAT library
described by Module FATBib , and therefore he may keep the same correctness properties. In
fact, the latter strongly depend on the modeled file system (used on the investigated system)
itself. Besides, as the output of a Model Checker is a complete trace that leads to the violation
of one invariant, and because TLC may continue running after an error is found, producing
a trace each time an invariant is violated by the investigator may need him to meticulously
follow each trace relying on its skills to guess what exact attack scenario was conducted. In
the following, we put forward an approach that helps identifying the appropriate and exact
attack starting from the set of violated invariants. Such approach may help investigators that
are not necessarily skilled in formal methods.
Our approach is based on two major steps: The first aims to select the appropriate potential
set of attacks, starting from the violated invariants. To do so, a matrix M ⊆ I × A that
maps invariants to real attack scenarios is built, where I denotes the set of FAT12 correctness
properties (or invariants) as defined in Section 6.4.3 and A represents any potential real attack
scenario that was discovered in section 6.5.1. The matrix is supposed to be filled by a skilled
investigator when the specification Fat 12Atta ksDete tion is checked. As a violated invariant
may refer to many attacks, and vice versa, M (i , a ) is equal to 1 if a violation of invariant i
refers to the occurrence of attack a , and 0 if it does not. Any further investigation, probably
S
using a new investigation model, will start identifying the set S
of violated invariants I ′ = {ii′ },
and computing for each ii′ , a candidate set of attacks A′i = {a : a ∈ A, M (ii′ , a ) = 1} that
it refers to. The appropriate and potential attacks that follow from the following step are
TCard (I ) ′
described by the set A′ = i =1
Ai , which is the intersection of the candidate sets of attacks
A′i .
The second step is a reduction of the set A′ , which becomes a singleton in the utmost cases.
To do that, a second matrix M ′ ⊆ R × A′ is used where R refers the set of additional available
resources including File MAC (Modification/Access/Creation) time, system access logs, swap
memory content, access logs, and clusters content traces. For each explored resource r ∈ R ,
an investigator assigns a weight (M (r , a ′ )) for every attack a ′ , based on the relevance of the
information extracted from r in favor of a ′ . The weights are assigned so that a low value means
that no decision can be taken, or no information is in favor, while a high weight means that
the resource approves the occurrence of the attack. For each resource, weights are assigned
starting from 0 with a step equal to 1. The output of this step is the attack(s) a ′ that has
PCard (R)
M (ri , a ′ ).
(have) accumulated the maximal sum of weights i =1
The latter step is an advanced refinement of set A′ using the notion of hypothesis in order
to substitute the abstracted details in the specification. This emanates from the fact that,
if these details were included in the specification from the outset, they would refer to the
appropriate attack. Two major sets of hypotheses can be distinguished. The first set aims to
distinguish between attacks that may overlap leading to the violation of the invariants. For
instance, an attack that creates a cross reference of two different files clusters (by modifying
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the starting cluster field in the directory entry that corresponds to the first file), may overlap
with an attack that alters the FAT chains of files (by modifying the file allocation table
entries). A hypothesis on the content of the second file allocation table, specifying whether
there are differences between the content of the two copies, helps considerably distinguishing
between the two attacks. The second aims to differentiate between attacks and errors. For
instance, a power cut while modifying a file meta-data after updating its content, may prevent
the system from modifying the file length on the appropriate directory entry. As this looks
like an anti-forensic attack on the file size field in the directory area, a hypothesis on the swap
file content specifying whether the file content has existed, is of great importance.

6.5.3. Hypothesized data recovery
Some hard disk-based anti-forensic attacks are easy to recover from, provided that a specific
modification is properly performed. For instance, an attack that introduces a slight modification on the FAT chain corresponding to a given file, means that the file becomes completely
unreadable unless such alteration is fixed. Unfortunately, while the set of available data collection tools may enable recovery from trivial attack cases (e.g., content of deleted files whose
clusters have not been reallocated yet and whose content is de-fragmented), they are limited
by disk-based anti-forensic attacks.
To overcome the aforementioned weaknesses, we concentrate hereinafter, on the use of
S-TLA+ to provide an intelligent recovery from the set of disk-based anti-forensic attacks
described in section 6.5.1. Hypotheses are put forward to fill in any lack of details on how the
attack was conducted or on how the data were organized before it became non-recoverable.
In fact, while recovery is not too obvious to achieve, due to missing indication on the type of
conducted attacks or arisen activities, some hypotheses are very often required to be considered.
Our approach involves describing a set of independent actions, where each one of them
describes modifications to introduce on the file system, optionally under a single or a set of
hypotheses, and given some observed anomalies (i.e., they are somehow a violation of a set
of invariants among those discussed in section 6.4.3). For each file system, we consider a
formal description on how to: 1) detect readable and scattered file fragments and put them in
their correct order; 2) detect inconsistency in meta-data including size, security permissions,
occupied disk area, and correct the suitable field value; 3) detect signs of deletion and recover
the original file given its remaining content; and 4) organize the collected data within a file
and make it readable using standard OS commands.

6.6. Case study: Eluding Anti-forensic attacks on FAT12
6.6.1. Compromised system description
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our formal recovery approach using S-TLA+ /S-TLC, we
consider a concrete hacking scenario case that was provided by challenge 24 of the Honeynet
Project5 . A raw image of a floppy disk formatted under FAT12 file system was provided to
investigators, where three disk-based anti-forensic attacks were conducted to prevent investigators from collecting data. The first attack simply deleted a file, the second introduced
a modification on the starting cluster of the hidden file, and the last modified the file size
5

Scan 24 http://www.honeynet.org/scans/scan24/
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within its corresponding directory entry. After analyzing the content of the provided floppy
disk, we created a relative snapshot further to the introduction of the following abstractions:
• Discarding the content of the fields that are not supported by our FAT12 model. The
content of the master Boot Record, for instance, is omitted.
• Reducing the size of the file system structures. First we omitted the set of directory
entries that are empty. Second, we omitted representing the file allocation table entries
and their corresponding data area clusters in the case where a cluster is marked as
unused and its content is empty.
• Filling the content of the data area clusters with random content. In fact, we are not
interested to the interpretation of file content.
• Assigning a random file name to undeleted files.
The created snapshot will serve as a description of the initial system state (i.e., the compromised state) of the formal FAT12 recovery specification that will provided in the next
sub-section. Such a state should provide a raw description of all the file system structures
(each one of the allocation table, the Directory and the data area). In our case study, the
initial system state is depicted by Figure 6.2 as follows:
• The file allocation table entries 2, 3, 4, and 10 are marked as unused.
• Three directory entries are described. the first corresponds to a deleted file where the
starting cluster is set to cluster number 2, and the file size to 2 clusters. The second
denotes an undeleted file name that starts on cluster 10 and whose content is spread
over 3 clusters. The latter is similar to the second except that the starting cluster is set
to 8 and the size is equal to 1.
• Clusters 4 and 10 are empty, while the remaining others are not.
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Figure 6.2.: A snapshot of a compromised disk content
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6.6.2. STLA+ Recovery specification
We provide in Appendix C a formal specification for recovering the content of FAT12-based
system. The specification is provided by Module Fat 12AttRe , where the initial system state
denotes the disk-content (a formal description of the snapshot depicted by Figure 6.2) as
digital evidence and the actions are described as follows:
•

UndeleteFile : Given a hypothesis stating that the content of the original file is defragmented, the action looks for any directory entry dir [x ] marked as deleted from
which it picks the starting cluster dir [x ][2] and the file size dir [x ][3]. After that, it
checks whether the set of clusters from dir [x ][2] to dir [x ][3]−1 have not been reallocated
yet. In such case, it undeletes the file assigning a random identity and updates the FAT
chain.

•

UndelDirEntry : This action is enabled in the case where a directory entry, say dir [x ],
corresponding to a file is marked as deleted without having the set of clusters that the
file occupies be marked as unused. It picks the starting cluster dir [x ][2] and the file
size dir [x ][3] from the deleted directory entry and checks whether the set of clusters
(dir [x ][3] + dir [x ][2] − 1) occupied by the corresponding file are chained together. If the
check succeeds, the action simply reassigns a random name to that file undeleting it.

•

Corre tFsz : Given the hypothesis stating that the FAT chain was not modified by the
intruder, the action checks all the directory entries looking for size inconsistency. To
start with, it follows the FAT chain building a buffer of the numbers of clusters occupied
by the corresponding file. After that, it checks if that buffer is equal to the file size as
indicated by the directory entry. If the check fails denoting that the file size mentioned
by the directory entry is less than expected, its value is updated to be set equal to the
build buffer length.

•

Corre tFs : Given the hypothesis stating that the FAT chain was not modified by
the intruder, the action checks whether the starting cluster value in every undeleted
directory entry is pointing to a cluster that is not marked as unused or BAD by the file
allocation table, nor used by another file. If the check fails, the action locates a cluster
that is not chained by an other one and makes it pointed by the starting cluster of the
concerned directory entry.

•

Corre tUnexpVal 1: Given the hypothesis stating that the FAT chain was modified and
the content of the disk is de-fragmented, the action looks for any unexpected value in
the file allocation table (e.g., an entry value is equal to its entry number). If the case is
true, it checks whether the cluster that immediately follows the erroneous one does not
belong to any other file, in which case it corrects the erroneous entry chaining it to its
successor.

•

Corre tUnexpVal 2: This action is strongly similar to the previous one except that it
represents a hypothesis denoting that the disk content is fragmented. Instead of chaining
the erroneous cluster to its immediate successor, it looks for any cluster located anywhere
in the disk area and which is not chained by any other one.

•

FillDataHoles : This action is enabled when a cluster that is supposed to hold a part
of the file content is empty. As this prevents a properly file reading, the action looks
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through the directory entries that are not marked as deleted to check whether any
cluster that is supposed to hold a file content is empty. If the check succeeds, the action
looks through the disk clusters for a cluster that is both marked as unused or BAD and
contains data. If such cluster is found, it moves its content to the empty cluster that is
supposed to hold a part of the file content.
The inconsistency predicate In onsisten y is specified to declare that a system state should
not be reached under the disjunction of two sets of hypotheses. The former states that the
FAT chain was at the same time modified and unmodified by the intruder, and the latter
states that the disk content was at the same time fragmented and de-fragmented before the
attack was conducted.
The system under investigation is specified by a S-TLA+ formula Spe , where predicate
Init describes the initial system state. The specification formula should state that every
permissible action belongs to the seven specified scenario fragments such that no inconsistency
(as defined above) holds.

6.6.3. Generation of a recovery scenario
Running S-TLC with the necessary parameters (inconsistency predicate, specification formula,
invariant, etc.) brings out a graph in the form of possible scenarios underlying the available
evidence. Three possible scenarios (they simply differ by the order of actions occurrence) that
come to a system state satisfying the predicate Eviden eState , are generated. The scenarios
are generated under two hypotheses stating that: 1) the disk content is de-fragmented and 2)
the FAT chain was not altered. An instance of the recovery scenario is as follow:
• First, action UndelFile sets FAT entries 2 and 3 to 3 and eo , respectively, then assign
a random file name in the first directory entry. Such action is executed under the
hypotheses stating that the file content is de-fragmented.
• Secondly, action Corre tFsz sets the starting cluster field in the second directory entry
to 5 instead of 10. Such action is executed under the hypotheses stating that the FAT
chain wasn’t altered.
• Thirdly, action Corre tFs sets the file size of the third directory entry to 2 instead of
1. Such action hypothesizes that the FAT chain wasn’t altered. It is enabled since the
hypotheses is stated by action Corre tFsz .

6.7. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of using formal techniques in detecting
disk-based anti-forensic attacks as well as recovering disk content eluding these attacks. To
materialize the approach, we used the formal specification language S-TLA+ to specify a large
library of FAT12 file system operations and data structures. After that, both S-TLA+ and
S-TLC are used to formally generate a large pile of disk-based anti-forensic attacks.
As unaffectedly, the recovering process requires to provide a set of hypotheses to deal with
missing indication on the type of conducted attacks. The formal specification language STLA+ was used to model a file system recovery. A concrete attack scenario was considered,
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where S-TLC has generated the corresponding suitable recovery scenario. The main advantages of STLA+ and its automated verification tool S-TLC lie in their robustness in managing
hypotheses, and generating recovery plans.
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Source Address Marking
in Communication Networks

7

7.1. Introduction
As it has been already stated in Chapter 2, the proposed source address traceback approaches
showed several shortcomings. Three of these limits are very important to alleviate. The first
deficiency is related to the induced overload. In fact, in the case where every packet is marked
deterministically, an important processing overload may be introduced at the router level.
While probabilistic approaches tried to overcome such problem, reconstruction of the whole
attack path may fail if one fragment is missing. Moreover, bandwidth may be overloaded
if additional traceback information are sent in separate messages. The second deficiency is
related to the inability to process encrypted and fragmented traffic, as marking alters the
datagram heads. The third deficiency is related to the fact that the provided IP Traceback
schemes were designed for wired networks and are not suitable for wireless networks, especially
for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET) due to mobility effects including IP address handoff,
and splitting and merging.
To address the above shortcomings, we followed two main axes. In the first axis, we took
interest to wired networks and we proposed in [20] and [22] a novel traceback approach, entitled Adaptive and Selective Packet Marking (ASPM). The technique is adaptive in the sense
that it adapts its behavior according to the characteristic of the processed traffic protocol.
Instead of marking the whole traffic, dependency between traffic units are exploited and a
set of properties are extracted, so that the following schemes can be applied: a) only the
traffic units that match these properties are marked; and b) the real source address of the
remaining unmarked traffic units are identified by exploiting their dependence to the marked
units. Our approach provides the following contributions: First, it helps addressing problems
such as processing overhead, bandwidth overload, and handling encrypted traffic. Second,
the selective feature of the method reduces tremendously the performance cost observed with
other marking approaches.
In the second axis, we took interest to wireless networks [68] and we proposed in [91] a
new traceback technique suitable for clustered Mobile Ad-hoc Networks. The technique is
called SDPPM “Selective and Deterministic Pipelined Packet Marking” and is based on the
propagation of the set of IP addresses representing the Cluster Heads through which attacks
are flowing to the target. It takes into consideration nodes mobility, IP source handoff, and
IP routes updates. Our contribution is 3-fold. First, the use of computational resources in
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ad-hoc nodes is reduced through exploiting of PPPM technique, [1]. Second, it makes an
efficient source traceback feasible even in the presence of different mobility scenarios because
of the determinism of marking. Third, the technique helps considerably network investigation
as it considers tracing the history of sender’s cluster and all the attack paths followed by its
generated traffic.

7.2. ASPM: A traceback approach for wired networks
ASPM is an IP traceback approach which adapts its behavior according to the characteristics
of the processed traffic. Besides that, the selective feature of the technique allows it instead of
marking every traffic unit, (i.e., a packet, a datagram or a cell), to exploits a set of properties
for every supported protocol, so that: a) only traffic units that match these properties are
marked; and b) all the remaining elements are identified without any mark by exploiting their
dependence to the marked elements. The marking is only enabled at the closest interface to the
source of the packet on the edge ingress router, reducing processing and bandwidth overloads.

7.2.1. Marking module description
The architecture of the ASPM marking module is depicted by Figure 7.1. It includes five major
components described in the above: Knowledge Base, Selector, Collector, key Generator, and
ASPM Marker.
Knowledge base: The knowledge base contains a set of rules for marking protocols traffic.
As these rules should be easily interpreted by the ASPM selector component to avoid confusion
or mistreatment, we have chosen to use an SQL-like language which provides the possibility
of translating exploited protocols properties into rules that will be considered as selection
queries. An ASPM rule is thus defined using two basic keywords: select and where. The
former instructs the ASPM selector component to select a traffic unit. The second part of an
ASPM rule starts by the where keyword which is followed by a set of selection criteria. An
ASPM rule is written according to the following syntax: select traffic unit where criterion1,
..., criterion n . A selection criterion is written following a tree-based representation (e.g.,
protocol.field.sub-field). This syntax is simple and illustrates better the protocol hierarchy.
An example of ASPM rule will be provided later for the TCP protocol.
Selector: This component processes the incoming traffic to select the traffic units to mark.
It first checks the traffic protocol type and then queries the knowledge base for the relevant
rules to apply. Based on the retrieved rules, the selector decides whether the packet should
be marked or simply forwarded.
Collector: This component treats the selected packets in a given traffic to extract the information needed for computing the related HMAC digest, which is appended to authenticate
the ASPM mark and the carrying traffic unit. Information are extracted from the invariant
fields of the traffic units (e.g., for an IP traffic, one can consider: the protocol type, sequence
number, source port, and destination port). In addition, the collector determines the address
of the marking interface as well as the marking date and time.
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Key generator: Authentication keys are used to compute HMAC digests for marks. To
generate random keys, we have used a pseudo-random number generator. We added temporal
information to the generated pseudo-random number using the XOR operator. We then
applied a hash function to generate the authentication key which can be, according to [45],
of any length up to the block byte-length of the HMAC hash function, B.
ASPM Marker: This component first generates the HMAC digest for the set of information
consisting of: marking interface, IP address, marking date, marking time, and collected content delivered by the collector. The digest is computed using the authentication key. After
generating the digest for the computed HMAC, ASPM marker inserts the marking interface
IP address, date and time of marking, and HMAC digest. Finally, the marked packets are
directed to the forwarding module.
ASPM router
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System
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Current date
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Figure 7.1.: ASPM marking module architecture

7.2.2. Mark authentication mechanism
Marking traffic units at a network entry point ensures that spoofed marks, inserted by an
attacker located ahead of the node, will be overwritten by the ASPM enabled router. If a
router located after the network entry point was compromised, an attacker is able to forge a
mark instead of the ASPM mark. To overcome this problem, ASPM introduces an authentication mechanism which is similar to the one proposed in [81]. This mechanism computes
the HMAC [45] of the mark using time-released Key chains. Chain of keys is obtained for
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a router Ri according to the following relation: Kj ,i = g (Kj +1,i ) for a specific function g.
The first key is obtained by applying a hash function to a randomly selected seed. The first
generated key is signed with the ASPM router private key and be published on the ASPM
authentication server. The scheme assumes that each ASPM router has a digital certificate.
After expiration of the key lifetime, each ASPM router discloses the key used to authenticate
the mark, as well as the hash function under use. The key and hash function are then changed
for use in another interval of time. For each interval, the disclosure time is published with
the key, the hash function, and the router ID.

7.3. ASPM verification procedure
At the victim side, two main tasks are accomplished: mark extract and storage, and mark
validation.

7.3.1. Mark extraction and storage
At reception of the traffic by the last router in the path, a module, called Tra eSr will compute
for every received traffic unit a tuple of information that identifies it (e.g., sequence number,
source and destination ports, source and destination addresses). Such tuple of information
allows to link unmarked units to the marked ones and are stored within a database, entitled
MarkDB. In the case where the traffic unit is marked, the mark, the receiving time, and
the set of fields used to compute the HMAC digest, will be extracted and appended to the
database in conjunction with the above tuple of information. Tra eSr can be part of an
Intrusion Detection System or a network investigation system.
Upon reception of the marked traffic unit, the TraceSrc module sends a request to the
ASPM authentication server to check whether the authentication key is disclosed, based on
the date and time of marking (inserted in the mark). If the key is disclosed, the traffic
unit is considered not valid and consequently it is discarded (probably the mark is forged).
In the other case, TraceSrc module inserts the extracted information in TraceDB database.
However, to avoid processing overhead, the mark validation process is delayed.

7.3.2. Mark validation
TraceSrc module extracts the marking time from the TraceDB database and generates a
request to the ASPM authentication server, which processes the request and selects the time
interval that contains the marking time. Then it responds by sending the key and the hash
function used during the selected interval. After receiving this information, TraceSrc starts the
mark validation process by computing the HMAC digest using the content of fields extracted
from TraceDB database and the corresponding authentication key. Next, TraceSrc computes
the digest from the HMAC using the appropriate hash function. This digest will be compared
to the digest extracted from the marked traffic unit. If the two digests are equal then the
mark is valid, else it is ignored and an alert is sent to the IDS analyzer. After checking the
mark validity, TraceDB database is updated to indicate that the marking process has been
accomplished. Figure 7.2 illustrates the mark validation process.
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7.4. TCP-based ASPM marking
In this section, we consider the marking issues relative to the TCP protocol. We present first,
the TCP property used by the ASPM scheme for the traffic selection and the behavior of this
scheme faced to specific traffic categories.

7.4.1. ASPM behavior for TCP traffic
Statistics collected from several sites during the recent five years have shown that the TCP
traffic presents the majority of the traffic exchanged on the Internet [25] and that 90% of
denial of service attacks have used TCP traffic. Based on these observations, we chose to
consider the TCP traffic as a traffic protocol on which the approach will be shown.
TCP protocol guarantees reliable and ordered delivery of sender to receiver data using the
IP protocol. It uses the port number to distinguish data for multiple, concurrent applications
(e.g. Web server and e-mail server) running on the same host. A virtual circuit is created
between the sender and the receiver and is identified by a tuple of four information: source and
destination IP addresses, and source and destination TCP ports. Likely to IP protocol, a TCP
segment is composed of a header and a payload. The header contains source and destination
ports, a sequence number that identifies the position of the first byte (relative to data) in
the segment, an acknowledgment number of the first byte (relative to data) that is expected
to be sent from the corresponding TCP entity, and a set of flags that are used to mainly
manage connections. Roughly speaking, a TCP session is a composed from three parts: The
three-way TCP handshake, the data transmission phase, and the connection closing phase.
To exploit dependency between TCP segments, we exploit values of sequence and acknowledgment numbers. In fact, as the sequence number is chosen randomly at the beginning of
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the connection by the intruder, any TCP segment can be linked to the first segment of the
connection to which it belongs. Such segment is part of the three-way TCP handshake and
usually encompasses TCP and IP headers only. In other words, the TCP data field is usually
empty.
Consequently, we propose to select the first segment in the TCP handshake protocol to
be marked, where the mark will be inserted in the TCP data field. As such segment is
characterized by a set of flags set to 0 except the flag SYN which is set to 1. The following rule
will be appended to the knowledge base to ensure selectivity: select packet where tcp.flags.syn
= 1 and !tcp.flags.syn = 0

7.4.2. ASPM behavior against fragmented traffic
The fragmentation process occurs when a packet crosses a link layer having a Maximum
Transfer Unit (MTU) smaller than the packet length. The original packet will be transformed
into a set of fragments where each fragment represents a packet containing a portion of the
payload of the original packet. From this definition, we can deduce that ASPM marked
packets are not concerned by the fragmentation process because they contain only the IP
and TCP header without additional data, which makes their size small and usually lower
than many known MTUs. If an artificial fragmentation has been performed by an intruder,
the victim is able to reconstruct the original packet from fragments associated to the ASPM
marked packet. This operation is possible because ASPM does not overload the identification
field during the marking process unlike the other marking approaches. In this situation, two
cases may occur as detailed in [74]:
• Upstream fragmentation: In the case of upstream fragmentation, the packet is fragmented by a router or a host before it reaches the ASPM enabled interface. In that
case, ASPM enabled interface will mark the selected fragments by appending the mark
to the payload field. At the target site, TraceSrc module will extract the mark from
the fragment but the victim will not be able to reconstruct the packet and will reject
it. Marking this kind of malicious packets can provide the victim the ability to collect
information about the attack network; and at the same time it has protected the victim from this malicious traffic by stopping the attacker attempt before opening a TCP
connection.
• Downstream fragmentation: If the fragmentation is performed by the downstream
routers, the marked traffic will be processed similarly to normal traffic. In this case,
the ASPM router is not concerned by fragmentation and does not cause any problem
for the reassembly process. When fragments are reassembled, TraceSrc module extracts
the mark from the packet and stores it in TraceDB database.
In the case of an encrypted connection, the first three packets used in the Three-Way TCP
handshake protocol are not encrypted. Therefore, ASPM is able to mark attack traffic before
establishing the tunnel.

7.5. ASPM-based formal investigation
In this section, we use the visibility-based technique we have provided in Chapter 4 to prove
that ASPM enables IP spoofing detection and identification of real intruder sources.
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7.5.1. Modeling TCP protocol with ASPM implementation
We model a TCP segment as a tuple in the form of: seg = (ps , pd , g , seq , a k , pt p ) where
ps and pd ∈ N stand for source and destination TCP ports, g stands for a subset of a set
of TCP flags FLAGS = {SYN , ACK , FIN , RST , PSH , URG }, seq and a k ∈ N stand for
sequence and acknowledgment numbers, respectively. Finally pt p ∈ PTCP stands for the
TCP payload. Tacking back the IP model, a packet will now look in the form of: p k =
(iphs , iphd , (ps , pd , g , seq , a k , pt p ), rte ) where the IP payload field p is replaced by the
TCP segment seg .
For the sake of readability, we only consider the most important phase of a TCP session:
the three-way TCP handshake. First, from the security point of view, such mechanism was
considered as one of the famous factors that contributed to the proliferation of DDoS attacks.
Second, the ASPM technique that we are taking interest is based on the exploitation of the
first segment in the TCP handshake. A TCP session between host hs and hd (identified by
their IP addresses iphs and iphd , respectively) will look as s = hp k1 , p k2 , p k3 i where each
packet is described as follows:
•

p k1 = (iphs , iphd , (ps , pd , {SYN }, ISNs , 0, Head (rte )), rte ): The client initiates the

connection with the server by sending a TCP segment with a SYN flag set, a sequence
number equal to ISNs , and an acknowledgment number equal to 0. As we are using the
ASPM marking scheme, the TCP payload, which usually does not contain any data in
the case where SYN flag is set, will encompass the IP address of the first router crossed
by the packet. Such IP address is equal to Head (rte ).

•

p k2 = (iphd , iphs , (pd , ps , {SYN , ACK }, ISNd , ISNs + 1, ∅), rte ): The server replies
with a TCP segment containing its initial sequence number ISNd , while setting the
acknowledgment number equal to ISNs + 1. Both flags SYN and ACK are set in the
segment. As for the TCP payload, it does not contain any data.

•

p k3 = (iphs , iphd , (ps , pd , {ACK }, ISNs + 1, ISNd + 1, ∅), rte ): The client responds by
a TCP segment containing the ACK flag, a sequence number equal to ISNs + 1 and an
acknowledge number equal to ISNd + 1. As for the TCP payload, it does not contain
any data.

Note that all the constraints that are imposed for the IP model still hold (e.g.,
dst (p k2 )).

sr (p k1 ) =

7.5.2. Formal proving of IP spoofing attacks
Given a TCP segment in the form of (iphs , iphd , (ps , pd , g , seq , a k , pt p ), rte ), we define
function Flags and Pay to extract from an IP packet p k the set of flags and the payload
of a TCP segment, respectively. Let ψ be a state predicate that is equal to true if the IP
packet holds the first TCP segment in the handshake. Its definition is given by ψ(p k ) ,
Flags (p k ) = {SYN }. We define function obs in a dynamic form, depending on predicate ψ,
to characterize what is visible within an IP packet for a network investigator. This is done
by:

obs (p k , ψ) , ∧l (iphs ) = iphs ∧ l (iphd ) = iphd ∧ l (rte ) = ∅
∧l (ps ) = ps ∧ l (pd ) = pd ∧ l (g ) = g ∧ l (seq ) = seq ∧ l (a k ) = a k
∧l (pt p ) = Head (rte ) ∧ l (pt p ) = pt p
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obs (p k , ¬ψ) , ∧l (iphs ) = iphs ∧ l (iphd ) = iphd ∧ l (rte ) = ∅
∧l (ps ) = ps ∧ l (pd ) = pd ∧ l (g ) = g ∧ l (seq ) = seq ∧ l (a k ) = a k
∧l (pt p ) = Head (rte ) ∧ l (pt p ) = lb
Fields iphs , iphd , ps , pd , g , seq , a k are observables and their values are interpretable. The
rte field is invisible due to the same reason discussed with the IP protocol. As for the packet
payload pt p , it is observed differently from a segment to another. In fact, if the SYN flag is
activated (i.e., ψ is true), the payload will contain the IP address of the first router crossed by
the IP traffic, and hence its value is observable and interpretable. In the opposite case (i.e.,
ψ is false), the payload may contain data; that is why it is observable but not interpretable
by the investigator. Its value is equal to a fictive label, say lb for every payload.
Proving IP spoofing attacks occurrence: Let us consider the example provided in Section 4.8.4 and let us take again the legitimate and malicious sessions between host ha and
host hf . Applying the ASPM technique, the legitimate session will be under form s1 =
hp k11 , p k12 , p k13 i, where:
•

p k11 = (ipha , iphf , , (ps , pd , {SYN }, ISNs , 0, ipra ), hipra , ipr , ipre i)

•

p k12 = (iphf , ipha , , (pd , ps , {SYN , ACK }, ISNd , 0, ∅), hipra , ipr , ipre i)

•

p k13 = (ipha , iphf , , (ps , pd , {ACK }, ISNs , 0, ∅), hipra , ipr , ipre i)

If this legitimate session would have been established maliciously to hold an IP spoofing
attack, we would have obtained a session s2 in the form of s2 = hp k21 , p k22 , p k23 i where
Spoof (p k21 ) (defined as Spoof (m ) , Head (Rte (m )) 6= Gtw (Sr (m ))) is true ∀ p k2i ∈ s2 and
Pay (p k21 ) 6= Pay (p k11 ) ∀p k21 ∈ s2 . As Pay (p k21 ) is visible and interpretable, obs (s1 ) will
be different from obs (s2 ) for every malicious session s2 . Predicate Spoof , is then proved to be
simply visible, and therefore the IP spoofing attack can be detected. Consider, for instance,
the case of an IP spoofing attack, which was initiated by h to impersonate ha . We have:
•

p k21 = (ipha , iphf , , (ps , pd , {SYN }, ISNs , 0, ipr ), hipr , ipre i)

•

p k22 = (iphf , ipha , , (pd , ps , {SYN , ACK }, ISNd , 0, ∅), hipr , ipre i)

•

p k23 = (ipha , iphf , , (ps , pd , {ACK }, ISNs , 0, ∅), hipr , ipre i)

Obviously, it can be noticed that the payload of the first packet contains ipr , which does not
represent the gateway used by ipha . obs (s1 ) is different from obs (s2 ) as from a session s1 , an
investigator has only access to obs (s1 ) equal to: obs (s1 ) = h(ipha , iphf , (ps , pd , {SYN }, ISNs , 0,
ipra ), ∅), (iphf , ipha , (pd , ps , {SYN , ACK }, ISNd , 0, ∅), ∅), (ipha , iphf , (ps , pd , {ACK }, ISNs ,
0, ∅), ∅)i, while session s2 , is observed as obs (s2 ) =h(ipha , iphf , (ps , pd , {SYN }, ISNs , 0, ipr ), ∅),
(iphf , ipha , (pd , ps , {SYN , ACK }, ISNd , 0, ∅), ∅), (ipha , iphf , (ps , pd , {ACK }, ISNs , 0, ∅), ∅)i.
As a consequence, predicate Spoof is simply always visible and the occurrence of source
address spoofing is thus provable.
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Proving source of IP spoofing attacks: To capture source of received packet p kn (n > 2),
we consider the predicate property Sr Proof which is defined to be true if the source of the
packet, particularly its gateway, is identified. By identifying the source we mean that the
source is proved to be beyond the router whose address appears in the payload of the first
packet in the same session. Formally, we have:

Sr Proof (p kn ) , Head (Rte (p kn )) = Pay (p k1 )
To show that source of the IP spoofing attack can be proved for any TCP segment using
the ASPM technique, it suffices to demonstrate that predicate Sr Proof is Simply Always
Visible. According to our description of TCP protocol (with ASPM implementation), such
property is always true, which makes it Simply Always Visible. The identification of source
of IP spoofing attacks is thus proved.

7.6. Tracing DoS attacks in Adhoc networks
This section describes a technique for IP traceback of DDoS attacks in Adhoc networks and
calls it SDPPM (Selective and Deterministic Pipelined Packet Marking). SDPPM handles
mobility issues such as IP address handoff and splitting and merging. It is conceived to
identify the Cluster Head (CH) from which the attack is originated (path information). In
fact, having knowledge about entire path of attack packets can be helpful in taking defense
decisions. It is also more useful than only locating the attacker because attacker’s network
can be cooperative. The proposed scheme is designed under the following three assumptions:
(1) the IP header can be modified to have packet marking option with a specified size; (2)
the Cluster Heads are trusted; and (3) the attacker can be aware of the use of traceback
mechanism.
The network we consider is a multi-layered ad hoc network. It is divided into clusters and
each cluster has an elected CH. Clustering provides a framework for IP address assignment,
channel access, and routing, [92]. Gateway nodes are nodes used in the communication range
of two or more cluster heads. We assume that the Least Cluster Change (LCC) is the cluster
head scheme performed within the network. In LCC, cluster head change occurs only if a
change in network causes two CHs to come into one cluster or one of the nodes moves out of
range of the other CHs.
In Ad-hoc networks, the key requirements for IP traceback methods include: the compatibility with existing network protocols; the minimum overhead in terms of time and computational resources, in other words, the source path identification must be done with the
constraint that it should minimize the time that cluster heads spend on tracking; the effectiveness against DDoS attacks; the robustness to handle mobility; the scalability in large ad-hoc
networks; and the minimization of storage used to keep the tracking information.

7.6.1. SDPPM properties
Our scheme is inspired by Probabilistic Pipelined Packet Marking (PPPM) technique, [1].
The aim is to make the cluster heads propagate their IP addresses by marking only a few
packets of a given TCP session. The main properties of the SDPPM are the following:
• SDPPM is selective: Only selected packets are marked by the marking process (i.e.,
First or Binding Update packets)
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• SDPPM is deterministic: Each intermediate CH decides to mark a packet only if it
receives information from one cluster head or if its buffer is not empty. The destination
needs only n packets to identify the attack packets to block all subsequent packets
arriving on a path containing n intermediate cluster heads built between source and
destination.
• SDPPM is optimized: When an intermediate Cluster Heads moves out of transmission
range, the Cluster Head immediately before the departing CH (in the actual path) is
responsible for triggering the marking process.

7.6.2. SDPPM marking Scheme
IP Marking consists in modifying the content of an IP packet to append an information without letting the processing of that packet be affected by routers that do not support traceback.
To take into consideration the MANET characteristics, the source path identification must
be done with the constraint that it should minimize the time that cluster heads spend on
tracking. It also should minimize the storage used to keep the tracking information. The
SDPPM technique uses the following marking information:
•

ag : A one bit field, which is set to 1 when the CH that accommodates the sender
applies the marking process upon establishment of a new route. It is set to 0 when the
marking process is established by an intermediate CH further to a route maintenance.

•

pa ket ID : A k -bit field that is chosen randomly by a CH each time an attacker initiates
a new connection or moves from a cluster to another. The following cluster heads use
the same ID when they see subsequent packets going to the same destination from the
same source.

•

CH @IP : This designates the IP address of the cluster head that marks the packet.

The Marking Information found in certain packet are buffered at the receiving cluster head
before re-marking it. The buffered information contains the marking information found in
the marked packet, in addition to the destination IP address Destination @IP .
When a given source starts a connection with a destination and after the selection of a route
path, the cluster head, related to the cluster to which the source belongs, applies the marking
process only when it receives the first data packet from the mobile node. It inserts in that
packet the Marking Information (MI) and sets field ag to 1. Any subsequent Cluster Head,
that receives a marked packet, checks whether its buffer is empty. If the case is true, it saves
the packet’s MI in its buffer, and inserts its own MI. If the case is false, it saves the packet’s
MI and inserts the entry located in the tail of its buffer.

7.6.3. Handling mobility Effects
Two main mobility issues needs to be addressed in MANET: the IP handoff and the splitting
and merging.
To handle IP Handoff, it suffices to notice that the ad-hoc network is divided into different
clusters, each of them has a unique subnet address. When a mobile node moves from one
cluster to another, it changes its IP address to be in the new subnet address, [93], and a
route discovery procedure will take place. Thus, the marking scheme will be reestablished
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once again. The receiver can distinguish the IP Handoff case upon reception of an IP binding
update packet and by noticing that the value of the pa ketID field in the received marked
packet has changed. In fact, the new Cluster Head (to which the mobile belongs after IP
Handoff) will initiate the marking process and generate a new pa ket ID value that will be
used by intermediate cluster heads when they mark the subsequent packets.
Splitting and merging occurs when intermediate CHs participating in routing the IP traffic
from the intruder to a receiver, move out the transmission range of other nodes. Consequently,
the network becomes partitioned and two possible cases can be followed in order to update
IP route. In the first case, the IP route is discovered once again. It may not only be partially
modified (specifically in the portion relating to the node that moved out of the transmission
range), but it may also change substantially. This is due to the fact that intermediate CHs
are always on the move leading the old IP route to be no longer the optimal one. The marking
procedure is reestablished from the outset by the first CH, which was informed about the link
failure.
In the second case, an IP route maintenance is triggered. The CH that immediately precedes
the intermediate one that went out of transmission range will run the IP route maintenance
procedure. After that, it executes the marking procedure and setting flag field to 0, while
keeping the same pa ket id field value. The value 0 is useful to let the receiver know that the
new marks have to update the old path due to the mobility of intermediate CHs.

7.7. SDPPM-based digital investigation
We demonstrate in this section how can the SDPPM technique be used to investigate DoS
attacks in wireless Ad-hoc networks by tracing intruders source, intermediate nodes mobility,
and the set of paths followed by the intruder’s traffic. After that, we describe the methodology
to be used to perform SDPPM-based formal investigation using the visibility technique.

7.7.1. End-User Traceback
At the end-user side, incoming marks are stored in two different tables, so that they help
network investigators trace intruder to their source Cluster Head, and track the mobility of
any node that participates in routing IP packets from the intruder to the target.
The first table, called up-to-date traceback table (c.f., Table 7.1), maintains for every established connection two fields: the connection id, and the current path followed by incoming
packets. Note that the current path is build progressively due to pipelining concept by appending the intermediate CH IP address every time a new Marking Information is received.
Whenever a new marking information is received with a flag equal to 0 (an intermediate node
has moved) or received immediately after a Binding Update message (the sender has changed
its IP address while keeping its connection), the receiver updates the last attack path of the
current connection and moves the old one to the historical mobility table (the second table).
If a new marking information is received with a flag equal to 1 without a preceding binding
update message, the receiver notices that marking information deals with a new connection.
For that reason, it increments the connection id and saves the last attack path in the traceback
table.
The second table, called Historical Mobility Table (c.f., Table 7.2) maintains for every
connection up to n previous attack paths that have been followed by the same intruder.
Given a connection x , every time a new marking process is triggered, the end-user transfers
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Connection id

id1
id2
...

Current attack path
@CH7 ,.., @CH2
...
...

Table 7.1.: Traceback Table
the last traced attack path from the traceback table to the Historical Mobility table. In order
to endow investigators with mobility information, every traced attack path, which is moved to
the Historical Mobility table, is identified by a tuple of values hti , a ti i where a ti represents
mobility event (e.g., IP handoff, intermediate node moving), and ti represents discrete event
time.
Connection\ ht1 , a t1 i
Time
1
@CH7 , ..,
@CH2
2
...
...
...

...

htn , a tn i

...

CH5 ,
@CH2

...
...

...
...

..,

Table 7.2.: Historical Mobility Table

7.7.2. Illustrative example
We consider the example depicted by Figure 7.1, where a mobile sender S starts communicating with a receiver R . In the beginning, S belongs to cluster 1 and R to cluster 4. Upon the
establishment of the routing path, the CH of cluster 1, CH1 , sees the first IP packet, say P1 ,
coming from S . It marks it by inserting MI h h1 , 1, idx i, where h1 represents the IP address
of CH1 , 1 denotes that the marking process was established by the CH that accommodate S
just after an establishment of a new route, and idx is the randomly chosen identity by CH1 .
Further, when CH1 sees new data IP packets coming from the same source, it simply forwards
it to the next mobile node.
When it receives P1 , CH2 stores the received MI and the destination IP address, R , in its
buffer and modifies the MI in P1 by replacing h1 by h2 . Then CH3 and CH4 proceed the
same way as CH2 when they receive P1 . When CH2 receives packet P2 , which was not marked
by CH1 , it retrieves the MI from its buffer, inserts it in P2 , and forwards it to CH3 . When
CH3 receives P2 , it sees that its buffer contains a marking information. Thus, it inserts this
marking information in P2 and saves the one that was inserted by CH2 in its buffer. The
marking process stops after the transmission of the forth packet since 4 is the number of
intermediate CHs between sender and receiver.
The example assumes that, after some period of time, CH3 goes out of transmission range
and CH2 establishes a route maintenance procedure to continue sending IP packets. Immediately after updating the next hop address, CH2 triggers the marking procedure by inserting
marking information h h2 , 0, idx i in the first received packet from source S to destination D .
In this case, the flag field is set to 0 to let the source know that an intermediate node has
gone out of range.
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S

CH1

CH2
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CH4

R
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MI
Buffer
MI
Buffer
MI
Buffer
MI
Buffer
Event1: route is established: S communicates with D using route: CH1 → CH2 → CH3 → CH4
P1 h h1 , 1, idx i
−
h h2 , 1, idx i R , h h1 , 1, idx i h h3 , 1, idx i R , h h2 , 1, idx i h h4 , 1, idx i R , h h3 , 1, idx i
P2
−
−
h h1 , 1, idx i
−
h h2 , 1, idx i R , h h1 , 1, idx i h h3 , 1, idx i R , h h2 , 1, idx i
P3
−
−
−
−
h h1 , 1, idx i
−
h h2 , 1, idx i R , h h1 , 1, idx i
P4
−
−
−
−
−
−
h h1 , 1, idx i
−
...
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
Event2: route maintenance established by CH2 : S communicates with D using route: CH1 → CH2 → CH5 → CH4
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−
−
−
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−
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−
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h

h2 , 0, idx i
−
−
−

CH5

Buffer
−
−
−
−

h
h

CH4

MI

Buffer

MI

Buffer

−

−

−

−

h
h
h
h

h4 , 1, idx i
h3 , 1, idx i
h2 , 1, idx i
h1 , 1, idx i
−

R

h5 , 0, idx i R , h h2 , 0, idx i h h4 , 0, idx i R , h h5 , 0, idx i h h4 , 0, idx i
h2 , 0, idx i
−
h h5 , 0, idx i R , h h2 , 0, idx i h h5 , 0, idx i
−
−
h h2 , 0, idx i
h h2 , 0, idx i

Figure 7.3.: Traceback example

−

Receiver R can easily: 1) know to which cluster S belongs, 2) reconstruct the path from
which the IP packets are arriving, and 3) track any mobility event (in this example, the link
failure between CH2 and CH4 ). Task (1) is achieved on the reception of the last marked
packet from the source. Task (2) is performed in backward manner: CH4 is first received,
then CH3 , and so on. Finally, task (3) is performed upon reception of a marking information
whose flag is set to 0. When the receiver collects the subsequent MI, It notices that CH2 was
replaced by CH5 and IP traffic goes now from CH2 to CH4 via CH5 .

7.7.3. Visibility-based formal investigation
Following the same approach described in Section 7.5.2, the Visibility technique can be used
(in the case where the traffic is marked using SDPPM technique) to prove a large set of
evidences including: a) IP spoofing attack occurrence and b) mobility of any intermediate
router including the sender. We briefly describe in the following the methodology to be used
to perform SDPPM-based formal investigation. For this, two levels of modeling should be
considered: high and low.
In the high-level, we consider a session as a series of A TCP segments. Every TCP segment
is composed of a TCP header and a TCP payload. The TCP header is composed of the source
and destination ports, the TCP flags, and the TCP payload. The TCP payload represents
the content of the IP packet. We model an IP packet using the two following attributes: IP
header and IP payload, followed by the route that it takes to flow from the source to the
destination. The IP header is composed of the source and destination IP addresses, and the
IP mark. The IP route is a series of IP addresses representing the identity of the routers that
forward the packet from the source to the destination.
In the low-level, a TCP session is considered as a series of TCP segments, where two consecutive TCP segments are separated by a series of IP packets in the number of intermediate
nodes between the sender and the receiver. Every IP packet from that series represents the
managed content of the related TCP segment in every intermediate router. In fact, when a
TCP segment is routed, its IP layer content changes depending on the behavior of the intermediate routers. We model every IP packet in that series using the two following attributes:
the IP address of the Cluster Head that processes that packet and the content of the IP mark.
At the receiver side, the investigator has a high-level view of the TCP sessions. In fact,
all the intermediate series of IP packets are kept inaccessible, as the observer in behind the
network layer. From the TCP segment, an investigator can observe and interpret the value
of the IP marks, the IP source and destination addresses, the source and destination TCP
ports, and the TCP flags. We consider the predicates Spoof , and moved . The predicate Spoof
is equal to true if the head of the route followed by the TCP segment is different from the
address of the cluster head within it the sender is located. The predicate moved is equal to
true, for a TCP session s and a router x , if the first intermediate series (the one that follows
the first TCP segment) of session s is different from at least another one in the remaining
session. The difference in the two series concerns the address of the intermediate router x .
Proving the occurrence of the IP spoofing attack, consists on proving that the predicate Spoof
is simply always-visible. In fact, the observation of two different sessions s1 and s2 , where
in s1 the predicate Spoof is false and in s2 the predicate Spoof is true, should be different.
Similarly, proving that an intermediate router x has moved during the same session established
between the sender and the receiver, consists on proving that predicate moved (x , s ) is simply
always-visible.
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7.8. Analysis and evaluation of the SDPPM
In this section, we discuss and evaluate the performance of SDPPM scheme. We first give a
qualitative analysis. Then, we present the simulation results and analyze them.

7.8.1. Discussion
From the aforementioned description of SDPPM, it can be stated that our approach presents
many advantages. First, it takes into consideration the mobility of any node enabling the
receiver to trace not only the sender CH, but also any intermediate node that routes IP
packets. Second, the deterministic principles used in SDPPM minimizes the time needed to
collect a sufficient number of packets to reconstruct an attack path equal to to the number
of intermediate CHs between source and target. Therefore, this number is lower than the
number of packets needed in probabilistic marking approaches. Third, SDPPM scheme can
trace the attack path of all generated attacks. It presents a good the traceback success
rate for both simple and distributed attacks. This property is provided by the fact that all
needed information for traceback is stored at the destination side, the CHs are trusted and
the IP address assignment is secured. Finally, we can note that attack path tracing is done
with limited processing complexity at the victim level and that the required information is
available at the moment of attack detection.

7.8.2. Simulation
In this sub-section, we evaluate the performance of SDPPM using a simulator that we built
for the purpose.
Simulation Models: Three main models are considered in our simulator: the propagation
model, the mobility model, and the clustering algorithm.
The propagation model supposes that a signal transmitted between two nodes, say M and
N , is affected by a small-scale attenuation due to the effect of small-scale fading (the path
loss effect is ignored). The reception power Pr of the signal is expressed by:

Pr = Pe − 10 × ln(

λ

Dr

)4

with:
•

P : Signal power received by node M , expressed in decibel.

•

Pe : Sending power of the signal generated by node N , expressed in decibel.

•

dM ,N : Distance between nodes M and N , expressed in meters.

•

Dr : Proximity zone expressed in meters.

The mobility model assumes a random and non-uniform distribution of mobile nodes over
the network. We consider two parameters of the movement: average node speed and node
direction, denoted by v and θ respectively. During simulation, nodes movement is generated
periodically, however the pattern of such movement still depends on the mobility speed chosen
at the beginning of the simulation.
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Finally, the clustering is handled using the algorithm proposed in [29] which is based on the
Least Cluster Change (LCC), and where a node is elected if it is the most highly connected
node in the graph.
Simulation parameters and scenarios: We considered an adhoc network of 200 mobile nodes,
2
that move within a region of 1000 × 1000 m . Each node in the network has a transmission
range equal to 80 meters. Despite the sending node whose mobility varies during time, each
intermediate node including the receiver has a constant mobility speed equal to 10 m /s . To
generate Denial of service and distributed Denial of Service attacks, we considered the case
of TCP SYN flooding and assumed that packets are generated by attacker(s) and sent to the
victim at a rate of 100 packets per second. Table 7.3 summarizes the default values of the
simulation parameters.
Parameter
Network size
Node Number
Mobility speed
Transmission range

Value
1000m ∗ 1000m
200
10m /s
80m

Table 7.3.: Simulation parameters

We started simulating one attacker (launching a simple attack) and increasing mobility
speed of the attacker from 0 to 40m /s . We repeated the same scenario for the case of
distributed attacks where more than one malicious node is generating traffic at the same time
toward the victim. Two different schemes are considered: 4 and 8 attackers. Afterwards,
we varied the mobility of traffic source and determined the traffic overhead generated by
SDPPM. Precisely, the traffic overhead represents the percentage of data appended to IP
packets during marking process with respect to the total amount of traffic generated by the
sender. It is computed by the following equation:

MrkSz × NbMrkP k
× 100
NbSntP k × SzSntP k
where MrkSz is the size of the appended mark in bits, NbMrkP k is the number of marked
packets, NbSntP k is the number of sent packets, and SzSntP k is the average size of a
TrafOver =

generated packet.
Numerical results and analysis: Figure 7.4 shows the variation of traffic overhead with
respect to mobility speed increasing of attacker(s) for two cases: Denial of service and distributed Denial of Service attacks. We can notice that in these cases the traffic overhead does
not exceed 0, 05%, when the mobility speed of attacker(s) is lower than 20m /s . Therefore,
it appears that the major factor that has a serious effect on the generated traffic overhead
is the mobility. Increasing the number of attack sources makes significant variation in the
generated overhead which becomes more and more sudden and random. This is due to the
fact that nodes move randomly and traffic sources can move from one cluster to another to
become close to (or distant from) the victim.
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In any case, the traffic overheads obtained with a mobility equal to 40 m /s are enough
acceptable and do not affect the performance of the network. Such finding shows that the
technique can thus be implemented in high mobility speed adhoc networks such as vehicular
networks.

Figure 7.4.: Traffic overhead generated by SDPPM

7.9. Conclusion
We proposed in this chapter two novel IP traceback approaches for wired and wireless networks. The first approach introduces an adaptive and selective and marking approach, which
exploits for every supported protocol the dependency between the generated traffic units to
reduces at maximum possible the quantity of marked traffic. In this context, TCP was used as
an illustrative protocol to integrate the technique. To prove the effectiveness of the technique,
the concept of Visibility, introduced in Chapter 4, was used to formally prove the detection
of IP spoofing attacks and the identification of the real intruder source.
The second approach, proposed a new IP traceback scheme for MANET. The technique is
based on the propagation of the set of IP addresses representing the Cluster Heads through
which attacks are flowing to target. The simulation we have realized has shown the efficiency
of our scheme and estimated the overhead of mobility.
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Intrusion Detection and
Tolerance:
A Global
Scheme

8

8.1. Introduction
Intrusion detection was mainly implemented as part of the network (N-IDS), operating system
(H-IDS), or applications (A-IDS). Whatever their physical location or their architecture is,
their role is unique: monitoring activities to detect signs of intrusions. However, these IDSs
are subject to subversion, if the host under which they are operating, is compromised. All
what an intruder needs is gaining administrative privileges on the compromised system.
To alleviate this problem, it is necessary to push detection beyond the area of intruder’s
field of activity to protect the detection-related components from compromise. Since the great
majority of attacks may affect stored data and need to physically generate input and output
reading and writing requests on disks, detecting intrusions at the storage level represents a
promising technique. In fact, disks have the ability to store all the system data likely to be
permanently attacked and represent a crossing gate for the most of the attempts to alter
protected system data. Moreover, the great majority of hackers activity (e.g., commands
execution, malware download and installation, and services configuration updates) generates
imperatively physical modifications of the disk content and may leave evidences. From this
point of view, it seems that, if we accommodate the disk with new advanced features, we
could provide an accurate means of compromise independent intrusions detection and proof
of hackers malice producing. These features include logging of disk blocks activity, embedded
detection of signs of intrusions, physical protection of detection rules and generated logs,
physical restriction of malicious data fields of activity, and data saving.
Besides, attack sophistication has demonstrated that none of the proposed IDSs can lonely
ensure a good detection, which justifies the need of IDS cooperation to enhance their detection capability (e.g., observing intrusions at different levels may provides different and
complementary details on the security breach). However, as soon as one of these IDSs is compromised, cooperation may need to be immediately stopped and the compromised IDSs are
isolated. Moreover, despite their effectiveness, these systems do not prevent intrusions from
propagating to the protected system. This makes the intrusion tolerance a necessary feature
to implement in protected systems, especially since tolerance offers an interesting feature to
collect relevant evidences.
To overcome the aforementioned shortcoming and provide intrusion tolerance, we proposed
in [21] a Cooperative Intrusion Detection and Tolerance System, C-IDTS, which was later
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extended in [23]. The proposed system takes advantage of the information that are available
at the network, host, and storage level to better detect intrusion attempts in their early stages
and provide intrusion tolerance capability in order to support investigation activities. In fact,
tolerance helps:
• Identifying the compromising components.
• Reducing the investigation load by eliminating non important hacking activities.
• Stopping attack scenarios before they can achieve (completely) their objectives while
providing efficient help for the investigation of the partial attacks.
Our contribution is 4-fold. First, a global cooperation is established between three types of
IDSs. Second, a high level of intelligence is provided at the storage level allowing translation
of the security state of the host. Third, an intrusion tolerance scheme is built to provide
protection to the storage content when the host is compromised. Finally, a useful level of
digital investigation capability is provided to help proving intrusion evidences.

8.2. Global intrusion detection
Intrusion detection is among the research subjects that have been developed recently as a
response to the need for components to notify attack attempts that match a set of available
signatures or deviate from a known normal behavior.

8.2.1. Intrusion Detection Systems limits
Next generation IDSs aim at doing more than detecting intrusions. They should enable an
accurate detection to prevent attacks from reaching and damaging critical network resources
and overcome the following shortcomings that characterize the current IDS solutions:
• Incomplete attack coverage: available IDS solutions focus on known attack signatures
and do not cover all possible classes of attacks. Insertion and evasion attacks, as described in [80], demonstrate the inability of a network IDS against some types of attacks.
• Incomplete cooperation: current IDSs do not cooperate. They only generate alerts and
attempt to correlate them. The alerts can be exchanged, but the heterogeneity of alert
formats and the inefficiency of alert contents limit attack identification.
• Inaccurate detection: current IDSs are lacking accuracy and specificity. They generate
too many false-positives, when nothing malicious is taking place. Unlike their compromise independent feature, the new class of IDSs, the S-IDS, can generate a large
spectrum of false positives [58].
• No multiple policy enforcement: currently, an IDS is often required to support the
application of only one security policy for the entire system, even in the presence of
system heterogeneity.
• Lack of intelligence: most available IDSs base their detection on a static knowledge
base, which causes a poor detection capability.
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Intrusion detection systems have been integrated at the network and host levels to form two
classes, the network IDSs (or N-IDS) and the host IDS (or H-IDS). For N-IDS, intrusion
detection is performed on the content of transmitted packets or the protocol used to transmit
the packets. Many network based solutions have been proposed to handle detected attempts
either passively or actively by introducing reaction features (such us the reset of a TCP connection). Implementing a N-IDS is considered a limited solution to the detection of intrusion,
since it cannot detect attack attempts that are performed at the host level. A solution to this
limitation is provided by the H-IDS, which performs intrusion detection based on the monitoring of the running processes and their access attempts to the system resources. Approving
the aforementioned classes of intrusion detection systems may help to detect multiple types
of attacks based on either an existing set of known attack signatures or a set of behaviors that
are considered as normal for a specific activity. The limitation of these measures is related
to a specific property they do not fulfill. This property is called compromise independence.
It means that the activity of such IDSs cannot be compromised when monitoring the host
system, generating alerts, and correlating alerts. Consequently, the processing and outputs of
these IDSs may be modified by an intruder, if the system is compromised. In addition to this,
the two types of IDS appear to be inefficient in the detection of anti-forensic attacks by which
an intruder, which has taken control of the system, hides any data that can be collected by
an investigator and prove its culpability
To overcome these drawbacks, disk based intrusion detection systems have been introduced.
They can be considered compromise independent, if they are operated autonomously and
properly. The new solutions assume that intrusion detection components are embedded at the
disk level by adding the necessary control to protect them from malicious processes activity.
The use of autonomous IDSs, however, reduces the efficiency of intrusion detection. A well
structured cooperation between IDSs is important to detect multi-target multi-action attacks.
Distributed correlation is another need to handle properly a sufficient detection and provide a
useful definition of the so called global detection. The latter combines all proposed solutions,
in order to better detect attacks by exploiting a rich set of information provided by multiple
formats and details of alerts.
The following subsection presents the definition of and the requirements for global detection
and efficiency globality.

8.2.2. Requirements for global detection
Global detection can be defined as the ability of detecting violations or security attacks by
adopting a model that requires cooperation between different IDS components located at
several levels (host, network and storage). These components are assumed to provide useful
information that, when processed (i.e., linked, correlated, or fused), lead to detect these
attacks at their first stages. Before describing how our solution operates, we stress on the
requirement of a Cooperative Intrusion Detection and Tolerance System. In few words, the
distinctive features of our solution are based on: 1) the use of three kind of IDSs, namely
a network-based, a host-based, and a storage-based IDS; 2) a tolerance to intrusions and an
enhancement of the forensic capabilities, 3) an accurate detection and tolerance at the storage
level thanks to an association between input/output requests and sender process identity.
1) Cooperation between IDSs: As intruders attack scenarios become more and more
sophisticated, deciding whether an attack has succeeded or not and providing a valuable
forensic data to reconstruct intruder activity requires having performed detection at different
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levels (e.g., network, system, application, and disk). This is due to the fact that the more an
attack scenario spreads over the system the more the intruder is able to hide what (s)he has
performed at the previous layer. For instance, an intruder gains access, and is detected by
an Operating System-based IDS. After that, it tries to escalate its privileges until it becomes
endowed with administrative privileges. Finally, it starts erasing what the IDS has recorded.
2 ) Intrusion detection in storage devices: Experimental results obtained from a
prototype disk-based IDS, [34], have shown that it is feasible, in terms of CPU and memory
costs, to include intrusion detection functionality in the firmware of workstations’ locally attached disks. Based on this observation, it is interesting to implement the intrusion detection
functionality at the storage system. The resulting S-IDS (Storage IDS) is compromise independent, since it runs on a separate hardware, uses a physically protected area in the disk
to store its forensic logs, and is securely accessed by a separate channel for administrative
purpose.
3) Intrusion Tolerance: Despite their effectiveness, the current security solutions do
not prevent intrusions from propagating to the protected system. This makes the intrusion
tolerance a necessary feature to implement in protected systems. Such concept may considerably support digital investigation as it helps identification of hostile users and most attractive
system resources. It also helps showing hackers motivations. Combined with the concept of
IDS cooperation, tolerance would help in reducing the complexity of distributed investigation,
where distributed evidences are put together to achieve tracing, identifying, and reasoning
about distributed attacks.
4) Association between user activity and storage requests: In order to provide an
enhanced detection and tolerance at the storage level, it is of great importance to associate
every disk input/output request to users identities. Such association reduces false positives
and facilitates tracing intruder actions and recovering the system without causing failure.
Moreover, it facilities the implementation of the intrusion tolerance strategy at the storage
level since the S-IDS knows what requests are associated to the malicious processes. Then, it
serves them in a virtual area by considering the set of actions performed by the intruder (or
malicious process) and make an end to this attack when actions cannot be tolerated.
Before introducing the cooperative intrusion detection and tolerance system, we should
mention that our scheme can be classified as a new generation IDS with intrusion tolerance
capabilities, in the sense that it satisfies the following important features described in [17]:
• The IDS is fault tolerant and run continuously with minimal human supervision. The
IDS must be able to recover from system crashes, either accidental or caused by malicious
activity.
• The IDS possesses the ability to resist subversion so that an attacker cannot disable or
modify the IDS functions easily.
• It is general enough to detect different types of attacks and must not recognize any
legitimate activity as an attack (false positives). At the same time, the IDS must not
fail to recognize any real attacks (false negatives).

8.2.3. Related works
Few works have addressed cooperative intrusion detection and tolerance. The authors of [44]
recommended a tool to log system calls that create dependency between processes, files, and
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filenames, allowing an investigator to understand how the attack has occurred. While the
logging is performed at the OS level, an intruder can subvert detection in the case of kernel
compromise. Moreover, the work in [44] has neglected the intrusion tolerance paradigm; while
the authors of [58] proposed to use storage IDS (S-IDS) to detect intrusions that are affecting
stored files. But, while the IDS is compromise independent, the detection suffers from a high
rate of false positives. In fact, the provided storage IDS is unable to distinguish whether the
disk blocks modification is performed by a legitimate or a malicious user. [94] addressed the
storage intrusion tolerance problem. It proposed a Repairable File System, which logs file
updates, and maps them to processes identity. Intrusions are thus tolerated by rolling-back
files updates after a malicious process is identified. Unfortunately, tolerance in this work
needs to be performed manually in post detection phase. [3] presented a prototype to detect
intrusions at the file system and storage levels within the so called SAN environment. Like
what is proposed in [58], detection is performed without any interaction with the host-level
to identify requests issuer. Thus, it increases false alerts. The work presented in [50] uses
stochastic modeling techniques for the quantitative assessment of security attributes for the
SITAR system, which is described in [88]. In [54], an approach to intrusion tolerance for
mission-critical services using adaptability and diverse replication has been proposed. An
architecture adopting diverse redundant computing nodes is defined for that purpose.

8.3. C-IDTS: a comprehensive view
To define the Cooperative Intrusion Detection and Tolerance System (C-IDTS), we start
describing how cooperation is performed between the system components. Then, we describe
the adopted communication scheme in order to illustrate the set of information exchanged
between the system components. Finally, we show the enhancements introduced to the disk
controller communication interface in order to implement the cooperative model.

8.3.1. Cooperation scheme
Since the main functions of the proposed model aim at detecting and tolerating intrusions in
an efficient manner, the C-IDTS bases its activity on the output provided by the components
located at all levels (network, system, and disk). These components have a major role in the
cooperative model that manages, organizes processing activities of C-IDTS components, and
manages decisions on whether modifications requested are legitimate or malicious.
At the network level, incoming and outgoing traffic is monitored for suspicious activities to
identity malicious traffic. In that case where a malicious traffic is identified, a unique identifier
will be extracted from the intruder traffic (e.g., for the case of TCP traffic, a unique identifier
will be composed from source and destination addresses and ports), to be forwarded to the
host in order to treat subsequent intruder activity at the operating system as malicious.
The host plays an important role in identifying malicious processes, tracking them, and
monitoring their activity on the disk. A graph that tracks malicious processes through dependencies between processes, files and sockets, is build for that purpose. As permanent
attacks introduce necessary modifications on the disk content, requests toward (i.e., system
calls) the disk are intercepted, analyzed, and a decision is taken regarding their legitimacy (a
security policy is used for that purpose). In the case, where a process is identified as malicious,
its requests toward the disk are intercepted and modified by the host in order to inform the
disk-based detection components about the process identity and maliciousness. At the disk
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level, such information are used to track the processes activity in terms of disk blocks usage,
detect malicious modification of the disk content, and decide how to tolerate the intrusions
without affecting the initial disk content.
The disk controls incoming read and write requests. Using a set of static and dynamic
detection rules, it identifies malicious requests either based on their identity forwarded from
the host (e.g., a process is identified malicious as it is a child of a malicious process) or
behavior. By separating the disk storage area into healthy and contaminated one, requests
from malicious processes are disserved separately in the contaminated area, and tolerance of
security attack is performed. In the case where a malicious process is identified but its activity
does not match the set of detection rules, new dynamic rules will be generated and appended
to the rule base. A knowledge base is used to store forensic outputs, tolerance related files,
and the low-level disk security policy.

8.3.2. Enhancement in communication features
The cooperation scheme described in the previous Subsection requires an enhancement in the
communication features between the host and the disk to allow cooperation for detection and
tolerance.
The first enhancement concerns the communication between network and host IDSs. A
message is composed by a list of attributes that start with the component identifier followed
by the data related to the detected malicious activity that is reported by the message, is
generated from the Network IDS toward the Host IDS. The data includes the source of
traffic (e.g., IP address, TCP port, and sequence number), if the message transports an alert
generated by a network side component. Information about the malicious activity (command
introduced, resource requested, etc.), and the time of detection is also concatenated. For
the sake of simplicity, we assume that all system components provide time information in a
synchronous manner. For the host side components, additional information can be appended
to the message, including the identifier of the process and its parent, if the alert is associated
to a socket.
The second enhancement concerns the communication between H-IDS and S-IDS components, which is usually composed from read/write requests toward disk blocks. These requests
will be replaced by messages that include the set of blocks to which access is considered malicious followed by the access mode (read, write) and the information of the process and its
parent (process identifier).
The third enhancement concerns the signaling messages exchanged between H-IDS components and the S-IDS to update security policy, retrieve forensic and alerts files, inform the
S-IDS about host compromise, etc.

8.3.3. Disk controller communication interface
In accordance with the aforementioned enhancement related to the communication between
H-IDS and S-IDS components, new commands relative to the read/write toward the disk will
include the following operations:
1. Read block content (Cmd1 ): This command is used when a process whose pid and
parent pid are x , y has requested the disk controller to copy block nbr to buffer bu .
Cmd1 has the following syntax:
<Read> bu <Block> nbr <ProcessID, PProcessID> x , y <action> reje t /a ept .
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2. Write to a block (Cmd2 ): This command is used when a process whose pid and its
parent pid are x , y has requested the write of buffer bu to block nbr . Cmd2 has the
following syntax:
<Write> bu <Block> nbr <ProcessID, PProcessID> x , y <action> reje t /a ept .
3. Release of a block (Cmd3 ): This command is used when the disk block nbr which was
written by process whose pid and its parent pid are x , y can be released. Cmd3 has the
following syntax:
<ReleaseBlock> nbr <ProcessID, PProcessID> x , y <action> reje t /a ept .
4. Release of the disk space associated to a process (Cmd4 ): This command is used when
the malicious process whose pid and its parent pid are x , y has terminated and any disk
space that it used can be released. Cmd4 has the following syntax:
<RelaseProcessID, ReleasePProcessID> x , y <action> reje t /a ept .
5. Forward of a new rule to the request handler (Cmd5 ): Means that the incoming request
is a special one that holds a new rule which should be validated then added to the
available set of rules. Cmd5 has the following syntax:
<AddRule> rule .
The four first commands introduce some enhancements to the structure of the common commands by adding information related to the process requesting the commands. The commands
are passed to the disk through the system call interceptor that inserts its decision (accept or
reject) in intercepted requests. These commands are also discussed at the disk level, where
additional checks can be performed based on information that are available in the protected
area in order to make the final decision of acceptance or rejection of the commands.

8.4. CIDTS architecture
Intrusion detection and tolerance features performed by the cooperative intrusion detection
and tolerance system are the result of interaction between its components (as depicted by
Figure 8.1). This section describes the architecture of the CIDTS and shows their functionality
and the role of each of them in this collaboration model.

8.4.1. Host-side components
The host-side components play an important role in linking input/output disk activities (e.g.,
read, write) to users processes, detecting intrusions through the identification of malicious
processes, and preventing intrusions from propagating to the disk.
Malicious process identifier: The Malicious process identifier observes the behavior of processes, identifies malicious ones (not matter what detection technique it used). In case the
case of malicious process identification, it forwards its pid (process identifier) to the process
Tracker.
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Figure 8.1.: C-IDTS architecture
Process Tracker: The process tracker is designed to observe the following system objects:
sockets, processes, and files. It monitors any system event that creates dependency between
them. System objects dependency includes: 1) a process that creates a new child; 2) a process
that shares memory with another process; and 3) a process that reads and creates files. The
functionality of such component is inspired from [44], which describes a tool that identifies
the relation between system objects in order to understand how an intrusion has occurred.
The output of Process Tracker is the process dependency graph which is described within the
next paragraph.
Host IDS knowledge base: Built mainly from the dynamic information serving for detection
and tolerance in the host side, the host IDS knowledge base is composed by four parts.
• Weak-level tolerance rules: These rules will be used by the system call interceptor to
tolerate intrusions targeting the disk. They will be discussed in details in the sequel.
• Alerts and forensic logs: These logs represent the output of the system call interceptor.
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The alert log stores any violation of the high-level security policy by describing the
suspicious process identity and behavior (e.g., file creation, child creation) and to which
root processes they belong. The Forensic log addresses suspicious processes activity in
terms of disk block usage (e.g., requests for block reading or writing) as well as any
tolerance decision made by the system call interceptor.
• Processes dependency graph: This is a graph whose nodes can be a suspicious process,
a file accessed by a suspicious process, or a socket that is associated with a malicious
process. The arcs depicted in the graph link processes when they share a resource or
when one of them is created by the other. They may link a process to a file when the
process acts on the file. Finally, a socket is linked to a process when it is associated
to it. We notice that a malicious process is either: a) a process whose id was sent by
the malicious process; b) a process whose root process is malicious; c) a process that
shares memory with a malicious process; or d) a process that accesses to a file that was
created by a malicious process. Consequently, a process that requests many successive
file accesses has to be observed until it terminates to be sure that it is legitimate. The
graph is constantly monitored by the Process Tracker. Figure 8.2 is an example of
graph generated by the process tracker, where Process X is the malicious process whose
identity was sent by the malicious process identifier. Process Y is considered malicious
because it shares memory with Process X . Process Z starts by creating File 2, and then
reading File 1. It is considered as legitimate until it reads File 1.
Socket X

Process Y

Shares

Process X

Process Z

creates

creates
reads

File 1

File 2

Figure 8.2.: System objects dependency

• High-level security policy: The host-security policy is a set of rules that describe, for
every monitored file, two patterns: the legitimate use pattern and the malicious use
pattern, which is of high importance in intrusion tolerance. Every pattern describes
how the monitored file or folder should be used (use includes read, write, append, etc).
For example, an application log file should legitimately be used in read or append mode
only (as a modification affects only its tail). While in presence of attack, the reading
mode can be tolerated by application log file, while the write or append mode should
be rejected.
Disk administration: This component is divided into two main parts. The first part is the
low level security policy traducer. Executed by the administrator further to the writing of
the host security policy, this component has to translate any high-level security policy rule
into a set of low-level security policy rules and forward them to the low-level disk security
policy component via the secure communication enforcer. In fact, a user activity performed
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on the content of any file or folder can be translated in terms of disk blocks use. The second
part serves is the secure communication enforcer. It is used by the administrator to securely
access to the disk protected area, for updating (e.g., low level security policy uploading) and
retrieving (e.g., forensic logs) purposes.
System call interceptor: Located at the kernel level, the system call interceptor has a twofold role. First, it intercepts the system calls going to the disk (e.g., file reading, file update)
and checks whether they are issued by a malicious process (by identifying the process pid
and watching the graph generated by the process tracker), and detects violations of high-level
security policy and updates alerts file. This component plays an important role in intrusion
tolerance (c.f., Section 4) and misleading intruders as it monitors any propagation to the
disk. For every intercepted system call, it decides whether to serve, reject or introduce some
modifications to the system call. Moreover, it maintains a temporary partial file allocation
table that handles temporary modifications of the disk blocks content (as made mainly by
malicious processes), and associates every entry with the pid of the process to which the
content of the disk block belongs.

8.4.2. Storage-side components
Disk-side components play an important role in detecting intrusions in low-level disk activity
and tolerating attacks without letting them physically interfere with legitimate data.
Physical storage area: Physical storage area is virtually divided in two areas. The first,
which is called virtual contaminated area, stores any data that was written by a malicious
process. The second area, which is called virtual healthy area, stores any data that was
written by a legitimate process. The separation between the two areas is simply based on the
upholding of a virtual separation file which maps every disk block to healthy or contaminated
area. Handling separation virtually, allows a straightforward transferring of data content from
contaminated area to the healthy area, by a simple modification inside the virtual separation
file.
Violation Rules Monitor: The violation rules monitor checks whether an incoming read/write
request has the potentiality to violate the dynamic or static rules. In the case of violation,
it generates an alert to be stored in the protected alert file, decides whether to modify the
request before forwarding it to the request handler, or denying it according to the intrusion
tolerance rules.
Request handler: The role of this component is to execute the commands that come to the
disk controller interface after they are checked against the available security policy (except
the Cmd 5, which is checked directly by the request handler). However, the set of commands
introduced in Subsection 8.3.3 are different from the usual Read/Write commands in the sense
that they need a particular processing. This is explained as follows:
1. Cmd1 : The request handler checks whether the requested block is created by a malicious
process. If that is the case, the read access is allowed and the content is copied to the
buffer bu . Else, the request handler checks available rules in order to allow access or
reject it, The access request is then logged to the forensic log;
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2. Cmd2 : The virtual separation file is modified by assigning block nbr to the virtual
contaminated area and associating it to the malicious process whose pid is x . Moreover,
the action is logged in the forensic log.
3. Cmd3 : The virtual separation file is modified by removing disk block nbr from virtual
contaminated area, and dissociating it from the malicious process whose pid is x. The
action is logged in the forensic log.
4. Cmd4 : The command is similar to the previous one, except that it deals with all the
disk blocks that belong to the process whose pid is x. the action is also logged in the
forensic log.
5. Cmd5 : The request handler extracts the incoming rule and checks its validity before
adding it to the low level disk security policy.
Disk knowledge base: the disk knowledge base is placed in a protected area which is physically separated from the storage area. The access to the knowledge base is highly secured.
Internally, it can only be accessed by the Violation Rule Monitor and the Request handler,
while externally it is only accessed for administrative reasons including policy update and
attack investigation. The content of this area can be reduced to three main parts:
• Forensics: The content of this part holds the alerts file and the forensic log. The first file
describes which security policy rules was violated. The second logs all the new communication interface commands indicates whether such request was forwarded, denied or
modified (in such case it indicates by which command it was replaced). Thus, it enables
investigating the behavior of malicious processes, determining which malicious process
has requested reading which block number, which process has terminated and which
process has not (such process may be the one responsible for the host compromise), and
which disk block was attempted to be modified.
• Tolerance administration: The content of this part is composed by the virtual separation
file, the redirection file, and the tolerance rules. The first maps every disk block to the
virtual healthy or contaminated disk area. For every disk block in the contaminated
area, it indicates the pid of the root process to which this block belongs. The second
indicates to which disk block number, a modification on a healthy block was redirected.
Finally, the tolerance rules are of two types and will be described in more details in
Section 4.
• Low-level disk security policy: Divided into dynamic and static rules, the disk security
policy allows low-level detection of attacks even when the host is compromised. Note
that most of these rules are based on the fact that the disk is provided with a high-level
understanding of the logical disk organization including partitioning and file system.
1) Dynamic rules: Represent a low-level translation in terms of disk blocks use of the
high-level security policy rules. For every monitored disk block, two patterns are specified: legitimate use pattern and malicious use pattern. Every pattern describes whether
the block is allowed to be read, modified, or deallocated (precisely when the file size
decreases).
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2) Static rules: Contain consistency and correctness rules to defeat anti-forensic attacks [62], which aim to inhibit investigation, preventing an investigator from straightforwardly accessing to a relevant content. These attacks introduce some inconsistencies
at any data layers (e.g., partition, file system, files) and include partition hiding, file
fragments scattering, and files’ and folders’ time-line modification. Static rules specify
how the disk content is expected to be. Examples of static rules include:
– The number of chained disk blocks that are specific to a given file should be
equivalent to the size as specified in its meta-data”;
– Any disk block containing data should belong to only one file;
– A file’s modification date should be changed after at least a file block is rewritten
by the disk controller.

8.5. Network-side components
Network side components enhance the C-IDTS capabilities by detecting attacks before they
affect the host side. Three main components are used. They are described as follows:
Malicious traffic identifier:
Directly connected to the network, this component allows
a premature detection of attacks before they propagate to the disk. Monitoring network
resources usage (e.g., connection to specious networks), for instance, may require treating
subsequent intruder activity at the operating system as malicious. Similarly to host-side, we
assume that a set of detection techniques is available (we consider that this is beyond the
scope of this thesis). Upon detection of a malicious traffic, this component triggers the Traffic
Characterizer component.
Traffic Characterizer: When a malicious traffic is detected, this component extracts an
unique identifier from that traffic and sends it to the Process Tracker at the host side. Such
identifier includes source and destination port, source and destination IP address, and TCP
sequence number. It allows the process tracker to know which socket is serving attacks, and
thus consider any subsequent process as malicious. Suppose for instance, that in Figure 8.2,
socket 1 was identified as malicious by the network-based side. Consequently process 2 is also
malicious, and its activity is suspect.
Network IDS knowledge base: The content of this part holds the security policy and the
alert files. The first is a set of rules developed in conformance with the enterprise organization
and production system. They aim to protect the systems and data of the enterprise and should
be known by the employees, since they define what is legitimate and what is not. The security
policy is mapped and implemented in the host side and should fit with network detection rules.
The second file describes which network detection rule was violated by the malicious traffic
and what is the identifier (as computed by the Traffic Characterizer) that corresponds to that
traffic.
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8.6. CIDTS tolerance capabilities
The CIDTS has intrusion tolerance capabilities that are essentially performed by the disk
side components based on a set of structures located in the protected area in addition to the
violation rules monitor and the request handler modules. In this section, we will discuss rules
followed by the CIDTS during the intrusion tolerance phase then we define some malicious
activities that are used as triggers for intrusion tolerance completion.

8.6.1. Detection of host compromise
Detection of host compromise is a feature that may be considerably enhanced, if performed
cooperatively. When the host is compromised (meaning that an intruder has taken control
of the system), the storage IDS will no longer trust the Host-based side components from
which reading/writing requests arrive. The disk considers all the incoming requests as malicious without applying any modification to the dynamic rules, nor accepting any new defined
communication interface command.
At the storage side, two main techniques may be considered. The first uses safety rules
to verify whether a disk input/output request does not create an inconsistency with the disk
content. For instance, if two malicious processes whose root pid are different have requested
the disk controller to copy the same block from the virtual contaminated area. This means
that an intruder has taken control of the system and that probably the system call interceptor
was subverted (this is due to the fact that a disk block within the virtual contaminated area,
does only belong to the set of processes with the same root pid ).
The second technique uses a more advanced form of rules, which is composed by a sequence
of events that lead to the creation of evidence on the disk. For instance, every time a file
is read (the content of its disk blocks is retrieved), a writing request comes to modify the
content of its last block. This means that a virus is infecting the content of these loaded files.
At the host side, an integrity checker function is added to the system call interceptor to
check continuously the integrity of the tolerance rules and the temporary file allocation table.
In fact, as the most part of intrusion and tolerance capabilities are provided by the system
call interceptor, the latter is subject to attacks. When the integrity checker function detects
a potential alteration, it sends immediately a special storage request that is understandable
by the violation rules monitor. The request instructs this component to consider all next
incoming requests as malicious.

8.6.2. Low-level security policy maintenance
It appears from security practices and enterprise management, that there is a need to perform
frequent updates of the low-level policy. Suppose, for instance, that we have a high-level
security policy rule which states that a file x is read only in legitimate use. Its corresponding
low-level security policy rule, which was previously traduced by the “Low-level security policy
traducer ” into rules related to disk blocks use, becomes invalid when the file is physically
moved inside the disk. To prevent low-level security policy rules becoming inconsistent, the
storage IDS requires cooperation from the host side components, particularly from the system
call interceptor. The interceptor has to supervise activities such as physical content moving,
updates and erasing of files to which there exists a security policy rule. The aim is to generate
updates of low-level rules and forward them to the disk controller.
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Another example that demonstrates the need for low-level rule updates is stated as follows:
Given a file X that has a high-level rule stating that it can be accessed in write mode.
Every legitimate modification on file X that can affect its size in terms of used disk blocks,
requires from the system call interceptor to forward new low-level security policy rules for
every released block or newly used disk blocks.

8.6.3. Intrusion tolerance rules
To provide intrusion tolerance, two working modes are possible. The first refers to the case
where the attacks have not propagated yet to the intrusion detection components. In this
case, the following weak-level tolerance rules can be applied:
•

Rule 1: A request to write a file by an adversary is served by the system call interceptor,
which does not introduce any modification to the working file allocation table. Conversely, all the modifications are written into the temporal partial file allocation table
and associated to the pid of the root process. A request in the form of md 2 with x
equal to the pid of the root process is forwarded to the disk controller, in order to write
data in the virtual contaminated area and associate the relating blocks to that pid.

•

Rule 2: When a malicious process tries to modify a legitimate file, the system call
interceptor intervenes to create a temporary file and mislead the intruder. The file
creation is performed accordingly to Rule 1. Every time, in the future, a malicious
process with the same root pid tries to read or write to the same file, the system call
interceptor redirects the request to the temporary created file and not to the legitimate
file.

•

Rule 3: When a malicious process tries to read a legitimate file, the system call interceptor checks in the dependency graph whether this process is subsequent to a malicious
socket, in which case it immediately denies the request. In fact, such a situation may
represent an intruder that tries to perform a remote file upload. If the case is false, the
request is checked against the malicious use pattern to be served or rejected.

•

Rule 4: When a malicious process terminates, the system call interceptor deletes all the
relating entries in the temporal file allocation table and sends a request to the disk
controller under the form of md 4.

•

Rule 5: Any process, whether or not it is malicious, is not realized until its execution
is completed. That is why the system call interceptor handles the requests for storage
as if they were issued by a malicious process. When the process terminates, the system
call interceptor will take care of applying all the modifications that were made by that
process to the legitimate copy of the same file. After that it follows Rule 4.

•

Rule 6: When different malicious processes are occurring in short period of time, try to
modify the same file within the disk, creating each time a new copy of that file within the
virtual contaminated area, and if all these processes do not terminate (the temporary
created blocks will not be modified), the system call interceptor considers that the disk
is under denial of service attack. In this case, it decides to apply Rule 4 for all of these
non terminated processes.
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The second mode refers to the case where host compromise is detected. The aim is to run
the disk in autonomous mode while preventing attacks from interfering with legitimate data.
In this case, the following strong-level tolerance rules are applied:
• Every write request to a disk block, say x , that is located in the virtual healthy area is
redirected to an empty disk block, say y . y is then affected to the virtual contaminated
area. The aim of this operation is to continue working without affecting the real system
data. A mapping between block x and y is created and logged within the redirection file.
Further reading to block x is thus redirected to y (all incoming request are supposed to
be issued by malicious processes). Besides, writing requests and disk blocks mapping
are logged within the forensic log.
• For every reading request to a disk block, say x , which is located in the virtual healthy
area, the S-IDS checks the low-level disk security policy to see whether there exists a
rule for that block. If the case is true, the malicious pattern is applied (the host side is
untrusted) by the Violation Rules Monitor and security policy enforcer before handling
the request. Besides, every reading request is logged within the forensic log.
• As all the write request into existing disk blocks are served within a new disk block in
the virtual contaminated area, the disk may quickly become full. At this moment the
attack toleration will be stopped and all the writing requests will be rejected by the
Violation Rules Monitor and security policy enforcer.

8.6.4. Triggers for intrusion tolerance completion
A system that performs intrusion tolerance should be able to tolerate malicious activities
without causing system failure. To comply with this requirement, the system should serve
malicious requests until receiving the request that, if served, will lead the system to a failure
state. Therefore, we have defined a set of triggers that will be checked before serving requests
and if one of them is matched, the CIDTS makes an end to the intrusion tolerance process
and moves the system to a blocking state. Examples of triggers provided with CIDTS include:
• Use of the compromised host as a slave in a DDoS attack: A required attribute of
any DDoS attack is a collection of slaves. The slaves are the hosts that the attacker
has compromised and on which it has gained full or partial control. Since the attacker
controls the slaves, it is possible to have the slaves generate any packet. Generally, an
attacker installs malicious software (flood server) that is used to send attack packets
to the victim. When the compromised host starts sending attack packets, the CIDTS
should stop tolerating this intrusion by blocking traffic sent or received by the compromised host. It should also stop responding to incoming storage requests from the host.
In this case, all actions performed by the attacker (or the associated malicious process)
will be logged in the forensic log.
• Download of files from compromised host: An attacker, who gains partial or full access
to a compromised host, tries generally to cover the traces of his attempts to install
some malicious programs that helps him gaining access another time (called generally
backdoors). All these actions may be tolerated by the CIDTS. But, when the attacker
tries to download some available files from the compromised host the CIDTS will reject
the requests and this event will be considered as the end of the tolerance process.
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• Any malicious activity that aims to make the disk full: CIDTS manages basically two
major areas at the storage level. It is important that the CIDTS disk side components
have enough free space to be either allocated to the protected or to the physical storage
area. In the case of lack of free space, intrusion tolerance will be impossible to perform
even when the intruder requests are only to read files, since the CIDTS components
need to log the intruder activity.
The set of triggers provided in the CIDTS is not limited to the aforementioned three triggers,
but it contains more than that. The common feature to all possible triggers is the system
transition to a failure state (if malicious process requests are served). The check against the
occurrence of triggers is performed by the violation rules monitor. This component verifies
the incoming requests against a set of available rules and monitors the system state (for free
storage space, host compromise, etc.).

8.7. S-TLA-based proof of CIDTS evidences
We provide in the following a formal definition relative to the proof of an evidence collected
from the Cooperative Intrusion Detection and Tolerance System. We concentrate on demonstrating how does the semantic of S-TLA action can perform investigating security attacks
based on the outputs provided by C-IDS.

8.7.1. S-TLA+ Attack system description
A S-TLA+ specification Θ as defined in chapter 4, may generate any behavior in the form of:
ω = hs0 , s1 , ..., sn i. State s0 denotes the initial system state satisfying predicate Init , while
for every pair of states (si , si +1 ), there is an action which is true. To provide a proof of the
collected evidence, we require a 8-tuple (ΘInit , A, Pr , R , L, I , T , T ′ ) where:
• ΘInit : specifies the set of possible initial system states, representing a secure and safe
system.
•

A: specifies the allowed system transitions in the form of a disjunction of a set of S-

TLA+ actions. Every action represents an elementary hacking scenario fragment which
can be basically described in advance without a priori knowledge about the whole hacking scenario that produces the incident. We remind that an elementary attack scenario
fragment is composed of pre-conditions, hypotheses, and actions. It can be translated
to a single S-TLA action as it can be described by state-predicates, relations between
assumed and non-assumed variables, and relations between primed and unprimed variables.

•

Pr : represents a predicate on the space of system states that characterizes insecure states
of the system denoting the presence of evidences and which is created by a straightforward looking on the compromised system. For instance, an altered file is a violation of
the integrity property. Moreover, a deleted file is a modification of the starting sector
field of the FAT file entry.

•

R : represents a set of correctness properties under the form of temporal and nontemporal formulas. These properties represent the expression of anomaly detection rules
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that are used by our CIDTS to detect a compromise on the host side. An example of
correctness anomaly detection rule can be described as follows: Two malicious processes
with different root pid should not access the same disk block that was written in the
virtual contaminated area.
•

L: refers to a set of log files lx collected from our CIDS representing evidences. Formally,
each log monitor some variables of the investigated system (e.g., password change). It
is described as a finite sequence of tuple of values in the form of lx = t1 , .., tn , where
ti represents a part of a S-TLA state, the system has gone through. Note that, a log file
does not contain a partial description of all the system states. In fact, it refers only to
the system states in which some modifications have been introduced to the monitored
variables. In short, every log file lx is equal to obsx (ω), where obsx is an observation
function relative to log file lx .

•

I : represents a library of constraints represented by predicates over system states to
assist investigators rebuilding the states through which the system has gone. As a
state is a valuation of all system variables, the idea is to locate which tuple of value
in an observed log lx will be binded to which tuple of value in an observed log ly in
order to constitute a state s part of the attack scenario. Here is some example of
constraints: a) a logged user is provided with the lowest system privilege, implies that
none administrative command can be executed; b) A system update utility is running
implies none released vulnerability could be exploited; c) system log file is updated with
a new record, at the same time a user logs out; and d) a TCP/UDP port is closed before
a backdoor that uses that port is installed.

•

T , T ′ : represents the tolerance rules in the form of a disjunctive set of S-TLA+ actions.

Every rule is transformed into a S-TLA+ action, such that if this action is applied just
after the execution of an elementary hacking scenario, modifies the effect of the attack
so that the system security is not altered, and the intrusion is tolerated. Difference
between T and T ′ lies in the fact that the first represents the set of tolerance rules that
are executed before a host compromise is detected, while the second represents the set
of tolerance rules that are executed after a host compromise is detected. A tolerance
rule is composed by pre-conditions and actions. The first is a predicate that specifies
when the tolerance rule can be applied. The second undoes the effect of the attack and
updates the tolerance files.

8.7.2. Proof of digital evidences
Starting from the above system description, our aim is to use S-TLA+ in order to establish
a proof of the collected evidences. We define this proof in the form of a I-TLA system
execution Θ({s0 }) = hs0 , .., s , ..., sn i, which represent the potential hacking scenario that
moves the system from a safe state to the observed insecure state. Such proof breaks down
into three main parts:
• ∀ str ∈ I : str (s0 , ..., sn ) = True . The set of constraints in library I that takes the
form of a predicate str should be equal true for the generated execution.
•

obsx (s0 , ..., sn ) = lx : Given an observation function obsi ( ), obsi (s0 , ..., sn ) should be
equal to the content of the related evidence (a log file) lx ∈ L.
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• hs0 , ..., s i: Represents the first part of the attack, in which the intruder has not taken
control of the system yet. Rebuilding this part of the attack requires using all of collected
evidences at the network, host, and disk level. State s0 represents the initial system
state (s0 ∈ ΘInit ). For every pair of states hsi , si +1 i, there exists an intermediate state
s ′ such that for hsi , s ′ i A is true (i.e., there exists an attack scenario fragment that
moves the system from state si to state s ′ ) and for hs ′ , si +1 i T is true (i.e., there exists
a tolerance rule to be applied to the system just after the execution of an elementary
hacking scenario, to move it from state s ′ to state si +1 ).
• hs i: Represents the second part of the attack characterized by state s , from which the
intruder has started compromising the system, and the host side has become untrusted.
Formally such state violates at least one correctness properties in set R , described in
the previous section. Note for the two pairs of states hs −1 , s i and hs , s +1 i, A is true.
• hs , ..., sn i: Represents the third part of the attack in which the disk is no longer trusting
the Host-based side components preventing attacks from interfering with legitimate
data. Rebuilding this part of the attack requires using the set of collected evidences from
the disk side, only. sn represents the final system states revealing the system compromise
(Pr (sn ) = True ). For every pair of states hsi , si +1 i, there exists an intermediate state
s ′ such that, for hsi , s ′ i, A is true (i.e., there exists an attack scenario fragment that
moves the system from state si to state s ′ ) and, for hs ′ , si +1 i, T ′ is true (i.e., there exists
a tolerance rule to be applied to the system just after the execution of an elementary
hacking scenario, to move it from state s ′ to state si +1 ).
Note that, the reached system execution should be observable in concordance with the collected evidences, so that for every generated state si we have obs (s0 , ..., si ) ⊑ lx (Two
observations O1 and O2 satisfy the relation O1 ⊑ O2 iff O1 = [o1 , on ], O2 = [o1 , om ] and
n ≤ m ). Moreover, as the execution should satisfy every constraint i ∈ I , we have: i (s0 , ...,
si ) = True .

8.7.3. Evidence collection
C-IDTS performs intrusion detection and tolerance based on a set of static and temporary
rules. At the same time, it logs information at every level of the detection and tolerance
activity:
• Network level: Every incoming malicious request, source and destination ports and
addresses, TCP sequence number, and malicious pattern are logged, not forgetting the
set of generated alerts.
• Host level: The Processes relationship, the malicious processes identifier and activities
(e.g., read, write), the set of disk blocks that are affected by malicious processes, and
low-level security policy updates are logged.
• Disk level: All generated alerts, incoming storage commands through the new communication interface, modified reading and writing requests, and performed virtual separation
of physical storage area are logged.
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Using the content of the different log files, to formally prove evidences, will require filtering
variable values and deleting redundant information (in comparison to other log files) so that
these files will represent a valuation of system states through which the attack has gone, to
be usable by I-TLA.

8.8. Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a novel scheme for building an intrusion detection and
tolerance system. We have detailed the major functions performed by the system components,
the adopted communication model, and the structure of the files that are needed to fulfill its
objectives.
The novel approach allows the detection of attacks at their first stages and provides tolerance even if the host is compromised. Moreover, it contributes efficiently in digital investigation and allows exploiting forensic logs that store the set of actions performed by a malicious
process since the beginning of the attack.
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Conclusion and Perspectives

9

The main outcome of this thesis is 3-fold: a) the development of formal techniques for digital
investigation, notably the modeling of system details and investigator knowledge and reconstruction of potential attack scenarios; b) the enhancement of opacity and development of
visibility concepts to cover digital investigation and proof of evidences; and c) the extension
of the scope of digital investigation at different layers particularly systems, networks, and
disks. This chapter summarizes the achieved work in this thesis, showing the major established contributions in every axis. After that, it presents some of the main open problems
that remain unsolved and can be addressed by future works.

9.1. Logic-based investigation theory
We set up a formal theory for digital investigation which is completely independent from
any computer security technology or incident, resistant to lack of evidences and data on
the investigated system, supports advanced description of scenarios and evidences, and is
fully automated. We brought out a novel logic entitled Temporal Logic of Security Actions,
S-TLA, and its logic-based language entitled S-TLA+ . The latter is used to unambiguously
specify the set of available evidences, as well as the set of elementary scenarios fragments that,
can be described in advance and do not require a thorough knowledge about the occurred
incident. The S-TLA logic used to infer the potential attack scenarios as a series of event
that moves the system from a safe state to a set of final states satisfying evidences. To
handle missing evidences and information about the incident and the investigated system,
two different techniques for reasoning with hypotheses, were provided. The first technique is
implicitly integrated in S-TLA logic, where a hypothesis is considered as an optional part of
an elementary scenario fragment. During scenario reconstruction, hypotheses are appended
as elementary attack scenarios are selected, while preventing inconsistency from occurring.
The second technique is provided through the semantic a novel concept, entitled hypothetical
execution graphs. A hypothesis is generated to deviate the system from its normal behavior,
moving it from a blocking state to a state from which a new transition can be followed.
In this context, an attack scenario is considered as a deviation from the normal system
behavior under a set of hypotheses that are specified separately within a library and generated
during scenarios reconstruction. To prove the correctness of S-TLA/S-TLA+ specifications,
we provided a Model Checker which is adapted to the automated diagnosis of security incident.
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9.2. Opacity-based investigation theory
We developed a formal verification theory for digital investigation based on the concept of
opacity which was recently provided as a promising technique for the verification of security
properties. To tailor such concept to digital investigation, giving it more practicality and
generality, we extended it to support multi-observations and defined a new class of opacity,
entitled Obs-Free and I-Obs-Free. The theory is able to handle cooperative digital investigation where different investigators are analyzing multiple set of collected evidences. We
also expressed and integrated opacity to S-TLA+ and enhanced the model checker TLC to
automate the reconstruction of potential attack scenarios with respect to investigators’ observations. To support proving a given property solely based on a partial observation of
a system execution, we provided a novel concept entitled Visibility which is, somehow, the
opposite of Opacity. We set up the relation between the concept of visibility and network digital investigation, particularly the investigation of source address spoofing attacks in packet
switching communication protocols. The visibility theory is generic and promises to show its
effectiveness in other fields of computer security. We brought a set of visibility properties that
characterizes provable evidences. Using the new classes and properties of opacity and visibility, we provided a set of theoretical results in digital investigation, allowing an investigator to
accurately define the scope of its proof and the details he wants to prove. We also provided
and proved a set of propositions that characterizes provable and improvable attack scenario
fragments with respect to a single or multiple observations, and provable evidence property.
We showed that using opacity and visibility concept, an efficient investigation can be resolved
into the definition of the scope of investigators observations.

9.3. Extending investigation
We extended the scope of digital investigation at different layers, particularly systems, networks, and disks. Different forms of evidences are thus supported, including network traffic
traces, processes behavior and activity in the system, and read/write requests to access disk
content. We provided a formal and automated approach based on the use of S-TLA+ and STLC to handle computer investigation of systems that are exposed to disk-based anti-forensic
attacks. The approach supports detecting a great set of known and unknown conducted
disk-based anti-forensic attacks and enables data recovery eluding these attacks by means of
reasoning with hypotheses on the available disk evidences. A S-TLA+ library is added and
structured to support file system specifications.
To support network investigation, we provided two novel techniques for tracing intruders’
sources in wired and wireless networks, respectively. For the case of wired networks, the technique is entitled Adaptive and Selective Packet Marking (ASPM). It is adaptive in the sense
that it adapts its behavior according to the characteristic of the processed traffic protocol.
Instead of marking the whole traffic, dependency between traffic units are exploited and a set
of properties are extracted, so that only few traffic units need be marked. ASPM reduces the
processing and bandwidth overhead and handles encrypted traffic. As for wireless networks,
we proposed a novel traceback technique for Ad-hoc networks, called ”Selective and Deterministic Pipelined Packet Marking” (SDPPM). The technique is based on the propagation
of the set of IP addresses representing the Cluster Heads through which attacks are flowing
to the target. It takes into consideration nodes mobility, IP source handoff, and IP routes
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updates. The technique reduces the use of computational resources in ad-hoc nodes and considers tracing the history of sender’s cluster and the set of routes taken by its traffic. As the
concept of network digital investigation was practically absent when traceback methods were
conceived, we provided a Visibility-based technique for investigation of network attacks that
cope with the output of traceback techniques. The aim is to demonstrate absence of design
weakness in the technique, and prove any result that a security administrator would otherwise
have to compute himself.
To better detect intrusion attempts in their early stages and provide intrusion tolerance
capability in order to support investigation activities, we provided a Cooperative Intrusion
Detection and Tolerance System (C-IDTS) that takes advantage from the information that
are available at the network, host and storage level. The system allows tracing user activity in
terms of opened sockets, involved processes, and read/write disk blocks requests. It extends
the disk capabilities, enriches its communication interface, and provides it some autonomy to
detect intrusions at the storage side and tolerate attacks. In the case where the operating
system is compromised, the disk processes incoming requests while tolerating attacks and
preventing them from physically interfering with legitimate data. During this phase, useful
low-level traces are generated to be used for a thorough investigation. The system is equipped
with a temporal logic based language that uses the system logs to generate formal proof on
intruders’ malice.

9.4. Future works
The final section of this thesis opens new fields of research showing problems that remain still
unsolved and which can be addressed in future works.
• Extending the use of S-TLA+ /S-TLC: The use of such a logic-based language is not
restricted to digital investigation. Other areas, particularly those that require high expressive languages to be modeled and a formalism for advancing and managing hypotheses, such as incident response and recover, reactive intrusion detection and executable
security policy, can be approached.
• Hypothetical execution graphs: The concept of hypothetical graphs happens to be very
promising. One important enhancement lies in structuring its library of hypotheses and
improving its technique of hypotheses and scenario fragments selections. The aim is
to guarantee convergence of the scenario under construction and the selection of the
minimal possible set of hypotheses with regard to the state that could be reached by
the executed actions.
• Theorem proving: While our proposed technique for automated attack scenarios generation can be considered as an important advance in automated hypothesis management,
it suffers from the well-known drawbacks of Model Checking technique. Developing a
theorem proving technique in Temporal Logic of Security Actions to handle hypotheses
and use it in the context of digital investigation, would be of utmost interest.
• Extending opacity: Opacity and Visibility happen to be very promising techniques
for the verification of security protocols properties and proving attack scenarios and
evidences. The research in such area has just started. Several properties and classes
need to be developed to tailor more and more such concept to several digital investigation
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areas. For instance, proof of evidences which are not straightforwardly observable due
to the presence of anti-forensic attacks.
• Formal traceback in wireless networks. Using the visibility theory, we proved DoS attack occurrence and source identification in wired networks. The used packet switching
protocol model is conceived for wired networks. Therefore formally proving evidences,
attackers’ source, and attack scenario occurrence in wireless networks, requires extending the used model and developing the required visibility properties to handle new issues:
mobility of intruders, changing topology, and differences in routing protocols.
• Smart logging: In this thesis we have advanced some results showing how to characterize
provable and improvable evidences using visibility and opacity technique. These results
could be used to conceive a smart logging service that will regularly exploit opacity
and visibility of evidences before marking events in log files. The aim is to reduce log
data while guaranteeing that evidences are provable. Intuitively, the same idea can be
exploited to support intrusion tolerance.
• Integrating intelligence in C-IDTS: The provided Cooperative Intrusion Detection and
Tolerance System uses a set of dynamic and static rules to allow the storage IDS to
cooperate with the host IDS and detect attacks even when the host is compromised. The
more tolerance is performed, the more investigators can collect evidences and accurately
study the intruders’ motives. Cooperation needs to be improved to better monitor the
activity of malicious processes and gradually tolerate their storage requests.The CIDTS
should be equipped with a good level of intelligence to support dynamic reactivity.
• Tolerance to Anti-forensic attacks: Anti-forensic attacks are among the most challenging
attacks in digital investigation. The development formal approach to detect and recover
from such attacks has involved a study of disk structure and file systems specifications.
It was shown that different sectors in the physical storage area and different fields in
the file system remain unused. Exploiting them to ensure tolerance to these attacks is
of utmost importance.
• Investigation in wireless networks: Investigation in wireless networks is a field that
remains scarcely uncovered by current research. In this thesis, we took interest to the
particular case of traceback of DoS attacks in Ad-hoc networks. In wireless networks,
the scope of attacks is highly large compared with wired networks and many challenging
attacks (e.g., Spoofing cluster heads, replaying signals) need to be handled otherwise
the digital investigation could be subverted by intruders. Developing formal techniques
of proof of evidences in wireless networks, taking into consideration threats in wireless
environment, is of utmost importance.
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A

S-TLA+ module FATBib
module
local instance
local instance

Naturals
Sequen es

FATBib

∆
FatTable (nbr ) =
[(2 . . nbr + 1) → (2 . . (nbr + 3)) ∪ {0}]
∆
Bnd (str ) =
choose x ∈ (domain str ) : ∀ y ∈ (domain str ) : x ≥ y
∆
Bnd (fat ) + 2
bad (fat ) =
∆
eo (fat ) =
Bnd (fat ) + 1
∆
DelFat (fat ) =
[i ∈ domain (fat ) 7→ 0]
∆
NextFreeCl (fat , i ) =
choose x ∈ ((i + 1) . . Bnd (fat )) : ∀ y ∈ {w ∈ ((i + 1) . . Bnd (fat )) : fat [w ] = 0} : ∧ x ≤ y
∧ fat [x ] = 0
∆
FirstFreeClst (fat ) = NextFreeCl (fat , 1)
∆
InBuf (buf , d ) =
∃ x ∈ (1 . . Len (buf )) : buf [x ] = d
∆
∆
RmFileFat (fat , s ) =
let RM [i ∈ 2 . . Bnd (fat ), t ∈ Seq (domain (fat ))] =
if ((fat [i ] = eo (fat )) ∨ (InBuf (t , fat [i ]))) then [fat except ![i ] = 0] else
if ((fat [i ] = 0) ∨ (fat [i ] = bad (fat ))) then fat
else [RM [fat [i ], Append (t , i )] except ![i ] = 0]
in RM [s , hs i]
∆
AddFileFat (fat , s , nb ) =
∆
AF [i ∈ s . . Bnd (fat ), j ∈ 1 . . nb ] =
if j = 1 then i
else AF [NextFreeCl (fat , i ), j − 1]
in [i ∈ domain (fat ) 7→ if ((i < s ) ∨ (i > AF [s , nb ]) ∨ (fat [i ] 6= 0)) then fat [i ] else
if ((i ≥ s ) ∧ (i < AF [s , nb ]) ∧ (fat [i ] = 0)) then NextFreeCl (fat , i ) else eo (fat )]

let

∆
ReadFatSe (fat , s , Se Nbr ) =

let FS [i ∈ domain (fat ), S ∈ Seq (domain (fat )), t ∈ Seq (domain (fat ))] =
if ((fat [i ] = eo (fat )) ∨ InBuf (t , fat [i ])) then S else if (fat [i ] = 0 ∨ fat [i ] = bad (fat ))
∆
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then t else FS [fat [i ], Append (S , fat [i ]), Append (t , i )]
FS [s , hs i, hi]

∆
ReadFatSe Ch (fat , s ) =

let FS [i ∈ domain (fat ), S ∈ Seq (domain (fat )), t ∈ Seq (domain (fat ))] =
if ((fat [i ] = eo (fat )) ∨ InBuf (t , fat [i ])) then S else if (fat [i ] = 0 ∨ fat [i ] = bad (fat ))
then t else FS [fat [i ], Append (S , fat [i ]), Append (t , i )]
in FS [s , hs i, hi]
∆

∆
Q kDelFat (fat ) =
[i ∈ domain (fat ) 7→ if fat [i ] 6= bad (fat ) then 0 else fat [i ]]
∆
ModifyFat (fat , x , y ) =
[i ∈ domain (fat ) 7→ if i = x then y else fat [i ]]
∆
DiskSpa e (fat ) =
∆
DS [i ∈ domain fat ] =
if i = 2 then if fat [i ] = 0 then 1 else 0
else if fat [i ] = 0 then 1 + DS [i − 1] else DS [i − 1]
in DS [Bnd (fat )]

let

∆
IsThereSpa e (fat , nb ) =
DiskSpa e (fat ) ≥ nb

∆
Dire tory (DirNbr , Se Nbr ) =
[(1 . . DirNbr ) → (0 . . DirNbr + 1) × ((2 . . Se Nbr + 1) ∪ {0}) × (0 . . Se Nbr )]
∆
delentry (dir ) =
Bnd (dir ) + 1
∆
noentry (dir ) =
0
∆
EmtyDir (dir ) =
[i ∈ domain (dir ) 7→ h0, 0, 0i]
∆
DirAddFile (dir , did , d , s , sz ) =
[dir except ![did ] = hd , s , sz i]
∆
DirRmFile (dir , d ) =
[i ∈ domain (dir ) 7→ if dir [i ][1] = d then hdelentry (dir ), dir [i ][2], dir [i ][3]i else dir [i ]]
∆
FirstFreeDir (dir ) =
choose x ∈ domain (dir ) : ∀ y ∈ {w ∈ domain (dir ) :
∨ dir [w ][1] = noentry (dir )
∨ dir [w ][1] = delentry (dir )} : ∧ x ≤ y
∧ ∨ dir [x ][1] = noentry (dir )
∨ dir [x ][1] = delentry (dir )
∆
ModifyDir (dir , x , y , z ) =
[i ∈ domain (dir ) 7→ if i = x then hdir [i ][1], y , z i else dir [i ]]
∆
Whi hs (dir , d ) =
∆
let dn = choose x ∈ domain (dir ) : dir [x ][1] = d
in dir [dn ][2]
∆
Whi hsz (dir , d ) =
∆
let dn = choose x ∈ domain (dir ) : dir [x ][1] = d
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in

dir [dn ][3]

∆
GlDire Size (dir ) =
∆
let SP [i ∈ domain dir ] = if i = 1 then if dir [i ][1] ∈ domain (dir )
then dir [i ][3] else 0
else if dir [i ][1] ∈ domain (dir ) then dir [i ][3] + SP [i − 1] else SP [i − 1]
in SP [Bnd (dir )]
∆
IsThereFile (dir , d ) =
∃ x ∈ domain (dir ) : dir [x ][1] = d

∆
“nd”
nodata =
∆
DataArea (Data , Se Nbr ) =
[(2 . . Se Nbr + 1) → Data ∪ {nodata }]
∆
WriteData (dataarea , DatSeq , Data , s , fat ) =

let WD [i ∈ domain (dataarea ), S ∈ Seq (Data )] = if fat [i ] = eo (fat ) then
[dataarea except ![i ] = Head (S )] else [WD [fat [i ], Tail (S )] except ![i ] = Head (S )]
in WD [s , DatSeq ]
∆

∆
ReadData (dataarea , Data , s , fat , sz ) =

let SP [i ∈ domain (dataarea ), S ∈ Seq (Data ∪ {nodata }), j ∈ (1 . . sz )] =
if ((fat [i ] = eo (fat )) ∨ j = sz ∨ fat [i ] = 0 ∨ fat [i ] = bad (fat )) then S
else SP [fat [i ], Append (S , dataarea [fat [i ]]), j + 1]
in SP [s , hdataarea [s ]i, 1]
∆

∆
RndData (nb , Data ) =
union {[1 . . x → Data ] : x ∈ 1 . . nb }
∆
ModifyData (dataarea , x , y ) =
[i ∈ domain (dataarea ) 7→ if i = x then y else dataarea [i ]]
∆
EmptyDataArea (darea ) =
[i ∈ domain (darea ) 7→ nodata ]
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S-TLA+ module Fat 12AttDet
module
extends fatbib , TLC , Naturals , Sequen
constants Se Nbr , Data , DirNbr
variables fattb , dataarea , dir

es

Fat 12AttDet

∆
TypeInvariant =
∧ fattb ∈ FatTable (Se Nbr )
∧ dataarea ∈ DataArea (Data , Se Nbr )
∧ dir ∈ Dire tory (DirNbr , Se Nbr )
∆
Init =
∧ TypeInvariant
∧ fattb = DelFat (fattb )
∧ dir = EmtyDir (dir )
∧ dataarea = EmptyDataArea (dataarea )
∆
Writele (d ) =
∆
let s = FirstFreeClst (fattb )
∆
d =
FirstFreeDir (dir )
in ∧ ¬IsThereFile (dir , d )
∧ ∃ x ∈ RndData (Se Nbr , Data ) :
∧ IsThereSpa e (fattb , Len (x ))
∧ fattb ′ = AddFileFat (fattb , s , Len (x ))
∧ dataarea ′ = WriteData (dataarea , x , Data , s , fattb ′ )
∧ dir ′ = DirAddFile (dir , d , d , s , Len (x ))
∆
DeleteFile (d ) =
∆
let s = Whi hs (dir , d )
in ∧ IsThereFile (dir , d )
∧ dir ′ = DirRmFile (dir , d )
∧ fattb ′ = RmFileFat (fattb , s )
∧ unchanged dataarea
∆
Qui kFormat =
∧ dir ′ = EmtyDir (dir )
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∧ fattb ′ = Q kDelFat (fattb )
∧ unchanged dataarea
∆
ModifyDisk =
∧ ∃ x ∈ domain (fattb ), y ∈ domain (fattb ) ∪ {bad (fattb ), eo (fattb )} :
fattb ′ = ModifyFat (fattb , x , y )
∧ ∃ x ∈ domain (dir ), y ∈ domain (fattb ), z ∈ (1 . . Se Nbr ) :
dir ′ = ModifyDir (dir , x , y , z )
∧ ∃ x ∈ domain (dataarea ), y ∈ (Data ∪ {nodata }) :
dataarea ′ = ModifyData (dataarea , x , y )
∆
Next =
∃ d ∈ (1 . . DirNbr ) : Writele (d ) ∨ DeleteFile (d ) ∨ Qui kFormat ∨ ModifyDisk

∆
databelongtoale =
∃ y ∈ domain (dir ) : ∧ dir [y ][1] 6= delentry (dir )
∧ InBuf (ReadData (dataarea , Data , dir [y ][2], fattb , dir [y ][3]), dataarea [x ])
∆
no rossref =
∀ x ∈ domain (fattb ) : ¬(∃ y , z ∈ domain (dir ) : ∧ y 6= z
∧ dir [y ][1] 6= delentry (dir )
∧ dir [z ][1] 6= delentry (dir )
∧ InBuf (ReadFatSe (fattb , dir [y ][2], Se Nbr ), x )
∧ InBuf (ReadFatSe (fattb , dir [z ][2], Se Nbr ), x ))
∆
nosames =
∀ x , y ∈ domain (dir ) :
(dir [x ][1] 6= delentry (dir ) ∧ dir [y ][1] 6= delentry (dir ) ∧ x 6= y ) ⇒ dir [x ][2] 6= dir [y ][2]
∆
ConsistentDiskSpa e =
GlDire Size (dir ) = Bnd (fattb ) − DiskSpa e (fattb ) − 1
∆
ConsistentData =
∀ z ∈ domain (dir ) : dir [z ][1] 6= delentry (dir ) ⇒
¬InBuf (ReadData (dataarea , Data , dir [z ][2], fattb , dir [z ][3]), nodata )
∆
ConsistentDir =
∀ z ∈ domain (dir ) : dir [z ][1] ∈ domain (dir ) ⇒ ∧ fattb [dir [z ][2]] 6= 0
∧ fattb [dir [z ][2]] 6= bad (fattb )
∆
AleDel =
∀ x ∈ domain fattb : (fattb [x ] 6= 0) ; (fattb [x ] = 0)
∆
RndFileSize =
∀ x ∈ domain (fattb ) : 23(fattb [x ] = eo (fattb ))
∆
Spe =
Init ∧ 2[Next ]hfattb , dataarea , dir i

theorem

Spe ⇒ 2( ∧ TypeInvariant
∧ databelongtoale ∧ no rossref ∧ nosames ∧ ConsistentDiskSpa e
∧ ConsistentData ∧ ConsistentDir ) ∧ AleDel ∧ RndFileSize
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S-TLA+ module Fat 12AttRe
module FAT 12Re overy
ksDete tion , TLC , Naturals , Sequen

extends fatbib , FAT 12Atta
constants Se Nbr , Data , DirNbr
variables fattb , dataarea , dir
cvariables fat hain ontent

es

∆
TypeInvariant =
∧ fattb ∈ FatTable (Se Nbr )
∧ dataarea ∈ DataArea (Data , Se Nbr )
∧ dir ∈ Dire tory (DirNbr , Se Nbr )
∆
Init =
∧ TypeInvariant
∧ ∀ x ∈ {2, 3, 4, 10} : fat [x ] = 0 ∧ ∀ x ∈ {5, 6, 8} :
fattb [x ] = x + 1 ∧ ∀ x ∈ {7, 9} : fattb [x ] = eo (fattb )
∧ dir [1] ≤ < delentry (dir ), 2, 2i
∧ ∃ x , y ∈ FileID : x 6= y ∧ dir [2] ≤ < x , 10, 3idir [3] ≤ < y , 8, 2i
∧ fat hain = ∇
∧ ontent = ∇
∆
UndeleteFile =
∧ ontent ′′ =“defragmented”
∧ ∃ x ∈ domain (dir ) : ∧ dir [x ][1] = delentry (dir )
∧ ∀ y ∈ (dir [x ][2] . . (dir [x ][3] − 1)) : ∧ fattb [y ] = 0
∧ dataarea [y ] 6= nodata
∧ fattb ′ = AddFileFat (fattb , dir [x ][2], (dir [x ][3] − 1))
∧ ∃ d ∈ FileID : dir ′ = DirAddFile (dir , x , d , dir [x ][2], dir [x ][3])
∧ unchanged dataarea
∧ untouched fat hain
∆
UndelDirEntry =
∧ ∃ x ∈ domain (dir ) : ∧ dir [x ][1] = delentry (dir )
∧ Len (ReadFatSe Ch (fattb , dir [x ][2])) = dir [x ][3]
∧ ∃ d ∈ FileID : dir ′ = DirAddFile (dir , x , d , dir [x ][2], dir [x ][3])
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∧ unchanged hfattb , dataarea i
∧ untouched hfat hain , ontent >
∆
Corre tFsz =
∧ fat hain ′′ =“unmodified”
∧ ∃ x ∈ domain (dir ) : ∧ dir [x ][1] 6= delentry (dir )
∧ Len (ReadFatSe Ch (fattb , dir [x ][2])) < dir [x ][3]
∧ ∃ y ∈ domain (fattb ) : ∧ InBuf (ReadFatSe CH (fattb , dir [x ][2]), y ))
∧ fattb [y ] = eo (fattb )
′
∧ dir = [dir except ![x ] = hdir [x ][1], dir [x ][2], Len (ReadFatSe Ch (fattb , dir [x ][2]))i
∧ unchanged hfattb , dataarea i
∧ untouched ontent
∆
Corre tFs =
∧ fat hain ′′ =“unmodified”
∧ ∃ x ∈ domain (dir ) : ∧ dir [x ][1] 6= delentry (dir )
∧ dir [x ][1] 6= delentry (dir )
∧ ∨ fattb [dir [x ][2]] = 0
∨ fattb [dir [x ][2]] = bad (fattb )
∨ ∀ y ∈ domain (dir ) \ {x } : ¬∃ z ∈ domain (fattb ) : ∧ dir [z ][1] 6= delentry (dir )
∧ InBuf (ReadFatSe (fattb , dir [y ][2], dir [y ][3]), z )
∧ InBuf (ReadFatSe (fattb , dir [x ][2], dir [x ][3]), z )
∧ ∃ w ∈ domain (dir ) : ∧ Len (ReadFatSe Ch (fattb , dir [w ][2])) = dir [x ][3]
∧ ∀ v ∈ domain (fattb ) : fattb [v ] 6= dir [w ][2]
∧ dir ′ = [dir except ![x ] = hdir [x ][1], z , dir [x ][3]i
∧ unchanged hfattb , dataarea i
∧ untouched ontent
∆
Corre tUnexpVal 1 =
∧ fat hain ′′ =“modified”
∧ ontent ′′ =“defragmented”
∧ ∃ x ∈ domain (dir ) : ∧ Len (ReadFatSe Ch (fattb , dir [x ][2])) > dir [x ][3]
∧ choose y ∈ domain (fattb ) : ∧ InBuf (ReadFatSe CH (fattb , dir [x ][2]), y ))
∧ ∨ fattb [y ] = y
∨ fattb [fattb [y ]] = bad (fattb )
∨ fattb [fattb [y ]] = eo (fattb )
∧ ∀ w ∈ domain (fattb ) : fattb [w ] 6= y + 1
∧ dataarea [y + 1] 6= nodata
∧ fattb ′ = [fattb except ![y ] = y + 1]

∧ unchanged hdataarea ,

dir i

∆
Corre tUnexpVal 2 =
∧ fat hain ′′ =“modified”
∧ ontent ′′ =“fragmented”
∧ ∃ x ∈ domain (dir ) : ∧ dir [x ][1] 6= delentry (dir )
∧ Len (ReadFatSe Ch (fattb , dir [x ][2])) < dir [x ][3]
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∧ choose

y ∈ domain (fattb ) : ∧ InBuf (ReadFatSe CH (fattb , dir [x ][2]), y ))
∧ ∨ fattb [y ] = y
∨ fattb [fattb [y ]] = eo (fattb )
∧ ∃ z ∈ domain (fattb ) : ∀ w ∈ domain (fattb ) \ {z } : ∧ fattb [w ] 6= z
∧ fattb ′ = [fattb except ![y ] = z ]

∧ unchanged hdataarea ,

dir i

∆
∧ fat hain ′′ =“unmodified”
FillDataHoles =
∧ ∃ x ∈ domain (dir ) : ∧ dir [x ][1] 6= delentry (dir )
∧ ∀ y ∈ domain (fattb ) : ∧ ∨ ¬InBuf (ReadFatSe (fattb , dir [x ][2], dir [x ][3]), y )
∨ dataarea [y ] 6= nodata
∧ ∃ z ∈ domain (fattb ) : ∧ (fattb [z ] = 0 ∨ fattb [z ] = bad (fattb ))
∧ dataarea [z ] 6= nodata
′
∧ dataarea = [dataarea except ![y ] = dataarea [z ], ![z ] = nodata ]
∧ unchanged hfattb , dir i
∧ untouched ontent

∆
In onsisten y =
∨ ∧ fathain =“unmodified”
∧ fathain =“modified”
∨ ∧ ontent =“defragmented”
∧ ontent =“fragmented”
∆
∧ no rossref
TerminalState =
∧ nosames
∧ ConsistentDiskSpa e
∧ ConsistentData
∧ ConsistentDir
∆
Next =

∨ UndelFile ∨ UndelDirEntry ∨ Corre tFsz ∨ ModCorre tFs
∨ Corre tUnexpVal 1 ∨ Corre tUnexpVal 2 ∨ FillDataHoles

∆
Spe =
Init ∧ 2[Next ]hfattb , dataarea , dir i ∧ nihfattb , dataarea , dir i (Next , In onsisten y )

theorem

Spe ⇒ 2TypeInvariant
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